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1. Introduction
Among medical imaging modalities, such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), ultrasound imaging stands out in terms of temporal resolution. Due to the nature
of medical ultrasound imaging, it has been used for observation of the morphology of living organs
and, also, functional imaging, such as blood flow imaging and evaluation of the cardiac function.
Ultrafast ultrasound imaging, which has become practically available recently, significantly increases
the possibilities of medical ultrasounds for functional imaging. Ultrafast ultrasound imaging realizes
typical imaging frame-rates up to ten thousand frames per second (fps). Owing to such an extremely
high temporal resolution, ultrafast ultrasound imaging enables visualization of rapid dynamic
responses of biological tissues which cannot be observed and analyzed by conventional ultrasound
imaging. Various studies have been conducted to make ultrafast ultrasound imaging useful in clinical
practice and, also, for further improvements in the performance of ultrafast ultrasound imaging itself
as well as finding new potential applications.
2. Ultrafast Ultrasound Imaging
The primary factor limiting the temporal resolution in ultrasound imaging is the speed of sound
in the body. Ultrasound pulses can be transmitted at pulse repetition frequencies of about 10,000 Hz for
superficial organs and about 5000 Hz for deep organs. An ultrasound image is typically composed of
100–250 scan lines and one transmit-receive event is required to create one scan line because a focused
transmit beam is used in conventional ultrasound imaging (ultrasonic echoes are coming from only a
limited region). As a result, the imaging frame rate is limited to less than 100 fps unless the number or
density of scan lines is not reduced.
The concept of ultrafast ultrasound imaging is not new. It was first developed and examined
in the 1970s [1–3]. In ultrafast ultrasound imaging, unfocused transmit beams, such as plane and
diverging beams, are used. As a result, ultrasonic echoes are coming from a wide region illuminated
by an unfocused transmit beam. By creating focused beams in reception, a number of scan lines can
be created simultaneously. Therefore, the number of emissions required to create one image frame
can be reduced significantly. In an extreme case, an ultrasound image can be created by only one
transmit-receive event if we can illuminate a region of interest by a single emission of an unfocused
transmit beam.
On the other hand, image quality in ultrafast ultrasound imaging, e.g., lateral spatial resolution
and contrast, is inherently worse than that in conventional imaging using focused transmit beams
because the directivity is created only in reception and ultrasonic echoes from a wide region produce
undesirable echoes. Various attempts have been made for improvement in image quality in ultrafast
ultrasound imaging. Spatial coherent compounding is a frequently used method to improve the
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image quality in ultrafast ultrasound imaging [4–6]. By compounding point spread functions (PSFs)
created from multiple steered beams, the compounded PSF is sharpened because only the central
parts of the PSFs are coherently summed, and other parts of the PSFs are incoherently summed
(canceled). The improvement of the image quality is increased by increasing the number of coherently
compounded angles and consequently the imaging frame rate is degraded.
Another approach is to improve the performance of an ultrasound beamformer. One strategy is
to use the coherence among ultrasonic echo signals received by individual transducer elements [7,8].
Such methods utilize the characteristics of received signals, e.g., echoes from a focal point are
temporally aligned after delay compensation done by a delay-and-sum (DAS) beamformer, while
out-of-focus echoes are not aligned. Coherence evaluation metrics, such as coherence factor (CF) and
phase coherence factor (PCF), were developed and demonstrated to improve ultrasound image quality.
Adaptive beamforming is an alternative strategy for improvement in the performance of an ultrasonic
beamformer. The minimum variance beamformer [9] was introduced in medical ultrasound imaging in
the late 2000s [10,11]. It minimizes the power of received ultrasonic signals (undesired echoes and noise
are suppressed) while keeping the all-pass characteristic with respect to the desired direction (focal
point). Significant improvements in image quality can be realized by minimum variance beamforming.
On the other hand, the computational complexity of the minimum variance beamformer is very
high, and developments of efficient implementations of the minimum variance beamformer are still
ongoing [12,13]. In addition, various studies on improvement in the performance of the minimum
variance beamformer have been conducted [14,15].
3. Applications and Ongoing Developments
As described above, the basic principle of ultrafast ultrasound imaging was developed in the
1970s. However, practical applications of ultrafast ultrasound imaging only arise from the early 2000s.
Ultrafast ultrasound imaging was first used for visualizing the propagation of a shear wave induced
by acoustic radiation force applied by an ultrasonic push pulse [16]. The measurement of shear wave
propagation speed is useful for evaluation of the elastic properties of biological tissues. Shear wave
imaging had a great impact on the field of medical ultrasonics. Owing to the extremely high temporal
resolution of ultrafast ultrasound imaging, various applications have been developed for functional
imaging, such as blood flow imaging [16–20], evaluation of cardiac function [21–23], and vascular
viscoelastic properties [24–26].
Ultrafast ultrasound imaging has not been used practically for very long due to its limited image
quality and hardware limitations. However, it attracts significant attention because its extremely
high temporal resolution is of great benefit for measurements of tissue dynamic properties. Ultrafast
functional ultrasound imaging is now moving to 3D imaging. Various developments are ongoing for
transducer fabrication, large-scale acquisition systems, beamforming in 3D space, and estimation of
3D tissue functional properties.
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Abstract: Ultrafast ultrasound imaging is a promising technique for measurement of fast moving
objects. In ultrafast ultrasound imaging, the high temporal resolution is realized at the expense
of the lateral spatial resolution and image contrast. The lateral resolution and image contrast are
important factors determining the quality of a B-mode image, and methods for improvements of the
lateral resolution and contrast have been developed. In the present study, we focused on two signal
processing techniques; one is an adaptive beamformer, and the other is the phase coherence factor
(PCF). By weighting the output of the modified amplitude and phase estimation (mAPES) beamformer
by the phase coherence factor, image quality was expected to be improved. In the present study,
we investigated how to implement the PCF into the mAPES beamformer. In one of the two examined
strategies, the PCF is estimated using element echo signals before application of the weight vector
determined by the adaptive beamformer. In the other strategy, the PCF was evaluated from the
element signals subjected to the mAPES beamformer weights. The performance of the proposed
method was evaluated by the experiments using an ultrasonic imaging phantom. Using the proposed
strategies, the lateral full widths at half maximum (FWHM) were both 0.288 mm, which was better
than that of 0.348 mm obtained by the mAPES beamformer only. Also, the image contrasts realized
by the mAPES beamformer with the PCFs estimated before and after application of the mAPES
beamformer weights to the element signals were 5.61 dB and 5.32 dB, respectively, which were better
than that of 5.14 dB obtained by the mAPES beamformer only.
Keywords: adaptive beamformer; coherence factor; lateral spatial resolution; image contrast
1. Introduction
Ultrafast ultrasound imaging with parallel beamforming [1] is now frequently used for functional
imaging such as the measurement of shear wave propagation [2–4], evaluation of myocardial
function [5–7], and blood flow imaging [8–14]. However, the parallel beamforming degrades the
lateral spatial resolution and image contrast because unfocused transmit beams are used to illuminate
a wide region [2]. The lateral resolution and contrast are important factors determining image quality.
Therefore, signal processing methods for improvement of the lateral resolution and contrast are
demanded for the ultrafast ultrasound imaging. Spatial compounding [15,16] and synthetic aperture
imaging [17,18] have been used as such signal processing methods. However, the spatial compounding
and the synthetic aperture imaging require multiple transmissions and, thus, the frame rate is
degraded. It would be beneficial if the spatial resolution were improved without compromising
the temporal resolution.
Recently, adaptive beamforming has been studied and used in many applications [19,20]. In the
delay-and-sum (DAS) beamforming, element echo signals are delayed based on the geometrical
information of the focal point and each transducer element. The weights applied to element echo
Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, 204; doi:10.3390/app8020204 www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci5
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signals in the DAS beamforming are predetermined and independent of the received data. On the other
hand, in the adaptive beamformer, weights are adaptively optimized using received echo signals [19].
The minimum variance (MV) beamforming [20], a kind of adaptive beamformer, determines the
weights to minimize the power of the beamformer output while maintaining unit gain of a signal
of interest. Many researchers have previously attempted to introduce the MV beamformer to the
field of the medical ultrasound imaging [21–23], and the MV beamformer provides a significant
improvement of the lateral spatial resolution. Also, Synnevåg et al. demonstrated the capability of
the MV beamformer to compensate for the degradation of the lateral resolution arising from the
parallel beamforming [24]. Blomberg et al. proposed the amplitude and phase estimation (APES)
beamformer [25], which eliminates the desired signal from the spatial covariance matrix by DAS
beamforming, where the desired signal means the signal which is coherent with the echo from the
focal point. We modified the APES beamforming for more accurate estimation of the desired signal by
considering the directivity of the array transducer element to discard sub-array averaging [26–29].
On the other hand, adaptive weighting methods based on the coherence factor have also been
studied for improvement of the lateral spatial resolution. The coherence factor works as a metric to
evaluate the focusing error in receive beamforming, and it is evaluated from echo signals received
by individual transducer elements. Li and Li proposed the generalized coherence factor (GCF) [30],
which is the ratio of the energy of the low spatial frequency components of element echo signals to the
total energy. The direct current (DC) component and the high-frequency components were regarded
as the coherent and incoherent signals, respectively and, hence, the GCF represents the degree of the
focusing error. Camacho et al. proposed the phase coherence factor (PCF) and the sign coherence
factor (SCF) [31], which are evaluated from the phases of the delay compensated echo signals in the
DAS beamforming. The PCF is determined by the phase variance among received signals, and the SCF
is determined by changes in polarities of the received signals.
For further improvement of the lateral resolution and contrast, in the present study, we examined
two strategies to combine the adaptive beamforming and the coherence-based imaging. In one of the
two examined strategies, the PCF is estimated using element echo signals before application of the
weight vector determined by the adaptive beamformer. In the other strategy, the PCF was evaluated
from the element signals subjected to the mAPES beamformer weights.
We also tried to solve a problem in the PCF. Some researchers have already tried to combine
the coherence factor with the MV beamforming [32–34]. In those studies, the coherence factor is
evaluated from echo signals received by individual transducer elements. However, echoes from
a diffuse scattering medium will be suppressed when the PCF is estimated from echo signals received
by individual transducer elements because there are many echoes with similar amplitudes and they
interfere with each other. To overcome such a problem, we previously proposed the phase coherence
imaging with sub-aperture beamforming [35–37]. Sub-aperture beamforming reduces the effect of
interference among echoes from diffuse scattering medium, and the visibility of the diffuse scattering
medium in phase coherence imaging was improved. In the present study, we also tried to implement
the PCF into the modified APES beamformer with sub-aperture beamforming. The performance of the
proposed method was evaluated by the experiments using an ultrasound imaging phantom.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Modified Amplitude and Phase Estimation (mAPES) Beamforming [26]
The complex ultrasound signals received by individual transducer elements in an ultrasound
array probe are defined as follows:
S = (s0, s1, · · · , sM−1)T, (1)
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where T and M denote the transpose and the number of transducer elements, respectively,
and sm(m = 0, 1, · · · , M − 1) is the complex echo signal received by the m-th transducer element.
The output signal u is expressed as follows:
u = wHS, (2)
where H and w are Hermitian operator and the weight vector applied to the received echo signals,
respectively. Let us define the spatial covariance matrix by R = E[SSH], where E[·] denotes the










































where f0 and c0 are the ultrasonic center frequency and speed of sound, respectively. The vector G
corresponds to the desired signal from the receiving focal point (x f , z f ), and gm (m = 0, 1, · · · , M − 1)





















In our previous study, the outputs of the sub-aperture beamformers were used instead of S
in Equation (2) [26]. The output yk of the k-th sub-aperture (k = 0, 1, · · · , K − 1) consisting of
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C = YYH − VVH, (12)










where J is a K dimensional vector of ones.
2.2. Gaussian Phase Coherence Factor (gPCF)
The PCF is originally defined by the standard deviation of the phases of echo signals received by
individual transducer elements [31] and used for weighting the beamformed echo signals to suppress
echoes with focusing errors. In our previous study, the gPCF was proposed to enhance the effect of the









where ρ is the control parameter, which was set at 3 in the present study [36]. Also, σ0 is the nominal
standard deviation of π/30.5 of the uniform distribution between −π and π [31], and σ is the standard
deviation among phases of delay-compensated echo signals received by individual transducer elements
or outputs from sub-aperture beamformers. When an echo is coming from the receiving focal point and
sound speed in medium is homogeneous, no focusing error occurs and the gPCF is estimated to be 1.
On the other hand, when an echo is coming from the out-of-focal point, phase variance increases
and the gPCF falls to 0. In our previous study, the outputs of the sub-aperture beamformers were
prepared and, then, the phase variance was estimated using outputs of the sub-apertures to suppress
interferences from the out-of-focus echoes [35]. In the present study, the gPCF is estimated using the
output yk of each sub-aperture defined in Equation (8) (i.e., output signals before applying the adaptive
beamformer weights).
2.3. Modifiled APES Beamformer Weighted by gPCF
In the present study, two strategies were examined to implement the gPCF into the mAPES
beamformer. In both strategies, the outputs of the mAPES beamforer were weighted by the gPCF,
but the gPCFs was estimated differently. The schematic diagrams are shown in Figure 1. In one of
the examined strategies, as illustrated in Figure 1a, the gPCF was estimated from the outputs of
sub-aperture beamformers before application of the mAPES beamformer weights, i.e., the gPCF is
estimated using yk (k = 0, 1, · · · , K − 1) in Equation (8). In another strategy, the output signals from
the sub-aperture beamformer weighted by the mAPES beamfomer weights were used to estimate the
gPCF, i.e., the gPCF is estimated using yk · wmAPES,k (k = 0, 1, · · · , K − 1), where wmAPES,k is the k-th
element of wmAPES defined in Equation (11). To make a B-mode image, either Figure 1a or Figure 1b is
adopted to estimate the gPCF applied to the output of the adaptive beamformer. Performances of such
two procedures were examined in the subsequent section.
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Figure 1. Illustration of weighting procedure using Gaussian Phase Coherence Factor (gPCF) estimated
(a) before and (b) after applying adaptive beamformer weights to outputs of sub-aperture beamformers.
2.4. Experimental Methods and Evaluation Metrics
2.4.1. Experimental Setup
In the present study, an ultrasound imaging phantom (model 040GSE, CIRS, Norfolk, VA, USA)
was used for evaluation of image quality. A linear array ultrasonic probe at a nominal center frequency
of 7.5 MHz was used. The element pitch of the linear array and the number of the transducer
elements were 0.2 mm and 192, respectively. Ultrasonic echo signals received by individual transducer
elements were acquired by a custom-made ultrasound scanner (RSYS0002, Microsonic, Tokyo, Japan)
at a sampling frequency of 31.25 MHz. The beamforming procedure was performed off-line using the
numerical analysis software MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The transmit-receive
procedure is described in [9]. In the present study, plane waves were emitted using 96 transducer
elements, and then, 24 receiving beams were created in response to one emission. By repeating
such a transmit-receive procedure four times, 24 × 4 = 96 receiving beams were created at intervals
of 0.2 mm. The frame rate achieved under such transmit-receive response condition was 1302 Hz at
the pulse repetition frequency of 5208 Hz.
2.4.2. Spatial Resolution
The spatial resolution was evaluated using the lateral full width at half maxima obtained from
the amplitude profile of an echo from a point scatterer (fine string in the phantom) [26].
2.4.3. Contrast
Image contrast C was evaluated as follows [26]:
C =
|μb − μl |
(μb + μl)/2
, (17)
where μb and μl are mean gray levels in background and lesion, respectively. In the present study,
an anechoic cyst phantom was adopted as the lesion, and a diffuse scattering medium was adopted as
the background.
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2.4.4. Peak-to-Speckle Ratio
In the present study, the peak-to-speckle ratio is defined as the ratio of a peak gray level at a strong
scatterer (fine string in the phantom) to the mean gray level in diffuse scattering medium.
3. Results
3.1. Basic Experimental Results Using Phantom
Figure 2a–d show B-mode images of a string phantom obtained by the conventional DAS
beamforming, the mAPES beamforming without gPCF, and those with gPCFs estimated before and
after applying the adaptive beamformer weights, respectively.
Figure 2. B-mode images of string phantom obtained (a) with delay-and-sum (DAS); (b) with modified
amplitude and phase estimation (mAPES) beamforming without gPCF, and mAPES beamforming with
gPCFs evaluated (c) before and (d) after applying the adaptive beamformer weights.
In the phantom used for this experiment, three point targets were placed at different axial depths.
Figure 3a,b show the lateral amplitude profiles with respect to point targets at axial depths of 12 mm
and 22 mm in Figure 2a–d.
Figure 3. Lateral amplitude profile obtained from point target at axial depths of (a) 12 mm and
(b) 22 mm in Figure 2.
10
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In Figure 3a,b, the lateral amplitude profile obtained with the proposed method was sharpened
and speckles obtained with the proposed method were resolved as compared to those obtained with
the conventional mAPES beamformer. The lateral full widths at half maxima of the lateral amplitude
profiles shown in Figure 3a obtained by DAS, mAPES without gPCF, and those with gPCFs estimated
before and after applying the adaptive beamformer weights were 0.560, 0.392, 0.356, and 0.344 mm,
respectively. Also, the lateral full widths at half maxima of the lateral amplitude profiles shown
in Figure 3b obtained by DAS, mAPES without gPCF, and those with gPCFs estimated before and
after applying the adaptive beamformer weights were 0.668, 0.348, 0.288, and 0.288 mm, respectively.
Figure 4a,b show that the phases of the outputs of the sub-aperture beamformers before and after
applying the adaptive beamformer weights, respectively, which was obtained at range and lateral
positions of 22 mm and 3.60 mm, respectively.
Figure 4. Phase of the signal obtained by each sub-aperture element (a) before and (b) after applying
the adaptive weights.
These results show that the phases shown in Figure 4b deviate among the sub-apertures, whereas
those shown in Figure 4a were well aligned.
Figure 5a–d show B-mode images of a cyst phantom obtained by the DAS beamforming,
the mAPES beamforming without the gPCF, and those with the gPCFs estimated before and after
applying the adaptive beamformer weights, respectively.
Figure 5. B-mode images of cyst phantom obtained (a) with DAS; (b) with mAPES beamforming
without gPCF, and mAPES beamforming with gPCFs evaluated (c) before and (d) after applying the
beamformer weights.
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In this experiment, an anechoic cyst was embedded in the phantom. A rectangular region
(from 16.8 to 19.2 mm in the range direction, from 9 to 11 mm in the lateral direction) was regarded as
the lesion, and another rectangular region (from 16.8 to 19.2 mm in the range direction, from 5 to 7 mm
in the lateral direction) was regarded as background. Contrasts of the B-mode image obtained by
DAS, mAPES without gPCF, and those with gPCFs estimated before and after applying the adaptive
beamformer weights were 4.05, 5.14, 5.61, and 5.32 dB, respectively. Experimental results show that
image contrast was improved by the proposed method.
Figure 6a,b show B-mode images of the wire phantom and the cyst phantom obtained by the
adaptive beamforming combined with the PCF estimated without the sub-aperture beamforming.
Figure 6. B-mode images of (a) wire phantom and (b) cyst phantom obtained by mAPES beamformer
with gPCF estimated in a conventional way, i.e., gPCF was estimated without sub-aperture
beamforming. Element echo signals before application of mAPES beamformer weights were used for
estimation of gPCF.
In Figure 6a,b, the gPCF was estimated before applying the adaptive beamforming weights.
The lateral full widths at half maxima of point targets at depths of 12 mm and 22 mm in Figure 6a were
0.356 mm and 0.280 mm, respectively, and the contrast of the B-mode image in Figure 6b was estimated
to be 5.99 dB. As shown in Figure 6a, echoes from diffuse scattering medium are suppressed by the PCF
when sub-aperture beamforming was not used, and such a negative effect of the PCF estimated from
element echo signals can be reduced by sub-aperture beamforming as shown in Figure 3. Figure 7a,b
show the lateral resolution and the peak-to-speckle ratio at each number of sub-apertures obtained
from point targets at axial depths of 12 mm and 22 mm, respectively. In the present study, mean gray
levels in a rectangular region (from 10.8 to 13.2 mm in the range direction, from 3 to 5 mm in the
lateral direction) and another rectangular region (from 20.8 to 23.2 mm in the range direction, from 3
to 5 mm in the lateral direction) were used for evaluation of the peak-to-speckle ratios in Figure 7a,b,
respectively. The gPCF obtained without sub-aperture beamforming corresponds to the number of
sub-apertures of 72.
In Figure 7a,b, the lateral full widths at half maxima do not vary with increasing the number of
sub-apertures, whereas the peak-to-speckle ratios increase. Experimental results show that the gray
level in diffuse scattering medium becomes relatively low under a large number of sub-apertures
and, hence, the speckles are not visualized well when the proposed method is used without
sub-aperture beamforming.
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Figure 7. Changes in (top) lateral full widths at half maxima and (bottom) peak-to-speckle ratio
obtained by the proposed method with gPCF estimated before applying the adaptive beamformer
weights. Results were obtained with respect to point targets at axial depths of (a) 12 mm and (b) 22 mm.
3.2. In Vivo Measurement of Human Carotid Artery
In the present study, the feasibility of the proposed method under in vivo condition was evaluated
by measurement of a human carotid artery. Figure 8a–d show B-mode images of the carotid artery
obtained by the DAS beamforming, the mAPES beamforming without gPCF, and those with gPCFs
estimated before and after applying the adaptive beamformer weights, respectively.
In Figure 8c,d, the wall of the carotid artery was depicted more clearly and sharpened along the
lateral direction than Figure 8a,b.
Figure 8. B-mode images of carotid artery obtained (a) with DAS; (b) with mAPES beamforming without
gPCF, and those with gPCFs estimated (c) before and (d) after applying the beamformer weights.
4. Discussion
In the present study, we tried to combine the modified adaptive beamformer with the phase
coherence weighting. From the experiments using a wire phantom, the lateral full width at half maxima
obtained by the proposed method was better than conventional DAS beamforming and adaptive
beamforming only. Also, in a B-mode image shown in Figure 2c, the speckles in diffuse scattering
medium in the axial deep region were more clearly resolved than in Figure 2b. Furthermore, as shown
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in Figures 2c and 6a, obtained results show that the visibility of echoes from diffuse scattering medium
was significantly improved by applying the gPCF to the outputs of the sub-aperture beamformers.
In the present study, we also tried to estimate the PCF using the phase variance of the outputs of
the sub-aperture beamformers, which were subjected to the weight vector determined by the mAPES
beamformer. In such a case, as shown in the B-mode image in Figure 2d, the spatial resolution became
worse as compared to that shown in Figure 2c, in which the PCF was estimated from the outputs of the
sub-aperture beamformers before applying the adaptive weights. The mAPES beamformer changes
the amplitude and phase of the outputs of the sub-aperture beamformers adaptively so that the lateral
resolution is optimized. In Figure 4a,b, obtained results show that the phase rotation was induced by
the adaptive beamformer weights even with the echo signals from a strong scatterer and, therefore,
the gPCF became low. With respect to the point target at an axial depth of 12 mm, a point scatterer
depicted in Figure 2d was blurred as compared to that depicted in Figure 2c. This is because the peak
value of the echo from the point scatterer decreased by the gPCF from echo signals after adaptive
weighting but the phase variance of the signals other than the peak position is originally large and
adaptive weights do not change the gPCF value significantly.
From the experimental results on a cyst phantom, which are shown in Figure 5a–d, image contrast
was improved using the gPCF estimated before and after applying the adaptive beamformer weights.
Both the adaptive beamformer and the PCF were proposed for improvement of the spatial resolution
but improvement of contrast was accomplished by applying the gPCF to the output of the modified
adaptive beamformer. From the experimental results on two phantoms, the gPCF evaluated using echo
signals subjected to mAPES beamformer weights was shown to give worse results than that evaluated
using echo signals without mAPES beamformer weights. Consequently, evaluating the gPCF using
echo signals subjected to adaptive beamformer weights is not preferred.
In the B-mode images in Figure 2, a point target at a depth of about 7 mm is somewhat blurred also
in the B-mode image obtained by DAS beamforming (Figure 2a). In the near field, the ultrasound field
fluctuates significantly due to interference among ultrasonic waves emitted from the transducer [38],
and the performance of image formation is degraded. The performance of the proposed method
could be degraded because such interference would also affect the proposed method, which uses
the amplitude and phase information of the measured ultrasonic signal. Therefore, we need more
improvements in the beamformation process for near-field imaging.
In the proposed method, the penetration depths in the obtained B-mode images were about 30 mm
because the center frequency of the linear array probe used in the present study was 7.5 MHz and it
was fabricated for imaging of superficial tissues. To increase the penetration depth up to 10–20 cm,
we need to use an ultrasonic probe at a lower center frequency. The performance of the proposed
method on such probes at lower center frequencies will be investigated in our future work.
In the present study, the B-mode images obtained without the sub-aperture beamforming were
also evaluated as the previously proposed method. With respect to the lateral resolution, the appearance
of the fine wire depicted in Figure 6a does not seem to change as compared to Figure 2c. On the other
hand, the speckle visibility in the obtained B-mode image was degraded. In ultrafast ultrasound
imaging, the adaptive beamformer incorporating with the coherence factor degrades the speckle
visibility in the obtained image [39]. In the present study, the output signals from the sub-aperture
beamformers were used in estimation of both the beamformer weights and the gPCF, and experimental
results obtained with sub-aperture beamforming show that such an implementation is effective to
avoid degradation of the speckle visibility while maintaining the improvement of the spatial resolution.
With respect to image contrast, better contrast was obtained by the proposed method without
sub-aperture beamforming. However, when the proposed method is performed without sub-aperture
beamforming, the dimension of the covariance matrix becomes large and high computational cost
is required to calculate the inverse matrix of the covariance matrix. The sub-aperture beamforming
can reduce the dimension of the covariance matrix, and accordingly, the computation time becomes
shorter [27].
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As described above, although the proposed method needs to carry out an additional processing
for weighting the coherence factor on the conventional modified adaptive beamforming, the gPCF
estimated with sub-aperture beamforming is a computationally effective method. In the present
study, better lateral resolution and contrast were realized with slightly increased the processing time
compared to the mAPES beamformer only. The computation time of the proposed method was 339%
of the conventional DAS beamformer, when an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6500 CPU was used with 8 GB of
RAM. The proposed method has potential to be used in practical applications by incorporating parallel
processing techniques with the proposed method.
5. Conclusions
The spatial resolution and image contrast are important factors determining the quality of
an ultrasound B-mode image. In the present study, we introduced the modified adaptive beamformer
enhanced by PCF for further improvement of image quality. From the results of the phantom
experiments, the spatial resolution evaluated by the lateral full widths at half maxima of echoes
from point targets and image contrast were improved by the proposed method.
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Abstract: This paper presents a framework for motion estimation in ultrafast ultrasound data.
It describes a novel approach for determining the sampling grid for ultrafast data based on the
system’s point-spread-function (PSF). As a consequence, the cross-correlation functions (CCF) used
in the speckle tracking (ST) algorithm will have circular-shaped peaks, which can be interpolated
using a 2D interpolation method to estimate subsample displacements. Carotid artery wall motion
and parabolic blood flow simulations together with rotating disk experiments using a Verasonics
Vantage 256 are used for performance evaluation. Zero-degree plane wave data were acquired using
an ATL L5-12 (fc = 9 MHz) transducer for a range of pulse repetition frequencies (PRFs), resulting in
0–600 μm inter-frame displacements. The proposed methodology was compared to data beamformed
on a conventionally spaced grid, combined with the commonly used 1D parabolic interpolation.
The PSF-shape-based beamforming grid combined with 2D cubic interpolation showed the most
accurate and stable performance with respect to the full range of inter-frame displacements, both for
the assessment of blood flow and vessel wall dynamics. The proposed methodology can be used as a
protocolled way to beamform ultrafast data and obtain accurate estimates of tissue motion.
Keywords: ultrafast imaging; beamforming; motion estimation; plane wave; speckle tracking; speckle
characteristics; carotid artery
1. Introduction
Ultrasound imaging is often used to visualize and estimate motion in our body [1–10]. Tissue
motion and deformation can provide information about the structure, composition and functioning
of the tissue and changes in the dynamic behavior of tissue can be used as indicator of disease.
For example, stiff regions in breasts are often related to cancers [11,12], the assessment of local
arterial deformation provides information about the atherosclerotic progression and vulnerability
of lesions [13–16], increased blood velocities indicate the presence of a stenosis in the vessel [17–19],
and infarcted myocardial tissue shows changed deformation patterns as compared to healthy
tissue [20].
Speckle tracking (ST), first introduced by Trahey et al. [21,22], is one of the motion estimation
methods which is frequently utilized. Speckle patterns are tracked to find the displacement of the
underlying tissue. Pattern matching techniques are used, where a kernel region in the first acquisition
is matched within a surrounding search region in the following acquisition. The location of the best
match defines the displacement of the kernel region and thus the displacement of the underlying
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tissue. ST can be performed using radio frequency (RF) signals [23], envelope signals [24], B-mode
images [20,22], or a combination thereof [25]. Bohs et al. [26] wrote a review on the development of
this technique, focusing on multi-dimensional flow estimation. They concluded that decorrelation of
speckle patterns is one of the major challenges in ST. Strong displacement gradients and velocities
with low beam-to-flow angles were described as major sources of speckle decorrelation. Increasing the
imaging frame rate can minimize speckle decorrelation [26].
The first published approach for increasing imaging frame rate was by reconstructing multiple
image lines simultaneously from each transmit, so-called parallel beamforming [27]. Nowadays,
plane wave and diverging wave imaging are used more often, where the transmitted pulse fully
illuminates the entire region of interest, enabling full image reconstruction for every transmit event.
This allows for imaging at ultrafast frame rates in the kHz range. Hereby, decorrelation of speckle
can be minimized and fast moving, sometimes short-lived, motion patterns can be tracked [28–32].
However, frame-to-frame tissue displacements become smaller, since they scale with the imaging
frame rate. Consequently, acquiring accurate subsample displacement estimates is of great importance.
The estimation of subsample displacements in ST was already a challenge before the introduction
of ultrafast data acquisition, since echo signals are sampled. For conventionally acquired, line-by-line
data, interpolation of the pattern matching function is often applied to acquire subsample displacement
estimates [25,33,34]. The sampling grid for conventional data is predefined, with normally a line
distance equal to the pitch and an axial grid spacing with typically four samples per wavelength.
Consequently, the sampling of the pattern matching function is also set. A predefined shape or
curve, often parabolic or cosine [34,35], is assumed and fitted to the peak of the function, either in
each direction of the 2D function independently [25,35], or by fitting in 2D to obtain a joint estimate
of subsample displacement in both directions. Zahiri Azar et al. [33] investigated 2D polynomial
fitting to get a joint estimation of subsample displacement and showed significant improvements in
terms of bias and standard deviation (SD) compared to the commonly used 1D parabolic and cosine
fitting. Interpolating in between echo signals is also often applied to reduce the error of the subsample
displacement estimates [25,36,37].
With the use of ultrafast data, subsample displacements estimation remains a challenge. However,
it also offers a totally new possibility: since image reconstruction is performed after receiving the
raw channel data, the data sampling grid is not fixed and focusing can be performed at each specific
location. Redefining the data sampling grid directly influences the sampling of the pattern matching
function. Hence, it allows to choose the available samples and their spacing throughout the peak of the
pattern matching function, which we will refer to as the appearance or shape of the function throughout
this paper. The possibility to influence its appearance allows to optimize the match between the peak
of the function and the interpolation method. This will in theory enable more accurate subsample
displacement estimation [34].
More work has been published recently on the combination of ultrafast imaging and ST, for the
assessment of blood velocity [28,29,38] and vessel wall strain [39–42]. Here, subsample resolution
displacement estimates were obtained by performing 1D [28,29,38,43] or 2D [42] parabolic interpolation
of the pattern matching function. No clear reasoning was provided concerning the match between this
interpolation function and the sampling, or shape, of the pattern matching function, which is a direct
result of the spacing in the ultrasound sampling grid.
In this work, we propose a new concept that combines the choice of the beamforming grid with
the choice of the subsample estimator. By doing so, the available data and interpolator can be matched.
For this, the sampling grid for ultrafast data was based on the dimensions of the point-spread-function
(PSF) of the imaging system. When ST is performed, the pattern matching function is hereby captured
in a standardized way, with equal amount of information, i.e., sample points, in the axial and lateral
direction throughout the peak. The use of a 2D cubic subsample interpolator, which matches with
the shape of the peak, allows for a joint estimate of subsample displacement in both directions.
We hypothesize that this will increase the accuracy of subsample displacement estimation and thereby
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will enlarge the range of detectable displacements and velocities. The concept of this technique and first
simulation results on parabolic blood flow were presented in a conference proceeding [44]. The present
paper fully describes the reasoning and theory behind the method and presents in vitro rotating
disk experiments and carotid artery vessel wall simulations to further study the performance of the
method for both vector velocity imaging and strain estimation in the carotid artery. Both wall and
flow dynamics were studied, showing a wide range of inter-frame displacements and displacement
gradients, to investigate the applicability of the proposed method in a broad field.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Theory
2.1.1. Multi-Step Speckle Tracking
Tissue displacements were estimated using a multi-step ST algorithm. Such multi-scale methods
are able to obtain accurate displacement estimates in highly discontinuous displacement fields [45,46].
Normalized 2D cross-correlation was used as the pattern matching function. Inter-frame displacements
were first estimated using relatively large 2D windows of envelope (demodulated RF) data, where
after, in the second step of the algorithm, smaller windows of RF data were used to refine the
displacements. Subsample displacement estimates were obtained by performing interpolation of
the cross-correlation-function (CCF).
2.1.2. PSF-Shape-Based Beamforming Grid
The shape of the peak of the CCF is related the PSF of the imaging system, i.e., the combination
of transducer choice and transmit sequence. Together with the data sampling grid, the PSF strongly
influences the appearance of the peak in the CCF. By incorporating knowledge about the PSF
dimensions into the data sampling grid, the CCFs can be captured in a standardized way, with an equal
number of samples in the axial and lateral direction throughout the peak. These so-called circularly
shaped peaks, i.e., peaks with circular isocontours, provide an equal amount of sample points to
the subsample estimator in both directions. This ensures the interpolator gives equal weight to the
available information in both directions. Using a 2D interpolator, which matches with these circular
shaped peaks, allows for joint 2D subsample displacement estimation. In this work, we investigate
whether standardization of the shape, or sampling, of the peak combined with 2D cubic interpolation
increases the accuracy and precision of multi-step ST-based displacement estimation.
Circular-shaped CCF peaks were realized by choosing the data sampling grid such that a single
period of the system’s PSF contained an equal amount of sampling points in axial and lateral direction.
Firstly, concerning the RF data (Figure 1a), six samples per wavelength were beamformed in axial
direction, in accordance with the all-positive-samples condition [34], resulting in an axial sampling
distance of dax,rf = c/(2 × fc × 6), with c the speed of sound and fc the center frequency of the emitted
waveform. The lateral sampling distance was determined according to dlat,rf = dax,rf × PSFratio × Ncycles,
with PSFratio the average ratio between the lateral and axial PSF dimensions and Ncycles the number
of cycles present in the PSF axially. The envelope data sampling grid (Figure 1b) was generated by
down sampling the RF sampling grid in axial direction with the factor Ncycles, resulting in an axial
spacing of dax,env = dax,rf × Ncycles. The lateral spacing for the envelope data was set similar to the
lateral spacing of the RF data (dlat,env = dlat,rf). With these spacing settings, the peak of the CCF will
appear circular-shaped when using both envelope and RF data in the multi-step ST algorithm.
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Figure 1. Representation of the system’s point-spread-function (PSF) visualized using radio frequency
(RF) (a) and envelope (b) data. The data sampling points required to capture a circular-shaped peak in
the cross-correlation function are indicated in the figure. Please note that the envelope data sampling
grid is a downsampled version of the RF data sampling grid.
2.2. Imaging Setup
An L5-12 ATL (ATL, Bothell, WA, USA), 38 mm linear array transducer was used in this work.
Zero-degree plane waves were transmitted by simultaneously activating 128 elements at the center
of the transducer, using a rectangular apodization window. The same 128 elements were also active
in receive. The transducer parameters are listed in Table 1. The Field II ultrasound simulation
program [47,48] was used for simulations and the Verasonics Vantage 256 experimental ultrasound
system (Verasonics, Kirkland, WA, USA) for the experimental measurements.
Table 1. Transducer properties.
Properties L12-5, 38 mm Experiments Simulations
Center frequency (fc) 8.9 MHz 9 MHz
Sampling frequency 36 MHz 180 MHz
Transducer element pitch 198 μm
Transducer element height 4 mm
Transducer element width 173 μm
Nr. of transducers elements 192
Nr. of active elements 128
Excitation signal 3-cycle pulse at fc
2.3. Simulations
Ultrasound RF element data of blood and tissue were simulated, which are represented by a set
of random point scatterers. About 300 scatterers per mm3 where used and each physical transducer
element was subdivided into 10 by 10 mathematical elements to increase computational accuracy.
A sampling frequency of 180 MHz was used, the resulting RF element data were down sampled to
36 MHz to mimic experimental settings. The speed of sound was assumed to be 1540 m/s.
2.3.1. Parabolic Flow in Vessel Phantom
Parabolic flow through a rigid, straight tube with a peak velocity (vmax) of 1.5 m/s was simulated
at flow angles of 75◦ till 105◦, with steps of 3◦. The vessel had a lumen diameter of 6 mm and was
centered at 20 mm depth. Scatterers, representing the blood, had Gaussian distributed amplitudes
(mean = 5, SD = 1). Plane wave ultrasound data were simulated for pulse repetition frequencies
(PRFs) of 2.5 till 15 kHz, with steps of 2.5 kHz. Table 2 provides an overview of the simulated PRFs
and resulting inter-frame displacements. For each unique combination of flow angle and PRF, a pre
and post frame were simulated, where in between the scatterers were propagated according to the
parabolic velocity profile. This process was repeated ten times, with random initial scatterer positions,
allowing 10 independent velocity estimates. No clutter filtering or time averaging were performed.
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Band limited noise was added to the beamformed RF data resulting in a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
12 dB.
Table 2. Imaging pulse repetition frequency (PRF) and resulting inter-frame (IF) displacements.
















2.3.2. Carotid Vessel Wall Displacements
Simulations of the carotid artery vessel wall were performed using deformations patterns as
obtained from a patient-specific finite element model (FEM) of the carotid artery at the bifurcation [40].
A transversal image plane, containing the internal and external carotid artery, was simulated.
The amplitude of the scatterers representing the carotid artery were set at two, the surrounding
tissue scatterers had an amplitude of one. Specular reflections were mimicked by positioning scatterers
at the lumen-vessel wall and vessel wall-surrounding tissue transitions, which enhanced the realism
of the RF data. Simulations of the vessel wall were performed in early systole, where peak inter-frame
displacements are present and in late diastole, where low inter-frame displacements are present. A pre
and post deformation frame were simulated for each time point, using a PRF of 50 Hz and 25 Hz
(see Table 2) in systole and diastole, respectively. Band limited noise was added to the beamformed RF
data resulting in an SNR of 30 dB.
2.4. Rotating Disk Experiments
A rotating disk experimental setup was built, providing a range of velocities at all possible
beam-to-flow angles, or, a range of inter-frame displacements at full 360◦ range of directions. This type
of setup has been used to study the performance of velocity estimation methods [29,43].
A cylindrical homogeneous phantom was created using a 15% polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
solution [39]. The solution was poured into a cylindrical mold (Øinner = 20 mm), containing a
fixating-structure (see Figure 2) to attach the phantom onto the motor unit during the experiments,
and subjected to three freeze-thaw cycles. Shrinkage of the phantom was present during assemblage,
resulting in a final diameter of 18.2 mm. The phantom was attached to a motor unit (Closed Loop
Step Motor, ARM69AC, Oriental Motor USA Corp., Torrance, CA, USA) and placed in a water tank
(see Figure 2). It was rotated at a constant angular velocity, resulting in a maximum velocity at the
outer edge of 18.2 cm/s. The phantom was positioned perpendicular to the transducer’s scan plane at
a depth of 3.4 cm. Plane wave data were acquired continuously using a PRF of 8 kHz for 4 s.
Two different approaches were used for processing the acquired data. One approach resembling
flow velocity estimation and the second approach analogous to the processing performed for the vessel
wall displacement simulations.
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Figure 2. (a) Experimental setup rotating disk experiments. The cylindrical phantom is attached to the
motor unit, using the fixating structure (b) and placed in a water tank. The transducer is positioned
perpendicular to the phantom, at 3.4 cm from the center of the phantom.
2.4.1. Rotational Flow
After RF data beamforming and prior to velocity estimation, clutter filtering was performed.
Although the phantom does not contain actual blood or tissue, including clutter filtering will give
a more realistic picture of the performance of the methods for velocity estimation. A finite impulse
response (FIR) filter with an order of 46 was used in combination with a temporal sliding window,
not sacrificing frames for filter initialization. The −3 dB velocity cut-off point was equal to 0.068 times
the Nyquist velocity. By down sampling the beamformed RF data in temporal direction, a range of
PRFs (8, 4, 2 and 1 kHz) was studied. The resulting inter-frame displacements are summarized in
Table 2. The same filter characteristics were used for all PRFs and estimated velocities were median
averaged over 40 temporal frames.
2.4.2. Rotational Vessel Wall Displacement
Inter-frame displacements were estimated after RF data beamforming. Both PRFs of 8 and 4 kHz
were studied, resembling inter-frame displacements present in early systole and late diastole of the
vessel wall dynamics (see Table 2).
2.5. Beamforming Setup and Grid Definition
To be able to calculate the spacing for the PSF-shape-based beamforming grid, the PSF dimensions
were determined for both the simulation and experimental setup (see Table 3). Field II was used to
simulate the response of multiple point scatterers placed at spatial positions relevant for carotid artery
imaging (Figure 3a). Simulated element data were beamformed on a high resolution grid and intensity
curves for each individual scatterer were generated (Figure 3b). The axial (PSFax) and lateral (PSFlat)
size of the PSFs were determined based on the −6 dB values. The PSFratio was determined according
to PSFratio = PSFlat/PSFax. The resulting ratios were averaged for all simulated scatterers. The PSF
dimensions were determined experimentally using a wire phantom (60 μm diameter) placed in a water
tank. Plane wave data were acquired of the wire phantom and similar processing was performed to
determine the PSFratio.
Delay-and-sum beamforming was used to generate RF data for every plane wave transmission at
pre-specified data sampling points [39]. The data were beamformed on the PSF-shape-based grid using
the axial and lateral sampling distance as specified (Section 2.1.2) for the RF data (dax,RF and dlat,RF).
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Consequently, the envelope data were obtained by demodulation and down sampling of the RF data
in the axial direction. Furthermore, the element data were also beamformed on a conventionally
spaced grid, with a lateral sampling distance equal to the pitch and 4 samples per wavelength in axial
direction. Details on the grid spacing and beamforming parameters can be found in Table 3.
Figure 3. (a) Simulated PSFs at spatial positions relevant for carotid artery imaging. (b) Intensity
curves in axial and lateral direction. The red lines indicate the −6 dB level.
Table 3. Beamforming parameters. PSF: point-spread-function.
Grid Type Parameter Simulations Experiments
PSF-shape-based grid
PSFratio 1.5 2.0
dax,RF 14.2 μm 14.4 μm
dlat,RF & dlat,ENV 107 μm 143 μm
dax,ENV 71 μm 72 μm
Conventional grid
dax 21.4 μm 21.6 μm




2.6. Multi-Step Speckle Tracking Settings
Inter-frame displacements were estimated using data beamformed on both the conventional
grid and the PSF-shape-based grid. The size of the search windows was tuned to the maximum
displacement expected in each situation. Spatial smoothing of the estimated displacements was
performed using median filters. Inter-frame displacement estimates were multiplied by frame rate to
calculate velocities.
Subsample resolution was resolved by interpolation of the CCF in both steps of the algorithm.
Two types of interpolation were used: 1D parabolic fitting in each direction of the CCF independently,
since it is one of the most often used interpolators in ultrasound applications as described in the
Introduction, and 2D cubic interpolation, where a joint estimation of subsample displacement in both
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directions was obtained. The parabolic fitting is solved analytically using the commonly applied
three-point parabola fitting [25,33]. 2D cubic interpolation was performed with a resulting effective
upsampling factor of 10 and 1000 in the first and second step of the algorithm, respectively. For the
second step, a fast in-house built implementation was used, where the high final resolution was
reached iteratively by zooming in onto the peak of the CCF in multiple iteration steps. Given the CCF
with its maximum at position (i,j), the new sampling points (ix,iy) are defined by ix = ixm*5iter + i and
iy = iym*5iter + j, with matrices ixm and iym representing the direct neighbors of (i,j) according to ixm
= [−1 0 1;−1 0 1;−1 0 1] and iym = [−1 −1 −1; 0 0 0; 1 1 1]. Ten iteration steps (iter = 1–10) were used,
resulting in the effective upsampling factor of 1000. A complete overview of the settings used in the ST
algorithm can be found in Table 4.










Template1 1 0.84 × 2.20 0.93 × 0.77 0.9 × 1.6
- 2 0.63 × 2.00 0.32 × 0.38 0.42 × 1.0
Search window1 1 2.31 × 8.14 1.01 × 1.63 1.34 × 3.0
- 2 0.74 × 2.85 0.43 × 1.24 0.54 × 2.14
2D median filter2 1 & 2 5 × 3 3 5 × 3 3 12 × 8 3
- - 5 × 5 4 5 × 5 4 12 × 11 4
1 Axial × lateral window size (mm); 2 Axial × lateral window size (samples); 3 Settings used for data on conventional
grid; 4 Settings used for data on PSF-shape-based grid.
Summarized, four different combinations of beamforming grid and CCF interpolation type were
studied in this work: (1) data beamformed on the conventional grid combined with 1D parabolic
interpolation (conv_1Dpar) and (2) combined with 2D cubic interpolation (conv_2Dcub), (3) data
beamformed on the PSF-shape-based grid combined with 1D parabolic interpolation (PSF_1Dpar) and
(4) combined with 2D cubic interpolation (PSF_2Dcub).
The performance of the four approaches was studied in terms of the accuracy and precision of
the velocity magnitude, velocity angle and the displacement estimates. The accuracy of the velocity
magnitude and the inter-frame displacement estimates was assessed by calculating the absolute error





with i all estimated samples within the region-of-interest (ROI), ESTmean the mean of the estimates
and GT the ground truth value. ESTmean was based on n = 10 realizations for the simulated parabolic
flow, n = 100 ensemble averaged velocity estimates for the experimental rotational flow, and n = 100
inter-frame displacement estimates for the rotational displacement experiments. The error for the
velocity angle estimates was calculated as the absolute error, i.e., error (i) =|ESTmean(i) − GT(i)|.
The precision for the velocity magnitude and inter-frame displacement estimates was assessed by





with σEST the standard deviation of the same n estimates, and GTmax the maximal ground truth value.
The precision of the velocity angle estimates was calculated as the standard deviation (σEST). For the
analysis of the experiments, the center of the disk (r < 1 mm) was excluded from the calculations to
avoid velocities or displacements close to zero.
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The performance for all methods for the vessel wall simulation was quantified by calculating the








with N the number of estimated samples within the ROI, EST(i) the estimated value for sample i,
and GT(i) the ground truth value for sample i.
3. Results
3.1. Simulations
3.1.1. Parabolic Flow in Vessel Phantom
In Figure 4, the absolute bias and SD values are visualized as a function of the PRF for the
parabolic flow simulations. The statistics were calculated while taking into account all simulated
beam-to-flow angles. When the PRF increases, i.e., when the inter-frame displacements become smaller
(see Table 2), the bias and SD for both the magnitude and angle increase. This effect is most dominant
for the conventional grid, while the PSF-shape-based grid shows a more stable performance over the
PRF range. Both PSF_1Dpar and PSF_2Dcub show high accuracy and precision, i.e., low bias and SD
values, for the entire range of PRFs. For both methods, the median magnitude bias is below 10% and
the angle bias remains below 0.55◦.
Figure 4. Median and interquartile ranges of the absolute bias (a) and standard deviation (SD) (c) for
the velocity magnitude, and the absolute bias (b) and SD (d) for the velocity angle as a function of PRF.
Statistics were calculated taking into account all beam-to-flow angles.
Figure 5 visualizes the dependency of the performance of the methods on beam-to-flow angle.
The results were obtained using a PRF of 12.5 kHz. The accuracy and precision of the velocity
angle estimates show a dependency on the beam-to-flow angle, whereas the magnitude estimate
is less influenced by this. When the velocity field contains larger axial velocity components, i.e.,
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for beam-to-flow angles different from 90◦, the angle bias and SD values increase, especially for
conv_1Dpar and conv_2Dcub. The PSF-shape-based grid combined with either 1D parabolic or 2D
cubic interpolation shows a stable performance over the range of angles, with almost no increase of
angle error and SD for angles other than 90◦.
Figure 5. Median absolute bias and SD for the velocity magnitude (a, c) and angle (b, d), obtained using
a PRF of 12.5 kHz. The performance of the four methods is visualized for a range of beam-to-flow angles.
Figures 4 and 5 show a competitive performance for PSF_1Dpar and PSF_2Dcub. Both methods
show a stable performance for all PRFs, i.e., for 0 to 600 μm inter-frame displacements (see Table 2),
and for all beam-to-flow angles. However, significantly lower median SD values for both velocity
magnitude and angle can be appreciated for the PSF_2Dcub method (Wilcoxon signed-rank, p < 0.05).
The median magnitude SD is at maximum 5.8% for PSF_1Dpar and 4.2% for PSF_2Dcub. Furthermore,
the median angle SD is maximally 0.9◦ and 0.6◦ for PSF_1Dpar and PSF_2Dcub, respectively.
3.1.2. Carotid Vessel Wall Displacements
Figure 6 visualizes the estimated inter-frame displacements in the external and internal carotid
vessel wall using the four different methods. Major performance difference can be seen for the lateral
displacement estimation, with PSF_2Dcub showing the highest similarity with the ground truth.
The RMSE values are visualized in Figure 7. The accuracy of the displacement estimates in the axial
direction is higher than in the lateral direction, showing lower RMSE values for all four methods.
This can also be appreciated from Figure 6. The largest performance differences between the four
methods are observed for the lateral estimates. The PSF_2Dcub method shows lowest RMSEs for both
the diastolic and systolic phase.
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Figure 6. Axial (a) and lateral (b) inter-frame displacements for the carotid vessel phantom at diastole.
The estimated displacements obtained using the four different methods are visualized together with
the ground truth displacements derived from the finite element model (FEM) model.
Figure 7. Root-mean-squared error (RMSE) values for the axial and lateral inter-frame displacement
estimates obtained using the four different methods. Results are visualized for the diastolic (a) and
systolic (b) phase. Absolute inter-frame ground truth (GT) 5–95% displacement ranges are also included
in the figure. Please note the axial GT bar is cut off at 40 μm, while it ends at 72 μm.
3.2. Rotating Disk Experiments
3.2.1. Rotational Flow
Figure 8 shows the estimated and reference velocity magnitude and angle for the rotating disk
experiment. Single ensemble-averaged velocity estimates for a PRF of 4 kHz are shown. Highest
resemblance between velocity magnitude and ground truth is found for the PSF_2Dcub method. Here,
largest deviations from the ground truth are observed in the center vertical slice of the disk, where
velocities are mainly in lateral direction. This is a combined effect of the lower lateral resolution
and clutter filtering. Due to the smaller axial velocity component in these regions, the estimates will
be more influenced by the clutter filter [49,50]. In the bottom row of Figure 8, the angle estimation
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performance is visualized. Both the conv_2Dcub and PSF_2Dcub methods show good resemblance
with the ground truth velocity angle.
Figure 8. Estimated and ground truth velocity magnitude (a) and angle (b) obtained from the rotating
disk phantom processed as rotational flow. The visualized results are obtained using a PRF of 4 kHz.
In Figure 9, the absolute bias and SD values are visualized as a function of the PRF. Similar
effects can be seen as in the parabolic flow simulations: when inter-frame displacements become
smaller, the bias and SD for both velocity magnitude and angle increase. This is most profound for
the conv_1Dpar and PSF_1Dpar methods. The conv_2Dcub method shows a stable performance
over the range of PRFs, although slightly higher bias and SD values are found as compared to the
PSF_2Dcub method, especially for a PRF of 8 and 4 kHz. The PSF_2Dcub method shows a stable
performance over the PRF-range, with low bias and SD values. Even for very small inter-frame
displacements, the accuracy and precision of this method are excellent. A median velocity magnitude
bias of maximally 10% and a median angle bias of 9.2◦ are found. The median SD for the velocity
magnitude and angle are maximally 4.6% and 6.5◦, respectively.
Figure 9. Median and interquartile ranges of the absolute bias and SD for the velocity magnitude (a, c)
and angle (b, d) obtained from the rotating disk phantom processed as rotational flow. The performance
of the methods is visualized as a function of the PRF.
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3.2.2. Rotational Vessel Wall Displacements
In Figure 10, results for the rotating disk experiments are visualized when processed as vessel
wall. Similar as in the vessel wall simulation study, the performance of the four methods is comparable
for the axial displacement estimation. Furthermore, the axial accuracy is higher as the lateral
displacement estimation accuracy. The lowest median lateral displacement error can be appreciated
for the PSF_2Dcub method, although interquartile ranges of all methods show overlap. Furthermore,
the precision of the lateral displacement estimation is highest for the PSF_2Dcub and conv_2Dcub
methods. Overall, the PSF_2Dcub method shows the most stable performance with respect to the PRFs.
Figure 10. Median and interquartile ranges of the absolute bias and SD for the axial (a, b) and lateral
(c, d) inter-frame displacements obtained from the rotating disk setup processed as rotational vessel
wall displacements. The performance of the methods is visualized as function of the PRF, which
corresponds to a range of inter-frame displacement (Table 2).
4. Discussion
In this paper, a new method has been proposed to determine the beamforming grid for ultrafast
data based on the dimensions of the imaging system’s PSF. As a result of this data sampling,
the CCFs used in the ST algorithm will contain circular-shaped peaks. It was hypothesized that once
combined with 2D cubic interpolation, this would increase the accuracy and precision of subsample
displacement estimation and thereby enlarge the range of detectable displacements and velocities.
Both simulations and experiments were conducted to characterize the performance of the method.
A comparison was made with conventionally spaced beamformed data and the very commonly used
1D parabolic subsample displacement estimation method. The results confirmed our hypothesis:
the PSF-shape-based beamforming grid combined with 2D cubic interpolation (PSF_2Dcub) showed
the most accurate and stable performance with respect to the range of inter-frame displacements,
both for the assessment of blood flow and vessel wall dynamics. Besides, the performance of the
method was least affected by motion direction or beam-to-flow angle.
An important finding was that largest performance differences between the four methods were
found for the lateral displacement component. This can be appreciated for the vessel wall (Figures 6,
7 and 10), but also for the flow results (Figure 8), in the upper and lower part of the disk, where
velocities are predominantly in lateral direction. Furthermore, the accuracy and precision of the axial
displacement estimates is consistently higher as compared to the lateral estimates, due to the higher
resolution and presence of phase information. This also explains why the performance difference is
less obvious in the axial direction and very clearly visible in the lateral direction. No phase information
is available and the frequency content is lower in the lateral direction. Consequently, more benefit is
gained from the proposed methodology.
Several functions can be used to interpolate the CCF for subsample displacement estimation.
In this work, we used 1D parabolic interpolation, one of the most widely used functions, to compare to
our proposed methodology. The results however, show that 1D parabolic is less optimal for subsample
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displacement estimation. Large bias, SD and RMSE values were found when 1D parabolic interpolation
was used for CCF interpolation. More specifically, large bias and SD values on the lateral axis were
shown when subsample displacements existed on the axial axis. This effect can be appreciated in
Figure 8, where vertically stripped patterns are visible in the magnitude and angle estimates for the
PSF_1Dpar en conv_1Dpar methods. These patterns originate from the inaccurate lateral displacement
estimates in regions of subsample axial displacements, as also reported earlier [33]. The benefit of using
1D parabolic interpolation is the low computational cost, whereas 2D cubic interpolation increases
computational time. Therefore, the trade-off between computational time and performance needs to
be considered.
One limitation of this study is that a single 2D interpolator was investigated. Many other studies
have investigated the use of other shapes and functions, such as cosine, parabolic or spline [25,33,35,51,52],
most often in 1D. However, none of these interpolators have been studied before in the context of the
proposed methodology, i.e., in combination with the freedom of choosing the beamforming grid and
thereby influencing the CCF shape. Further investigation should be performed to compare different
2D interpolators in combination with the PSF-shape-based grid. 2D fitting of the CCF peak instead
of interpolation is not considered in this work, due to the enormous increase of computational time,
which makes its use less practical.
Another method to improve subsample displacement estimation is by interpolation of the echo
signal. This method was often used in combination with conventionally acquired data and reduced
the error by the up sample factor. However, the computational cost increased significantly [25,53].
The benefit of the use of ultrafast data is that instead of interpolating the echo signals, actual focusing
of the signals can be performed in receive, as a post-processing step. This work shows that no excessive
sampling of the RF data is required when using knowledge of the PSF dimensions to beamform the
data combined with a suitable 2D subsample interpolation method.
The proposed methodology is based upon the statement that the CCF shape is primarily
determined by the shape of the PSF. While it is one of the most important factors influencing
the appearance of the CCF, it is known that other factors will also be of influence. In general,
the performance of motion estimation methods will degrade as a result of signal decorrelation.
Factors such as out-of-plane motion, presence of strong gradients within the displacement field and
large deformations can hamper the match of the signal template within the search window, thereby
influencing the appearance of the CCF. Smartly choosing data type and window sizes is recommended
in those situations [25,54] and aligning and stretching methods are suggested to minimize signal
decorrelation [55,56]. Although these and other factors will also influence the CCF shape, the proposed
methodology was successful under the circumstances tested in this work.
To determine the spacing of the PSF-shape-based beamforming grid, a single average PSFratio was
used in this work. This was allowed since for carotid artery imaging, the PSF is nearly constant within
the region of interest. However, for other applications, such as cardiac imaging, the size of the PSF
will change with respect to the position in the imaging plane, amongst others due to the frequency
dependent attenuation and location of the echo with respect to the ultrasonic beam [34]. These effects
can be seen in the work of Tong et al. [57]. However, application of the PSF-shape-based grid is still
possible, when using variable grid spacing tuned to the PSF shape locally. Nillesen et al. [58] showed
first results using such a multi-zone, depth-dependent PSF-shape-based grid for cardiac motion
imaging. The beamforming grid resolution was adjusted to the local PSF shape. This work also shows
that the proposed beamforming strategy is not limited to linear array imaging. The PSF-shape-based
beamforming grid can easily be used for data obtained with different transducer types, such as a
phased array. The only requirement for using this method is the characterization of the imaging system
by determining the (local) dimensions of the PSF.
In this work, the dimensions of the PSFs were determined using the response of single scatterers.
When processing data acquired in vivo, a more sophistic approach could be favorable, which includes
other factors influencing the shape of the PSF, such as attenuation. A representative estimate of the
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PSFratio could be obtained by using the spatial auto covariance method [59] to determine the speckle
size in a B-mode image. Since speckle size is proportional to the dimensions of the PSF [60,61], this will
provide the required information to determine the PSF-shape based beamforming grid.
In the present work, a large range of inter-frame displacements were studied by imaging with
different PRFs. A stable and accurate performance of the proposed method was shown with respect
to this large range of displacements. This shows the applicability of the proposed methodology for
a broad field of research: it allows to study the dynamic behavior of multiple tissue types, such as
the carotid artery, the heart and breast tissue, where very small displacements need to be captured,
but also very large displacements and deformations can be present simultaneously.
In this work, the proposed beamforming strategy was combined with cross-correlation-based ST.
However, this strategy is also applicable to other pattern matching functions, for example the sum of
absolute squared differences. Furthermore, while this work presents a methodology in 2D, it could be
easily adapted to 3D. The system’s PSF needs to be characterized in 3 dimensions and interpolation of
the 3D CCF in 3 directions should be performed simultaneously.
Zero-degree plane waves were used to acquire data in this work. The estimation of vessel wall
displacements and blood flow velocities could be further improved by performing displacement
compounding [40,49,62], a method introduced by Techavipoo et al. [63] and adapted for vascular strain
estimation [64] and blood flow imaging [52]. Angled plane waves are used to derive the displacement
or velocity vector, using solely axial displacement estimates. However, to improve the accuracy and
precision of the estimates, often 2D ST is performed to acquire these axial displacements [62,64,65],
meaning the accuracy of both the lateral and axial displacement estimates influence the performance
of the compounding method. Therefore, displacement compounding would also strongly benefit from
the methodology as presented in this work.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a framework for robust displacement estimation in ultrafast ultrasound data was
presented. It can be used as a protocolled way to beamform ultrafast data and obtain accurate
estimates of the tissue displacements. The success of this new methodology is based on the following
important concepts: the matching shape of the CCF peak and the interpolation function, the equal
number of sample points in axial and lateral direction throughout the peak, and the use of 2D
instead of 1D interpolation functions to acquire joint estimation of subsample displacements in both
directions. The proposed method defines the beamforming grid based on the system’s PSF to generate
standardized circular-shaped CCFs which match with a 2D cubic interpolation function. The results
presented in this work confirm the hypothesis; increased accuracy and precision were found for 2D
motion estimation using the PSF-shape-based beamforming grid combined with 2D cubic subsample
interpolation of the CCF. This was shown for a wide range of displacements or velocities present in
carotid vessel wall and blood flow dynamics.
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Abstract: Quasi-static elastography is an ultrasound method which is widely used to assess
displacements and strain in tissue by correlating ultrasound data at different levels of deformation.
Ultrafast plane-wave imaging allows us to obtain ultrasound data at frame rates over 10 kHz,
permitting the quantification and visualization of fast deformations. Currently, mainly three
beam-forming strategies are used to reconstruct radio frequency (RF) data from plane-wave
acquisitions: delay-and-sum (DaS), and Lu’s-fk and Stolt’s-fk operating in the temporal-spatial
and Fourier spaces, respectively. However, the effect of these strategies on elastography is unknown.
This study investigates the effect of these beam-forming strategies on the accuracy of displacement
estimation in four transducers (L7-4, 12L4VF, L12-5, MS250) for various reconstruction line densities
and apodization/filtering settings. A method was developed to assess the accuracy experimentally
using displacement gradients obtained in a rotating phantom. A line density with multiple lines per
pitch resulted in increased accuracy compared to one line per pitch for all transducers and strategies.
The impact on displacement accuracy of apodization/filtering varied per transducer. Overall, Lu’s-fk
beam-forming resulted in the most accurate displacement estimates. Although DaS in some cases
provided similar results, Lu’s-fk is more computationally efficient, leading to the conclusion that
Lu’s-fk is most optimal for plane wave ultrasound-based elastography.
Keywords: quasi-static; elastography; ultrasound; beam-forming; delay-and-sum; Stolt’s; Lu’s;
displacements; apodization; lateral displacement; axial displacement
1. Introduction
In 1991, Ophir et al. [1] proposed a new ultrasound technique, quasi-static elastography,
to visualize and quantify deformation of tissue to thus detect abnormalities (e.g., through the relatively
stiffer breast and prostate tumors). In this technique, ultrasound radio frequency (RF) data are
obtained prior to and after deformation of the target tissue. Deformation can be induced externally
by the transducer or a vibrator, or internally by the heart or respiration. Several methods have been
developed to estimate displacement or strain maps based on the acquired RF data [2–6]. Conventionally,
a template windows containing post-deformation RF-data is cross-correlated with a search window
containing pre-deformation data. The position of the cross-correlation peak indicates the displacement
of the template. To cope with relatively large displacements, coarse-to-fine cross-correlation methods
were developed [2]. In coarse-to-fine cross-correlation, multi-iterative cross-correlation is executed
starting with relatively large windows analyzing the envelope signal and subsequently using finer
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windows of RF-signal in each subsequent iteration with the estimated displacements of the previous
iteration as an offset. Finally, a least squares strain estimator can be used to reconstruct a strain map [7].
The majority of current commercial ultrasound systems collect ultrasound RF data line-by-line
using focused ultrasound transmit-and-receive sequences. Back in 1979, plane wave acquisitions
were proposed as alternative to line-by-line sequences [8,9]. This type of acquisition has been getting
more attention since the mid-2000s when the computational power and data transfer rates had
sufficiently increased to enable the processing of the data generated by plane-wave transmissions.
In plane-wave imaging, the full transducer array is used to transmit one unfocussed plane-wave
and receive the reflected signals (Figure 1). In case of a 192-element array transducer, frame-rates
can be increased by a factor of 192 compared to line-by-line scans. Consequently, ultrasound data
can be collected with frame-rates over 10 kHz (theoretically limited by the two-way propagation
of the ultrasound signal) and so fast deformations can also be quantified and visualized using
quasi-static elastography. In the absence of focusing in transmit, plane-wave imaging requires software
beam-forming to reconstruct RF-data from the obtained element data. In conventional ultrasound
scanners, beam-forming is often applied in hardware. In this study, three software beam-forming
strategies and their effect on displacement estimation were exploited: delay-and-sum (DaS) [10] in
the spatial-temporal domain originating from conventional focused ultrasound, and Lu’s-fk [11,12]
and Stolt’s-fk [13] beam-forming methods, both operating in the Fourier domain which are specifically
developed for plane-wave acquisitions.
Figure 1. Illustrations of: (a) a focused acquisition series in which the aperture (active elements in light
gray) is shifted to acquire data line-by-line by transmitting a focused ultrasound beam and receiving
the reflected signal for each aperture position; (b) a plane-wave acquisition, where an unfocused
ultrasound is transmitted and reflected signals are received by the full transducer aperture.
DaS is a beam-forming method based on delaying the element signal by the expected time-of-flight
(ToF) and summation of the element data points (Figure 2). For a certain point to be reconstructed,
the ToF is calculated as the time of the plane-wave propagating to that point and the reflected or
back-scattered signal to be received by the elements. The ToF is used to identify and sum the signals
originating from each point in the element data. In dynamic focusing in receive, the F-number (F)





where d and lapp are the depth of the reconstruction point and aperture width, respectively. Furthermore,
apodization can be applied to weigh the signals (e.g., by Hamm or Hann function) to reconstruct
each point and so expected angle sensitivity and back-scatter signal intensities can be incorporated.
Apodization is often applied to increase contrast in B-mode images.
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Figure 2. Schematic overview of delay-and-sum (DaS) beam-forming: for each reconstruction point,
the time-of-flight (ToF) can be calculated by the transmit (τT) and receive time towards each element
(τR). These ToF values are used to delay and sum the element data; if required the data can be weighted
(w) by an apodization function. θinc is the incidence angle of the signal.
Another approach is beam-forming in the Fourier domain by Lu’s-fk or Stolt’s-fk which are
computationally less expensive and can run around 25 times faster compared to DaS [13]. In both
methods, 2-D element data in the spatial-temporal domain are transformed to the fk-space. Next,
a migration method is applied to transform the data into the complete k-space and finally the migrated
data are transformed back into the spatial-temporal domain (Figure 3). A migration method of
plane-wave ultrasound was first carried out by Lu et al. from the analysis of limited diffraction
beams [11,12]. Lu et al. introduced the mapping rule throughout the transmission–scattering–receiving
process. More recently, Garcia et al. proposed another method by adapting Stolt’s-fk seismic
wave migration to the plane wave ultrasound scenario [13]. In this modification, the plane wave’s
backscattering is fitted with waves spontaneously radiating from sources. Comparing Stolt’s-fk and
Lu’s-fk, the two methods share a similar spectrum content at small angles, while their spectra differ
more significantly in the mapping of large angles.
Similar to apodization in DaS, angular weighting can be applied in Fourier domain beam-forming
to increase contrast in the final B-mode image [14]. In this method, developed in our group, the Fourier
spectrum after the migration (k-space) is multiplied with a template which is designed such that
reflected waves originating from directions closely aligned with the plane-wave steering angle pass
unaltered, whereas waves from wave directions deviating from the plane-wave propagation direction
are attenuated according to a Hann function (Figure 3). This template can be applied for both migration
methods (Lu’s-fk and Stolt’s-fk).
Since the beam-forming in plane-wave imaging is executed using software, the design of the
beam-forming reconstruction grid (USGrid) is more flexible compared to conventional focused
line-by-line scanners in which beam-forming is executed by hardware. Consequently, more lines per
pitch can be reconstructed, which might result in more accurate displacement estimates. For focused
imaging, it has already been shown that more accurate lateral displacement estimates can be obtained
when increasing the RF line density by interpolation [15,16].
Plane-wave imaging and displacement and strain imaging have been combined in multiple studies.
Besides a paper from our group [17] which investigated the effect of line density on displacement
estimation for DaS, to our knowledge, the effects of different beam-forming strategies and line densities
on displacement and strain estimation have not been explored. Therefore, the aim of this study was to
investigate the effect of beam-forming strategies (DaS, Lu’s-fk and Stolt’s-fk) for plane-wave imaging
39
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on the accuracy of displacement estimates. Furthermore, the effect of the line density, apodization (in
DaS) and angular weighting (in Lu’s-fk and Stolt’s-fk) were evaluated, and four different transducers
were used with central frequencies varying between 5 and 21 MHz representing the whole range of
clinically used linear array transducers. In this study, we evaluated the performance of displacement
and strain estimation by using a rotating phantom. The advantage of a rotating phantom is that a
displacement field is induced with axial and lateral displacements varying separately in magnitude
instead of having pure axial or lateral displacements with same magnitude as obtained by linear
translation of a phantom. Furthermore, the gradients of the axial and lateral displacement field were
used to evaluate the accuracy of the displacement estimations because these gradients should be zero
(see Materials and Methods section) without requiring exact knowledge of the reference displacement
field. These gradients can also be considered as strains since strains are calculated the same way and
are equal to their gradient.
Figure 3. Overview of beam-forming in the fk-space: acquired element data is transformed to the
fk-space using 2-D Fourier transform, and Lu’s-fk or Stolt’s-fk migration is applied to convert the data
into the k-space. If required, this spectrum can be multiplied by a template (green overlay) to filter the
data. Finally, the reconstructed data can be obtained by the 2-D inverse Fourier transform.
2. Materials and Methods
To create a block phantom, gelatin (10% by weight; VMR International, Leuven, Belgium) was
dissolved in demineralized water and heated to 90 ◦C and cooled to 35 ◦C while continuously stirring
using a magnetic stirrer. During the cooling process, silica particles (2% by weight; silica gel 60,
0.015–0.040 mm; Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) were added, which act as scatterers. Next,
the mixed solution was poured in an open container (200 × 100 × 100 mm) leaving a 20 mm space
under the top surface. Finally, the phantom was placed in a fridge to consolidate for 24 h.
The phantom, including the container, was positioned on top of a seesaw to enable rotation of
the phantom. One of the four different linear array transducers utilized in this study (Table 1) was
positioned above the phantom top surface such that the transducer footprint was unable to touch the
phantom after rotation at the maximum angle of 10 degrees. Water was poured on the top surface of
the phantom to fill the remaining 20 mm space and to ensure acoustic coupling between the transducer
and phantom. The transducer was connected to a Verasonics V1 system (MS250 to Verasonics Vantage)
to enable 0◦ plane-wave transmissions and element data collection using the center 128 elements of
the transducer (MS250: all 256 elements). Element data were recorded prior to and after rotation (~2◦)
of the phantom. The experimental setup is also visualized in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Experimental setup: transducer (Table 1) was connected to a Verasonics (V1 or Vantage)
research ultrasound machine; element data were acquired prior to and after rotation (θRot) of a container
in which a gelatin phantom was positioned (light grey) and water was poured on top of the phantom
to ensure ultrasonic coupling.
Table 1. Transducers used in this study with their bandwidth, central frequency (fc), and pitch.
Transducer Bandwidth fc Pitch Manufacturer
L7-4 4–7 MHz 5.0 MHz 298 μm ATL 1
12L4VF 4–12 MHz 8.2 MHz 266 μm Siemens 2
L12-5 5–12 MHz 9.0 MHz 198 μm ATL 1
MS250 13–24 MHz 21 MHz 88 μm VisualSonics 3
1 ATL, Bothell, WA, USA; 2 Siemens Healthineers, Issaquah, WA, USA; 3 FUJIFILM VisualSonics Inc., Toronto,
ON, Canada.
Element data were beam-formed using three different strategies: (1) Lu’s-fk [11,12], Stolt’s-fk [13],
and DaS [10]; (2) with and without angular weighting (Lu’s-fk; Stolts-fk) [14] or apodization by Hamm
function (DaS); and (3) a beam-forming ultrasound grid (USGrid) with 8 samples per wave length
and 1, 2, 3 and 4 lines per pitch. These strategies were implemented in Matlab (2016a; Mathworks
Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Zero-padding was applied in the k-space to achieve higher line-densities for
the fk-based strategies. Beam-forming settings were empirically determined: plane-wave element
data were acquired in a multi-purpose phantom and beam-forming settings were tuned resulting
in optimal contrast and resolution after beam-forming (see Appendix A for more details). For all
transducers, the F-number (DaS) and angle weighting range (Lu’s-fk; Stolts-fk) were set to 0.875 and
±20◦, respectively.
Next, displacements were estimated by two step coarse-to-fine normalized cross correlation of
pre- and post-rotation beam-formed ultrasound envelope and RF data in the first and second step
respectively [18,19]. The cross-correlation peak was interpolated (2-D spline) after the final iteration
to estimate sub-sample displacements. After each iteration, displacements were median filtered to
remove outliers. Template and search windows, and other settings can be found in Table 2.
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Table 2. Settings of the displacement estimation algorithm and displacement grid (DispGrid).
Transducer Step Template Window 1 Search Window 1 Filter Size 2 DispGrid 1
L7-4 1 1.22 × 1.49 4.82 × 5.07 5 × 5 0.298 × 0.298
- 2 0.62 × 0.90 0.89 × 1.49 3 × 3 0.298 × 0.298
12L4VF 1 0.68 × 1.33 2.68 × 4.52 5 × 5 0.266 × 0.266
- 2 0.35 ×0.80 0.49 × 1.33 3 × 3 0.266 × 0.266
L12-5 1 0.68 × 0.99 2.68 × 3.37 5 × 5 0.198 × 0.198
- 2 0.35 × 0.60 0.49 × 0.99 3 × 3 0.198 × 0.198
MS250 1 0.29 × 0.44 1.15 × 1.50 5 × 5 0.088 × 0.088
- 2 0.15 × 0.27 0.21 × 0.44 3 ×3 0.088 × 0.088
1 Axial × lateral window size or DispGrid resolution in mm; 2 # samples and # lines in DispGrid which is
independent of # lines per pitch.
The axial and lateral displacements (uz and ux) after rotation can be described as:
ux = (cos(θ)− 1)(x − x0)− sin(θ)(z − z0) (2)
uz = sin(θ)(x − x0) + (cos(θ)− 1)(z − z0) (3)
where θ and (x0,z0) are the rotation angle and center coordinates, respectively. The gradient of ux and








= cos(θ)− 1 (5)
In this experiment, angle θ can be considered small (~2◦) and so it can be assumed that:




Consequently, sxx and szz in (Equations (4) and (5)) approximate zero, independently of the
rotation angle and center. As these gradients (strains) yield 0 and the exact rotational angle and center
were unknown in this experiment, we adopted the root-mean squared error (RMSE) of the gradients
as a measure of the accuracy of the displacement estimates. The gradients of the displacements were
calculated using a one-dimensional three-point least-squares strain estimator [7]. Gradients were only
calculated and evaluated within a field-of-view (FoV) measuring –10 to 10 mm laterally and 17.5 to
52.5 mm axially for all transducers. However, the FoV measurement of the MS250 transducer was
–8 to 8 mm laterally, since the FoV was limited by the transducer footprint. The top 17.5-mm axial
depth was measured through water and was therefore neglected for all transducers. All acquisition
and processing steps and intermediate results are summarized in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Summary of the processing flow described in the Material and Methods section. This work
flow was repeated for every transducer (Table 1). Rectangles represent processing steps (acquisitions
or calculations) and parallelograms represent (intermediate) results.
3. Results
Figure 6 provides an overview of the estimated axial and lateral displacement and strain fields
for all probes using Lu’s-fk beam-forming and a line density of two lines per pitch. As expected from
Equations (2) to (6), the axial displacement fields (Figure 6a–d) were constant in the axial direction
and so the gradient of the axial displacements in axial directions (szz) were approximately 0% (see
Figure 6f–i). For the 12L4VF transducer the results revealed some artifacts in the left top corner
(Figure 6b,g). These artifacts were visible for all beam-forming strategies and line densities. The MS250
transducer showed more outliers at lower depths (30–52.5 mm) which were probably caused by
attenuation of the ultrasound signal at relatively large depths for this frequency.
The lateral displacement (Figure 6k–n) and strain fields (Figure 6p–s) resulted in similar
observation as the axial results: constant displacement values in lateral direction and so approximately
0% gradient of lateral displacements in that direction (sxx). Similar artefacts were also visible for
the 12L4VF and MS250 transducers since the axial and lateral displacements were estimated using
two-dimensional cross-correlations, which implies these estimations were coupled. Compared to the
axial displacement and strain fields (Figure 6a–j), the lateral fields (Figure 6k–t) were noisier for all
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transducers, beam-forming strategies and line densities. In the case of two lines per pitch and Lu’s-fk
beam-forming as shown in Figure 6, szz varied between ±0.5%, whereas sxx varied between ±1%.
Figure 6. Overview of displacement and strain fields after rotation using Lu’s-fk and two lines per
pitch as a beam-forming strategy and for line density, respectively: (a–c) axial displacements; (f–n)
axial strains (szz); (k–n) lateral displacements; (p–s) lateral strains (sxx); (e,o) color bar in millimeters
related to the figures in the same row; (j,t) color bar in percentages related to the figures in the same
row. The axis of the displacement and gradient fields represents the position below the transducer
in millimeters.
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In Figure 7, the performances of the axial displacement estimates are summarized for all
transducers, beam-forming strategies (including angular weighting and apodization) and line densities.
As can be noticed for L7-4 (Figure 7a), the RMSE seemed to be almost constant for all beam-forming
strategies and line-densities except DaS with one line per pitch, in which the RMSE increased. For the
12L4VF (Figure 7b), three lines per pitch provided the lowest RMSE using Lu’s-fk, Stolt’s-fk or DaS,
with apodization or angular weighting. Furthermore, apodization or angular weighting seemed to
decrease the RMSE for this transducer. However, the opposite effect of weighting and apodization
can be seen for both the L12-5 and MS250 (Figure 7c,d) in which the RMSE increased. Multiple
lines seemed to slightly increase the RMSE compared to one line per pitch for all strategies in these
transducers. DaS or Lu’s-fk with one line per pitch resulted in the lowest RMSE in both L12-5 and
MS250. The RMSE by the lateral displacements estimates (Figure 8) decreased for each method and
transducer using over 1 line per pitch.
Figure 7. The root-mean-squared error (RMSE) of the axial strains (szz) for all beam-forming strategies
and line densities for the (a) L7-4, (b) 12L4VF, (c) L12-5, and (d) MS250 transducer; (e) is the legend
used in (a–d).
The RMSE increased when applying angular weighting or apodization for all transducers except
12L4VF, for which the RMSE decreased. Lu’s-fk resulted in slightly decreased RMSE compared to
other methods in both L7-4 and L12-5; Lu’s-fk with angular weighting in 12L4VF, and Lu’s-fk and DaS
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in MS250. For the 12L4VF, the RMSEs were recalculated neglecting the left top area (squared area;
axial < 28 mm; lateral < 0 mm, Figure 6g,q) including the artifact. The results are presented in Figure 9.
Although the overall RMSE values decreased, the observed results were similar to those for the full
FoV (Figures 7b and 8b). Line densities of two or three lines per pitch resulted in the lowest RMSE
for all strategies. Apodization or weighting seemed to decrease RMSE values but less severely and at
times even increased values. This artifact might be caused by a small number of damaged elements on
the left side of the transducer, resulting in artifacts especially in the near-field as only a few elements
were used for reconstruction in that area.
Examples of lateral displacement and strain fields (L12-5, Lu’s-fk) with a line density of one
and two lines per pitch are shown in Figure 10. In the gradient field at 1 line per pitch (Figure 10b),
bands with increased gradients are visible at axial positions of 20, 30, 40, and 50 cm. At these
positions, the lateral displacements were approximately ±0.1 and ±0.3 mm, which were displacement
at half-pitch positions. After beam-forming using two lines per pitch, these bands were decreased
(Figure 10c,d). These bands resulted in an increased RMSE for one compared to multiple lines per
pitch (Figure 10c). The appearance of these bands at sub-pitch displacements using one line per pitch
were also observed for the other transducers and beam-forming methods.
Figure 8. The root-mean-squared error (RMSE) of the lateral strains (sxx) for all beam-forming strategies
and line densities for the (a) L7-4, (b) 12L4VF, (c) L12-5, and (d) MS250 transducer; (e) is the legend
used in (a–d).
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Figure 9. The root-mean-squared error (RMSE) without the top left artifact of the (a) axial strain (szz)
and (b) lateral strain (sxx) of the 12L4VF transducer; szz and sxx values in the top left corner (axial and
lateral position smaller than 28 and 0 cm respectively) were neglected in these RMSE calculations.
Figure 10. Lateral displacement and strain fields using Lu’s-fk for the L12-5 transducer:
(a,c) displacement field using one (a) or two (c) lines per pitch. Please refer to Figure 6o for the
color bar; (b,d) strain field using one (b) or two (d) lines per pitch. Please refer to Figure 6j and Figure 6t
for the corresponding color bars.
4. Discussion
In this study, the effect of beam-forming strategies and line density on the accuracy of normalized
cross-correlation-based displacement estimation was evaluated. Therefore, we designed a method to
evaluate the accuracy by phantom rotation, which had two main advantages. First, displacement fields
were induced with axial and lateral displacements separately varying within ±0.5 mm (Figure 1a–d,
i–l) instead of pure axial or lateral displacements. Second, the local displacement gradients are expected
to be zero independent of the rotation center and angle in this case where the rotation angles was
small (<<10◦). Consequently, the error of the gradient (RMSE) was used as measure for the accuracy of
displacement estimates.
Displacements were calculated by normalized cross-correlation and block-matching. Although
other methods are available, only this method was used in the study since it is widely used in (shear)
strain imaging. The effect of different methods on the accuracy of displacements was not the scope
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of this study and so not evaluated. Furthermore, a one dimensional, three-point least-square-strain
estimator (LSQSE) was implemented to calculate the gradients for evaluation. Although not presented
here, equal results were obtained for LSQSE sizes of 7 and 11 points.
The accuracy of displacement estimates, especially lateral, improved significantly using a
line-density of multiple lines per pitch for all transducers except the high frequency transducer
MS250 in which this improvement was minimal or the accuracy even slightly decreased for
some beam-forming strategies. Improvement by higher line-densities was also observed by
Konofagou et al. [20] in which conventional focused ultrasound was used and RF-lines were
interpolated (up to 64 lines per pitch) to gain higher line-densities to improve results. The accuracy
of displacement estimates already improved by two or three lines per pitch in this study. However,
interpolation of the cross-correlation peak after the final iteration was implemented in this study which
also contributes to improved sub-sample displacement estimates [2]. As can be seen in Figure 10a,b,
the performance of cross-correlation peak interpolation seemed to be decreased in displacements at
half-pitch distances resulting in increased gradient bands (Figure 10b). This effect seemed to disappear
at a line density of two lines per pitch (Figure 10c,d). The increased performance of sub-sample
interpolation might be explained by the point spread function (PSF). According to Saris et al. [17],
beam-forming to a PSF-based USGrid results in a circular cross-correlation peak which improves
the performance of two-dimensional spline peak interpolation. The optimal number lines should be
between two or three lines according to the point spread function for all transducers. This line-density
matched the optimal density found in this study.
For all transducers except the 12L4VF transducer, apodization or angular weighting seemed to
decrease or minimally affect the accuracy of axial and lateral displacement estimates (Figures 7 and 8).
Weighting and apodization increased the lateral resolution of the beam-formed data (Appendix A),
which may explain the decreased accuracy of lateral estimates. In Appendix A, the axial and lateral
resolution and contrast-to-noise-ratios (CNR) of the beam-formed data by the different beam-forming,
weighting and apodization methods were evaluated. The relation between lateral resolution and
displacement estimation accuracy was also described previously by Luo et al. [16]. Since lateral and
axial displacement estimation was coupled, the accuracy of lateral displacement estimates also affected
the accuracy of the axial estimates. For the 12L4VF transducer, the opposite effect can be noticed in
the results with and without the top left artifact (Figures 7b, 8b and 9). The increase in performance
with apodization or angular weighting may be partially explained because weighting or apodization
reduced artifacts in beam-formed data caused by broken elements in the left part of the transducer
footprint. As can be observed in Figure 9, the improvement in displacement estimation accuracy by
weighting was less when neglecting the artifact. Another explanation might be related to the fact
that side lobes are stronger for the 12L4VF compared to the other transducers given its increased
element width-to-wavelength ratio. Weighting suppresses side lobes which might also explain the
improved displacement estimates despite the worse lateral resolution. In this study, a homogenous
phantom was used so the effect of improved contrast (Appendix A) by weighting might be limited
and has to be further investigated in an inhomogeneous phantom or in ex vivo tissue which can also
be rotated. Furthermore, Lu’s-fk performed equally or outperformed DaS with optimal line density
and for all transducers. This implied that the computationally more efficient Lu’s-fk method can be
used as alternative for the widely applied DaS. Furthermore, Lu’s-fk often outperformed Stolt’s-fk
method probably because Lu’s-fk resulted in an improved lateral resolution in the beam-formed data
(Appendix A).
5. Conclusions
In this study, we investigated the effect of different beam-forming strategies on the accuracy of
displacement estimates in four different transducers (L7-4, 12L4VF, L12-5 and MS250). We developed
an easy-to-implement method to evaluate the displacement estimation accuracy based on the
displacement gradients estimated in a rotating phantom. A line density of multiple lines per
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pitch seemed to outperform the accuracy of the estimates compared to one line per pitch for all
beam-forming strategies and transducers. Lu’s-fk beam-forming seemed to outperform Stolt’s-fk
and resulted in similar accuracy as DaS for multiple lines per pitch. It can therefore be used
interchangeable in displacement estimation without affecting accuracy, with the added advantage
that the computational load is lower. In future work, an inhomogeneous phantom or ex vivo tissue
might be used to improve extrapolation of results to in vivo conditions and to further investigate the
effect of contrast enhancement and side lobe reduction by apodization or weighting strategies on
displacement estimation.
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Appendix A
Introduction: Element data obtained by plane-wave acquisitions were beam-formed to
reconstruct radio frequency (RF) data for displacement estimation. In this study, three beam-forming
strategies were used: delay-and-sum (DaS), Lu’s-fk, and Stolt’s-fk. In DaS beam-forming, dynamic
focusing in receive was applied with and without apodization (Hamm function) in which the F-number
had to be set (Equation (1)). Furthermore, angular weighting was applied in Lu’s-fk and Stolt’s-fk
beam-forming in which the migrated k-space spectrum was multiplied with a template designed such
that wave directions closer aligned to the beam-steering direction were multiplied with higher weights
compared to waves deviating from the steering angle. In angular weighting, the angular range had to
be set: wave directions within this range were weighted by Hann function and outside were weighted
by zero. Summarized, the optimal F-number in DaS with and without apodization and the range in
angular weighting were investigated.
Method and Materials: Plane-wave element data were obtained by three transducers (L7-4,
12L4VF, L12-5) in a multi-purpose phantom (model 539; ATS Laboratories, Norfolk, VA, USA)
containing circular lesions and needles to evaluate contrast and resolution, respectively. Element
data were beam-formed by above strategies in which the F-number (DaS) or angular range (angular
weighting) were varied between 0 and 2.0, and ±10 and ±30. The mean contrast-to-noise ratio
(CNR) of the lesions and mean axial and lateral resolution (full width at half maximum) of the
needles were calculated to a depth of 50 mm (Figure A1) using software provided by the Plane-wave
Imaging Challenge in Medical Ultrasound (PICMUS) of the IEEE International Ultrasonics Symposium
2016 [21].
Results and Discussion: In DaS, an F-number of 0.875 seemed to be most optimal for all
transducers: contrast decreased while lateral resolution remained constant at values below 0.875 and
contrast remained constant above 0.875 while lateral resolution increased. The axial resolution seemed
to be independent of the F-number. These results were found in DaS with and without apodization.
As can be seen in Table A1, apodization increased contrast, which came at the cost of increased
lateral resolution.
Similar results were found for angular weighting (Table A2), a range of ±20◦ seemed to be
optimal for all transducers and both Lu’s-fk and Stolt’s-fk, since the lateral resolution and contrast
did not improve anymore at larger and smaller angle ranges, respectively. The axial resolution was
unaffected by the angular range. Furthermore, angular weighting improved contrast at the cost of
lateral resolution, as can be seen in comparing Tables A2 and A3.
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The multi-purpose phantom used in this study was only suitable for transducers with frequencies
varying between 2 and 15 MHz. Therefore, the MS250 transducer with a center frequency of
21 MHz could not be evaluated and the same F-number and angular range were used as for the
other transducers.
Figure A1. Cross-section of the multi-purpose phantom and the needles and lesions used for analysis
indicated by the orange rectangular boxes.
Table A1. Axial and lateral resolution, and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) by DaS (F-number of 0.875).
Transducer Apodization Ax. Res. Lat. Res CNR
L7-4 No apod 421 μm 490 μm 7.8 dB
- Hamm 422 μm 651 μm 9.7 dB
12L4VF No apod 422 μm 426 μm 5.4 dB
- Hamm 419 μm 577 μm 7.4 dB
L12-5 No apod 406 μm 426 μm 5.3 dB
- Hamm 405 μm 550 μm 7.2 dB
Table A2. Axial and lateral resolution, and CNR by angular weighted Lu’s-fk and Stolt’s-fk
(range ±20◦).
Transducer Method Ax. Res. Lat. Res CNR
L7-4 Lu’s-fk 423 μm 601 μm 9.5 dB
- Stolt’s-fk 423 μm 610 μm 9.5 dB
12L4VF Lu’s-fk 406 μm 530 μm 6.9 dB
- Stolt’s-fk 408 μm 616 μm 6.7 dB
L12-5 Lu’s-fk 400 μm 510 μm 7.4 dB
- Stolt’s-fk 401 μm 556 μm 7.4 dB
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Table A3. Axial and lateral resolution, and CNR by Lu’s-fk and Stolt’s-fk without angular weighting.
Transducer Method Ax. Res. Lat. Res CNR
L7-4 Lu’s-fk 420 μm 493 μm 8.1 dB
Stolt’s-fk 416 μm 507 μm 7.7 dB
12L4VF Lu’s-fk 405 μm 423 μm 5.4 dB
Stolt’s-fk 412 μm 584 μm 4.7 dB
L12-5 Lu’s-fk 397 μm 420 μm 6.3 dB
Stolt’s-fk 402 μm 532 μm 5.6 dB
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Abstract: The maximum detectable velocity of high-frame-rate color flow Doppler ultrasound is
limited by the imaging frame rate when using coherent compounding techniques. Traditionally,
high quality ultrasonic images are produced at a high frame rate via coherent compounding of
steered plane wave reconstructions. However, this compounding operation results in an effective
downsampling of the slow-time signal, thereby artificially reducing the frame rate. To alleviate this
effect, a new transmit sequence is introduced where each transmit angle is repeated in succession.
This transmit sequence allows for direct comparison between low resolution, pre-compounded
frames at a short time interval in ways that are resistent to sidelobe motion. Use of this transmit
sequence increases the maximum detectable velocity by a scale factor of the transmit sequence
length. The performance of this new transmit sequence was evaluated using a rotating cylindrical
phantom and compared with traditional methods using a 15-MHz linear array transducer. Axial
velocity estimates were recorded for a range of ±300 mm/s and compared to the known ground truth.
Using these new techniques, the root mean square error was reduced from over 400 mm/s to below
50 mm/s in the high-velocity regime compared to traditional techniques. The standard deviation of
the velocity estimate in the same velocity range was reduced from 250 mm/s to 30 mm/s. This result
demonstrates the viability of the repeated transmit sequence methods in detecting and quantifying
high-velocity flow.
Keywords: color flow doppler; high-frequency ultrasound; plane-wave imaging; Nyquist velocity;
multirate signal processing
1. Introduction
Doppler ultrasound is widely used to estimate velocity of blood flow and tissue motion in
biological specimens [1]. Traditional Doppler approaches estimate the axial component of motion,
where the maximum velocity is limited by the pulse-repetition frequency (PRF) of the ultrasound
transmission as described by the Doppler equation (see Equation (9) in Section 2.1.5). In the most
common estimation algorithms, such as the lag-one autocorrelation approach [2], velocities that exceed
this limit result in phase wrapping (i.e., aliasing) and can result in estimates in the opposite direction
of the actual flow. However, using conventional ultrasonic methods, if the Doppler estimation occurs
throughout an image frame, such as in color flow Doppler, then the maximum velocity is now limited
by the frame rate.
With conventional ultrasonic methods, images are formed by using one focused transmit per
lateral scan line. This design decision, while simple to implement and well understood, results in a
temporal bottleneck on the frame rate. Because the total acquisition time for each transmit event is the
round-trip time of flight to the maximum depth of interest and back, the total image acquisition time is
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scaled by the number of transmit events (on the order of 128 or more). Thus, if high frame rate images
are desired, reducing the number of transmit events for each frame is paramount.
Coherent compounding approaches were introduced to minimize the number of transmit events
for each image frame and thereby increase the absolute frame rate without sacrificing image quality.
These approaches include limited diffraction beams [3–5], steered plane waves [6], and diverging
waves [7,8]. Each of these methods produces high-quality images at frame rates in the kHz range.
Acquiring data at the highest frame rate is paramount for accurate reconstruction of high velocity
motion, such as that observed in mouse blood flow, where velocities can be as high as 900 mm/s [9].
This is particularly true for high-frequency ultrasound (>20 MHz) because, based on the Doppler
equation, an increase in transmit frequency will lower the maximum velocity that can be resolved
before aliasing.
Compounding approaches result in an effective slow-time downsampling of the data, thus
reducing the frame rate by a factor of Nφ, where Nφ is the number of angles transmitted per
compounded frame. In addition, because the plane-wave compounding approach relies on a stationary
medium assumption, the compounding process can result in signal loss when particles move a
half-integer multiple of a wavelength over the compounding interval [10]. For this reason, using the
precompounded data is advantageous for high velocity imaging. This idea has been successfully
exploited to compensate for motion artifacts in coherent compounding techniques [11,12].
Use of the precompounded data for Doppler estimation comes with its own costs. Because
each precompounded image is transmitted at a different steering angle, sidelobes in the point spread
function (PSF) rotate about the target location even when the target is stationary. This sidelobe motion
results in a periodic noise source which can corrupt velocity estimates. In order to address this issue,
we propose using a repeated transmission sequence to avoid sidelobe motion on a short time scale.
Specifically, we propose two new approaches which use this new transmit sequence. The first method
estimates flow by evaluating the slow-time autocorrelation between adjacent precompounded images
at the same transmit steering angle and aggregating the individual autocorrelation estimates over
all angles. The second approach generates compounded frames for the initial and repeat events,
respectively, and correlates these two frames. For both approaches, the autocorrelation occurs at a lag
equivalent to one transmit event as opposed to a full compounded frame, resulting in an increase of
the Nyquist velocity on the order of the number of angles used in the transmit sequence.
The proposed techniques were validated by using a cylindrical hyperechoic phantom mounted on
a motor rotated at a known angular velocity. Data were acquired using two traditional linear transmit
sequences of different lengths as well as the new double transmit sequence. For each acquired dataset,
the received in-phase and quadrature (IQ) data were beamformed, and velocities were estimated
using both the proposed and traditional methods for both the compounded and precompounded
datasets. Power Doppler and color flow Doppler images were generated, and the root-mean-square
error, standard deviation, and bias were evaluated for each processing scheme.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Theory
2.1.1. Coherent Plane-Wave Compounding
A plane-wave transmission is generated by firing all of the elements of a linear array with
inter-element transmission delays that create a coherent wave front at a steered angle. The return
echoes are then digitized on all of the array elements and beamformed data representing a full image
frame can be obtained with delay-and-sum methods. Plane waves are usually transmitted in a sequence
of NT steered excitations spanning a set of Nφ distinct angles, where the angle of transmission linearly
increases from low to high (Figure 1a). Note that in the traditional case NT = Nφ. The data collected
from each transmit event, after beamforming, are coherently summed to form high-resolution images
(HRIs), which improves image resolution and contrast [6].
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1. Comparison of the different transmit sequences used in this study. With the traditional
transmit sequence, acquisitions with the same point spread function are spaced apart over intervals
equivalent to a transmit sequence length. Due to the fact that these components will exhibit the
strongest spatial correlations, reordering them such that they are temporally adjacent allows for
correlation estimates at the shortest possible time interval. (a) Traditional transmit sequence where the
transmit angles linearly increment and then repeat; (b) Double transmit sequence where the transmit
angle repeats before linearly incrementing to the next angle.
The fundamental tradeoff when using a coherent compounding technique is between the spatial
and temporal resolution. As noted in [13], the effect of the coherent compounding process is one of a
temporal low-pass, finite impulse response (FIR) filter. However, Ekroll, et al. [13], did not address
the effect of the downsampling operation. As described by multirate signal processing theory [14,15],
a downsampling operation results in an effective expansion of the discrete time spectrum, which can
result in additional aliasing. Because traditional coherent compounding techniques use uniform
weights [6], the anti-aliasing filter corresponds to a rectangular filter (See Appendix) that is prone
to temporal frequency sidelobes. Equally weighting the compounded components could lead to
slow-time temporal aliasing and high velocity estimates would be particularly vulnerable to this
source of error.
In principle, one could design an anti-aliasing filter with better stop band characteristics using
traditional signal processing techniques [15]. However, such a design process would inevitably produce
a nonuniformly weighted low pass filter, and as such would result in reduced signal contribution from
the highly steered components of the compounding process. Consequently, the spatial resolution of
the compounded images would be reduced.
Another approach would be to use precompounded low-resolution images (LRIs). However,
because each of the steered plane waves produces a slightly different PSF, a new temporal noise
source is introduced in the form of spatial sidelobe motion that oscillates periodically in slow time
(Figure 2). This sidelobe motion could be mistaken as tissue motion by traditional Doppler estimation
techniques [2], especially in hypoechoic tissue regions. While in principle such sidelobes could be
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minimized via an appropriately designed apodization function, such a design choice ultimately results
in a loss of spatial resolution. As such, it is important to consider alternative processing schemes to
address this new noise source associated with LRI-based Doppler estimation.
Figure 2. The coherent compounding approach generates high-resolution images (HRIs)by summing
together low-resolution images (LRIs) formed at different steering angles. If we look at each LRI
individually, we can see that the point spread function (PSF) rotates about the center as the steering
angle changes. If we use the LRIs to produce Doppler estimates, the sidelobe rotation could be
misinterpreted as tissue motion by the lag-one autocorrelation algorithm. Images are rendered at a
60-dB scale and are normalized to their corresponding maxima.
2.1.2. The Polyphase Decomposition
A potential alternative to resolve this issue is to decompose the slow-time signal into its
NT polyphase components [14]. In the field of multirate signal processing, an Nth order polyphase
decomposition of a discrete signal s[n] is a set of N periodically interleaved subsequences sampled at
1/N times the framerate. Mathematically, the kth polyphase component signal ek[n] is given by
ek[n] = s[Nn + k] (1)
k ∈ {0 : N − 1}. (2)







where mod(n, N) is the remainder after division of n by N and · is the floor function.
Noting that if we choose the polyphase decomposition order N such that N = NT , each polyphase
component in the slow-time signal corresponds to a particular angle in the transmit sequence. Direct
comparisons can be made between slow-time signals of the same transmit steering angle, and thus
would be insensitive to sidelobe motion. However, if we choose to do so with a conventional linear
sequence, there is no performance improvement relative to just using the HRIs, as each polyphase
channel operates at the HRI frame rate. For this reason, we introduce the double transmit sequence as
a workaround, as examined in the next subsection.
2.1.3. Double Transmit Sequence
In order to mitigate the effect of sidelobe motion in the precompounded LRIs, a repeated transmit
sequence is proposed (Figure 1b). By repeating the transmit angle each time, motion can be analyzed
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between frames with the same PSF at a shorter time interval than would be possible with a traditional
linearly incrementing transmit sequence. Such an approach opens up the design space to new Doppler
estimation approaches (Sections 2.1.6 and 2.1.7).
One consequence of this design decision is that it doubles the length of the transmit sequence
such that NT = 2Nφ instead of Nφ as before. This means that if we choose to compound the sequence
to generate HRIs for review, the HRI frame rate will be half that of the linear transmit sequence.
However, given that the maximum velocity range is increased by a factor of Nφ as described in
Sections 2.1.6 and 2.1.7, and that typically one averages over multiple HRI frames anyway, one can
argue that the decision is justifiable. That being said, the efficacy of such an approach should be
evaluated by the end user to determine if tradeoff is acceptable.
2.1.4. Clutter Filtering
Prior to estimating velocity, a clutter filter is typically used to suppress stationary components of
the slow-time signal. Traditionally this is accomplished with a high-pass filter. In the case of HRIs, the
PSF of each frame is the same and, therefore, clutter filtering may be handled with standard digital
filtering techniques [15]. However, because the PSF in each LRI frame varies with time, the options for
clutter filtering become more varied. If we wish to only compare images with the same PSF during the
clutter filtering process, we must separate our slow-time signal into polyphase channels with the same
steering angle and process them independently. This separation results in NT different polyphase
channels operating at a slow-time sampling rate equivalent to that of the HRIs. Using the principles
of multirate signal processing, one can show that compounding the LRIs after filtering this way will
result in the same digital frequency response as a simple clutter filter on the HRIs (see Theorem A2 in
the Appendix). This result is a direct consequence of one of the noble identities of multirate signal
processing [14].
It is important to note that using such a filtering scheme comes with some significant drawbacks.
Because the clutter filtering occurs at the HRI frame rate, the frequency response of the filter repeats
NT times when analyzed with respect to the LRI frame rate. This results in stop bands occurring at
integer multiples of the HRI frame rate. Therefore, velocity estimates within these slow-time bands
will be less consistent than at other frequencies.
2.1.5. Lag-One Estimation
In order to estimate the axial motion at each pixel in the image, a lag-one autocorrelation approach
was used [2]. Using the beamformed, complex analytic signal sa(r, t) at each pixel location, the complex
slow-time autocorrelation was evaluated at a single sample lag via conjugate product followed by
convolution with a rectangular filter, yielding








s∗a(r, t)sa(r, t + Δt)
)
, (4)
where R1(r, t, τ) is the autocorrelation estimate at locationr, t is the slow-time instant, τ is the lag, T is
the averaging interval, and Δt is the sampling interval. The instantaneous phase shift is then estimated
via an arctangent and converted to velocity via the Doppler equation, yielding











where φ̂ is the phase estimate in radians, ω̂ is the instantaneous slow-time frequency estimate, v̂z is
the velocity estimate, f0 is the transmitted center frequency, and c is the sound speed of the medium.
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Due to the phase ambiguity of the arctangent function, possible values for φ̂ are limited to the interval
(−π, π]. Because of this ambiguity, the phase-based velocity estimation algorithms exhibit aliasing
when the velocity magnitude exceeds the slow-time Nyquist rate, given by










where fN = 1/(2Δt) is the Nyquist frequency. For this reason, it is advantageous to utilize the smallest
sampling interval possible when estimating high velocities using high-frequency ultrasound.
2.1.6. Pairwise Lag-One Estimation
The lag-one estimation algorithm described above is versatile enough to be used with either
compounded or precompounded images, with the latter being advantageous from a Nyquist
standpoint, as it allows for a shorter sampling interval. However, using the lag-one estimation
algorithm on the LRIs may result in artifacts due to the rotation of the PSF. By repeating each angle
immediately after transmission, we can eliminate these artifacts while simultaneously maintaining
the short slow-time sampling interval characteristic of the LRIs. This leads to a variant of the lag-one
estimation algorithm which we shall call pairwise lag-one estimation. In pairwise lag-one estimation,
we form the short-time autocorrelation estimates only on adjacent LRI pairs which share the same
transmission angle (and therefore the same PSF). For notational purposes, let us define the slow-time
complex analytic signal corresponding to angle φi, repeat channel m, and slow-time sample n as
sa(r, m, φi, n) = sa(r, t(m, i, n)) (10)
where
t(m, i, n) = (nNT + 2i + m)Δt (11)
i ∈ {0 : Nφ − 1} (12)
m ∈ {0 : 1} (13)
n ∈ Z (14)
φi = iΔφ + φ0 (15)
NT = 2Nφ (16)
and Nφ is the number of angles used in the transmission sequence.
Using this convention, we may now define a slow-time lag-one autocorrelation estimate for each
angle via conjugate product such that
R̂2(r, t = (2i + nNT)Δt, τ = Δt) = s∗a(r, 0, φi, n)sa(r, 1, φi, n). (17)
By defining the autocorrelation this way, adjacent autocorrelation estimates are now temporally
indexed at half the LRI sampling rate, but are still lagged by one LRI slow-time sample. This effectively
allows for phase estimation at the LRI frame rate, but without any motion artifacts due to the rotation
of the PSF. At this point, averaging may be performed at this half sample rate via a convolution with a
rectangular filter yielding







R̂2(r, t, Δt). (18)
From this point, the velocity estimation process is the same as given in Equations (5)–(7).
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2.1.7. HRI Pairwise Lag-One Estimation
Yet another approach that can be pursued with this estimation scheme is using an interleaved
compounding scheme. In this case, we generate two HRI channels corresponding to the value of m,
given by




sa(r, m, φi, n). (19)
In the case depicted in Figure 1b, the coherent compounding produces two HRIs per transmit
sequence period, one each for the blue and green subsets. Each compounded frame is thus made up of
samples spaced at an interval of 2Δt, but each component of these HRI channels has a lag of Δt relative
to its partner. This way, we can boost the signal for slowly moving points in the field, but still have
relative lags at the LRI time scale. The lag-one autocorrelation estimate is then given by
R̂3(r, t = nNTΔt, τ = Δt) = h∗a(r, 0, n)ha(r, 1, n) (20)







R̂3(r, t, Δt). (21)
In this case the autocorrelation is sampled in intervals of NTΔt but again the lag is estimated at an
interval of Δt, allowing for a higher Nyquist velocity. From this point, the velocity estimation process
is the same as given in Equations (5)–(7).
2.2. Experimental Design
2.2.1. Ultrasound Acquisition
Data were acquired with a Vantage 128 ultrasound research platform (Verasonics, Redmond,
WA) and an 15.6-MHz, 128-element linear array (Verasonics L22-14v) (Table 1). Plane waves were
transmitted at a PRF of 30 kHz using a Tukey cosine apodization with a 10% rolloff parameter.
The transmit frequency was 17.857 MHz, the duration of the transmit waveform was 1.5 cycles, and the
transmission angles ranged from −5 to 5 degrees. Received data were bandpass filtered by the analog
frontend at a center frequency of 15.625 MHz and sampled at 4 samples per wavelength at this new
center frequency. This frequency was chosen due to a maximum sampling frequency constraint of
62.5 MHz on the Vantage’s analog to digital converter.
A real-time display mode was used to select an imaging plane, and then high-speed plane-wave
acquisition was initiated. After all of the transmissions, pre-beamformed channel data were streamed
to the host PC and the system was returned to the real-time mode. Beamformed in-phase (I) and
quadrature (Q) signal components were generated using a graphic-processing-unit (GPU) based
algorithm with an unsteered, 128-element Hann-apodized receive aperture [16].
Table 1. The relevant transducer specifications and system settings are given below.
Parameter Value
Excitation Frequency 17.857 MHz
Received Center Frequency 15.625 MHz
Received Center Wavelength 98.56 μm
Received Bandwidth 14–22 MHz
Elevation Focus 8 mm
Element Height 1.5 mm
Element Width 80 μm
Element Pitch 100 μm/1.01λ
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2.2.2. Rotation Phantom
In order to assess the performance of the transmit sequences, an experiment was conducted using
a rotating cylindrical hyperechoic phantom (ATS Laboratories, Bridgeport, CT, USA). The 10-mm
diameter phantom was mounted onto a motor shaft and aligned with the linear array transducer
(Figure 3). The phantom and transducer were submerged in a degassed water bath and a piece of sound
absorbing material (Sorbothane Inc., Kent, OH, USA) was placed behind the phantom to suppress
reverberation artifacts. The rotation phantom was spun at a constant rate of 12 revolutions per second.
Data were acquired for two full revolutions of the phantom and beamformed. A position-based
external trigger was used to ensure that all acquired data would be temporally synchronized.
Figure 3. Experimental Setup. A linear 128-element linear array transducer was submerged in a
degassed water bath and aligned with a hyperechoic rotation phantom. A layer of sound absorbing
material (Sorbothane Inc., Kent, OH, USA) was used to suppress reverberation echoes from the edge of
the plastic container.
2.2.3. Transmission Sequences
Two of the transmission sequences were standard linear three-angle single transmit sequences
(sTx3, {−5, 0, 5}) or seven-angle single transmit sequences (sTx7, {−5 : 5/3 : 5}). The third sequence
was a double transmit sequence using 3 angles and, therefore, was composed of 6 transmits (dTx6,
{−5,−5, 0, 0, 5, 5}). In each case, an odd number of angles was chosen to include the 0-degree steered
transmit, which is least susceptible to grating lobes. Under this constraint, the sTx7 dataset was chosen
to be a partial control for the sequence duration.
Each dataset was processed using the LRIs and HRIs using the lag-one estimator described in
Section 2.1.5. For the HRIs, a standard sixth order infinite impulse response filter (IIR) Butterworth filter
was used for clutter filtering, with a slow-time cutoff frequency of 500 Hz (≈24.6 mm/s). The cutoff
frequency of this filter was chosen to compensate for the slow transition band of the Butterworth filter,
which takes approximately 300 Hz to reach a 60-dB attenuation level. For the LRIs, clutter filtering was
performed on the matched angle LRI channels as described in Section 2.1.4, with similarly designed
specifications at the appropriately reduced sample rates as shown in Figure 4. This design decision
resulted in a periodic notching effect, in accordance with multirate signal processing theory [14,15].
The expected Nyquist velocities for each of these approaches are given in Table 2, in addition to
other relevant slow-time quantities. In addition to the traditional approaches described above, the
dTx6 dataset also was post processed using the pairwise (PW) methods described in Sections 2.1.6
(dTx6 LRI PW) and 2.1.7 (dTx6 HRI PW). The baseline averaging interval for each processing scheme
was chosen to be around 1 ms in each case. Because the frame rate of the autocorrelation sequence
varied so much across all the different processing schemes, matching the averaging schemes exactly
was not possible. Furthermore, to avoid introducing half sample lags, odd length averages were used
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to keep the sequences temporally synchronized. These decisions resulted in the slight variations in the
averaging interval as shown in Table 2.
Figure 4. Clutter filter magnitude response. One should note the induced periodicity of the stop
bands. This periodicity is due to the design decision to filter the LRI polyphase channels independently,
as explained in Section 2.1.4. The repeated notch locations of the filter are located at integer multiples
of 2NT/ fN . These notch locations correspond to the frame rates of HRIs, and consequentially the
individual LRI polyphase channel frame rates as well. A zoomed in version is displayed below to help
visualize stop band performance.
In addition to the color flow Doppler images, power Doppler images were also generated to help
visualize the spatial energy distributions. These images were generated by calculating the mean-square
value of the slow-time signal over the entire slow-time dimension, which was then converted to
a decibel scale, such that










where P(r) is the power Doppler signal at the locationr, N is the total number of slow-time samples,
and s(r, t) is the slow-time signal for either the LRIs or HRIs as appropriate. Note that in the LRI
case, we do not evaluate the power Doppler on the individual polyphase channels, but rather the full
slow-time signal. For the pairwise estimation schemes, no power Doppler images were produced
due to lack of a relevant metric which accounts for the pairwise nature of the signals. In practice,
the LRI power Doppler could serve as a relevant metric for the pairwise approaches for the purposes
of stationary clutter suppression.
As a ground truth for comparison purposes, a rotation model was fit to the data. Using a B-Mode
image as a reference, points along the phantom boundaries were manually selected, and the centroid
was computed. A 10-mm circular mask was then centered at the estimated centroid, and the axial
component of the velocity was modeled using
vz(x) = ωPhantom × (x − x̄) (23)
where ωPhantom is the angular velocity of the phantom and x̄ is the x-component of the centroid. Using
this ground truth model, the root-mean-square (RMSE) and bias errors were quantified. Because the
phantom was also prone to precession, the standard deviation was also computed as a reference metric
to account for any precessional and alignment biases. To facilitate easy comparison between all the
methods, each metric was averaged over slow-time and depth so that they could be overlaid on the
same plot for comparison purposes.
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Table 2. The relevant slow-time quantities are given below. Note that in the case of the pairwise (PW)
estimates in the last two rows the correlation frame rate differs from the in-phase and quadrature (IQ)
frame rate. This is a characteristic of the pairwise estimation schemes. sTx3: three-angle single transmit


















sTx3 HRI 10 100.0 246.4 10 11 1.100
sTx7 HRI 4.286 233.3 105.6 4.286 5 1.167
dTx6 HRI 5 200.0 123.2 5 5 1.000
sTx3 LRI 30 33.3 739.2 30 31 1.033
sTx7 LRI 30 33.3 739.2 30 31 1.033
dTx6 LRI 30 33.3 739.2 30 31 1.033
dTx6 LRI PW 30 33.3 739.2 15 15 1.000
dTx6 HRI PW 30 33.3 739.2 5 5 1.000
3. Results
The results of the rotation phantom experiment are shown in Figures A1–A3. As can be observed
in Figure A1, all the HRI estimates exhibit some degree of aliasing, as evidenced by the large
errors at high velocities, with the three-angle single transmit sequence (sTx3 HRI) exhibiting the
widest usable velocity range of all processing schemes using traditional processing. This result
is predicted by the traditional Doppler slow-time frequency analysis, because with only three
transmit events, the compounded dataset has the highest slow-time frame rate of the group, and
thus the highest velocity range. Note that in each case, the aliasing error begins at lower velocities
than predicted in Table 2. This is due to the broadband nature of the excitation. Because the
excitation possesses frequency content above the center frequency, aliasing begins before the prediction,
because the high-frequency components alias before the center frequency reaches its Nyquist rate.
More conservative estimates could have been done by considering the entire band of the excitation,
but such estimation schemes deviate from established conventions and were thus avoided to facilitate
easy comparison.
Comparing the traditional lag-one estimates of the LRI processing schemes, one can observe that
the sTx3 dataset is characterized by large RMSE and standard deviations across the velocity range.
This would suggest low correlations in the individual slow-time lines. It is possible that in this case
the sidelobe motion might have been fast enough to corrupt the estimate due to the high angular
step, even despite the aggressive clutter filtering employed. This could possibly explain why the
performance is recovered in the sTx3 HRI scheme.
For the seven-angle dataset (sTx7), the slow-time signal error resonates at around 200 mm/s.
This error is anticipated due to the clutter filter stop band at that particular velocity range (see Figure 4).
The effect also manifests in the power Doppler image in this dataset (Figure A5), because the signal
is attenuated in the corresponding spatial region. This error is also exacerbated due to the sidelobe
motion being present at those frequencies. While one could argue that such estimates would be
suppressed by power Doppler thresholding, the fact remains that there is a weak spot in the velocity
range that cannot be overcome using a conventional transmit sequence. Similarly, the velocity estimate
is also extremely poor near the stationary regime, but because the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low
here, this is to be expected.
This secondary error resonance at the compounded frame rate is not present using the traditional
double-transmit method (dTx6). Even though the signal power is lower at these velocities, the fact that
the sidelobes move at a slower rate allows for a more robust estimate across a larger range than the
sTx7 dataset, despite having comparable channel frame rates. The error in the near stationary regime
is also markedly better than both the sTx LRI processing schemes. Both pairwise estimation schemes
had only minor improvements in the dTx dataset, suggesting that the dominant improvement is the
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temporal non-uniformity of the sidelobe motion. The interleaved compounded dataset (dTx6 HRI
PW), offered a compromise between full compounding (dTx6 HRI) and no compounding (dTx6 LRI),
as it tracks well in low velocity regime, but not quite as well in the higher velocity regime.
4. Conclusions
In this study, we investigated the effects of using a double transmit sequence to simultaneously
expand the Nyquist velocity range in such a way that it is resistant to sidelobe motion. Use of the
double transmit sequence allowed for significant performance improvements in velocity regimes
that would typically be attenuated by clutter filtering, demonstrating increased robustness to noise.
The proposed methods significantly outperform the traditional methods in the high velocity regime
in both root-mean square-error and standard deviation, with minimal performance losses in the
low-velocity regime. These results suggest a new paradigm in velocity estimation in the context of
high-frame-rate Doppler ultrasound.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
PRF Pulse repetition frequency
HRI High-resolution image/compounded image
LRI Low-resolution image/pre-compounded image
PSF Point spread function
RMSE Root-mean-square error
sTx Single transmit sequence (dataset prefix)
dTx Double transmit sequence (dataset prefix)
PW Pairwise, (estimation scheme suffix)
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
Appendix A. Multirate Theorems of Coherent Plane Wave Compounding
Let s[n] ≡ sa(r, nΔt) be the discrete, slow-time, precompounded, analytic signal at a locationr.
For compactness of notation, the position argumentr is suppressed in the following section, with the
understanding that it is evaluated independently at every spatial location.
Theorem A1. The coherent plane wave compounded signal s+[n] is equivalent to a rectangular filtering of s[n]
followed by a downsampling operation.










Let us define the rectangular signal that is nonzero on the closed interval [a, b] as
r[a,b][n] ≡
{
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where s f [n] is the rectangularly filtered analytic signal given by
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r[1−NT ,0][n] ∗n s[n]
}
. (A11)
Thus, the coherent compounding operation is equivalent to a rectangular filter of length
NT followed by a downsampling of NT .
Theorem A2. Consider the traditional pipeline of passing the compounded signal s+[n] through a high-pass
clutter filter with impulse response h[n]. Then, the output signal sc[n] is equivalent to filtering each individual
polyphase channel sφn′ [n] and summing.
Proof. Let us denote the output of the clutter filter as sc[n], such that
sc[n] = h[n] ∗n s+[n]. (A12)
Thus, we have








Let us define the polyphase channel sφn′ [n] as the slow-time signal associated with the n
′th
transmit in the transmit sequence period. Mathematically the relationship is described by
sφn′ [n] ≡ s[NTn + n′]. (A14)
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Figure A1. In the HRI estimators, the aliasing manifests as plateauing in the root-mean-square error
(RMSE), resulting from the lower frame rate. All other estimators appear to predominately track the
standard deviation shown in Figure A2.
Figure A2. For the traditional HRI estimators, error resonates at the Nyquist velocities, likely due to
the aliasing. The sTx3 LRI estimator appears to have uncharacteristically high error across the velocity
range, suggesting that the individual LRIs are highly decorrelated, possibly due to a high angular
step. In the sTx7 LRI dataset, the error resonates at the velocity associated with the transmit sequence
period, likely due a combination of sidelobe motion and attenuation due to the clutter filter. The dTx6
estimators do not have a corresponding peak, suggesting an inherent robustness to these effects.
Figure A3. All estimators exhibit a slight negatively sloping trend, suggesting a possible alignment error in
the ground truth. The HRI estimators each show evidence of aliasing at the predicted Nyquist velocities.
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(f) dTx6 HRI (g) dTx6 LRI
(h) dTx6 HRI PW (i) dTx6 LRI PW
Figure A4. Color flow Doppler images generated from the experimental data. The HRI images are
shown on the left, and the LRI images are shown on the right, with each row corresponding to a
different dataset. The pairwise results are shown in the last row. All images are rendered with the
same color scale to facilitate easy comparisons. Aliasing is clearly observed in the traditional HRI
cases, manifesting as banding artifacts. The high error observed in the center is due to the clutter
filter, which attenuates slow-moving components of the signal. This confirmed in the power Doppler
images (Figure A5), which exhibit deep notches in the center of the image, corresponding to stationary
axial motion.
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(a) sTx3 HRI (b) sTx3 LRI
(c) sTx7 HRI (d) sTx7 LRI
(e) dTx6 HRI (f) dTx6 LRI
Figure A5. Power Doppler images generated from the experimental data. The HRI images are shown
on the left, and the LRI images are shown on the right, with each row corresponding to a different
dataset. The pairwise results are omitted, since they lacked a descriptive metric to characterize the
power in such a way that would account for the pairwise estimation scheme. One should note the
presence of spatial notches in the images. These notches correspond to velocities in the clutter filter
stop band. The notches appear to spread out with depth, which is believed to be due the cumulative
effect of attenuation. All images are rendered with the same color scale to facilitate easy comparisons.
The lateral banding the sTx3 and dTx6 HRI processing schemes is believed to be due to an artifact in
the broadside transmission that is specific to the Verasonics Vantage system. This artifact is likely due
to the simultaneous excitation of all the elements. The effect is suppressed in the sTx7 dataset due to
the additional steered excitations which do not exhibit this effect.
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Thus, due to the commutativity of convolution and summation, we have


















Therefore, filtering each individual polyphase component before summation yields the same
response as filtering the compounded signal.
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Abstract: In order to study longitudinal movement and intramural shearing of the arterial wall
with a Lagrangian viewpoint using ultrafast ultrasound imaging, a new tracking scheme is required.
We propose the use of an iterative tracking scheme based on temporary down-sampling of the
frame-rate, anteroposterior tracking, and unbiased block-matching using two kernels per position
estimate. The tracking scheme was evaluated on phantom B-mode cine loops and considered
both velocity and displacement for a range of down-sampling factors (k = 1–128) at the start of
the iterations. The cine loops had a frame rate of 1300–1500 Hz and were beamformed using
delay-and-sum. The evaluation on phantom showed that both the mean estimation errors and the
standard deviations decreased with an increasing initial down-sampling factor, while they increased
with an increased velocity or larger pitch. A limited in vivo study shows that the major pattern of
movement corresponds well with state-of-the-art low frame rate motion estimates, indicating that the
proposed tracking scheme could enable the study of longitudinal movement of the intima–media
complex using ultrafast ultrasound imaging, and is one step towards estimating the propagation
velocity of the longitudinal movement of the arterial wall.
Keywords: ultrafast ultrasound imaging; block-matching; speckle tracking; arterial longitudinal wall
movement; in vivo
1. Introduction
Ultrafast ultrasound imaging has been used as the basis for the development of a number
of methods intended for diagnosing and exploring different phenomena in vivo, e.g., shear wave
elastography [1–4], acoustic radiation force impulse imaging [5], vector flow imaging [6–8], and a
method for skeletal muscle contraction [9], functional ultrasound imaging of the brain [10], and cardiac
motion [11,12]. The arterial walls have been investigated by estimating the radial strain in the common
carotid artery [13] and the radial pulse wave velocity [14,15].
In cardiovascular research, the radial movement of the arterial wall, i.e., the diameter change, has
been the subject of extensive research, forming the basis for estimation of arterial wall stiffness [16].
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Increased stiffness of the large central arteries has been shown to be an independent risk factor for
cardiovascular mortality [17]. In contrast to the radial movement, the longitudinal movement of the
arterial wall has gained less attention. We have, however, shown that in both large predominantly
elastic arteries and in large muscular arteries there is a distinct bi-directional displacement of the
arterial wall during the cardiac cycle [18]. The intima–media of these arteries exhibits a longitudinal
displacement that is larger than that of the adventitial region [18] and thus, there is shear strain and
shear stress within the arterial wall [18–21]. We have recently reported that longitudinal movement and
intramural shear strain undergo profound changes in response to the important circulatory hormones
adrenalin and noradrenalin [22], indicating that the longitudinal movements and resulting intramural
shear strain can constitute an important but overlooked mechanism in the cardiovascular system.
Studies have indicated that the maximal amplitude of the longitudinal displacement of the common
carotid artery is reduced in subjects with cardiovascular risk factors [23], and suspected and manifest
atherosclerotic disease [24,25]. However, the physiology behind the observed longitudinal vessel wall
movement pattern is largely unknown.
It is our belief that the use of ultrafast ultrasound imaging in combination with 2D tissue motion
estimation can increase our understanding of this phenomenon and make it possible to estimate the
propagation velocity of the longitudinal movement. However, to explore the longitudinal movement
of the arterial wall by using ultrasound, the artery is scanned in the longitudinal direction and the
longitudinal movement of the arterial wall occurs in the lateral direction of the ultrasound image. It is
problematic to estimate lateral tissue motion in ultrafast ultrasound imaging in vivo as the tissue moves
only a very short distance between consecutive frames due to the high frame rate. Thus, the motion to
be estimated will be very small compared to the expected uncertainty in the motion estimates caused
by the limited signal-to-noise ratio. The estimation uncertainty is larger in the lateral direction [26]
as ultrasound frames normally have lower spatial resolution in the lateral direction. Consequently,
Lagrangian tracking in the lateral direction and in every frame is very likely to give a large accumulated
error even with an unbiased motion estimator when using ultrafast ultrasound imaging. The motion
estimations can be improved by averaging motion estimations over multiple frames, but this will
decrease the effective frame rate and will function as a low-pass filter on the motion estimations in the
time domain. This can potentially hide vital information in the motion estimations.
In this paper, we propose to estimate 2D motions with a Lagrangian viewpoint in ultrafast
ultrasound cine loops using an iterative motion estimation tracking scheme in which the initial length
between the used frames is larger than one. Contrary to phase-sensitive motion estimation methods
(e.g., [14,27]) where the estimated motion must be small to avoid aliasing, our experience shows that
the relative motion estimation error decreases for block-matching methods when the length of the
estimated motion increases [26]. Since the motion between two frames in ultrafast ultrasound cine
loops is often very small and the speckle decorrelation is limited, the risk for the speckle decorrelation
over several, e.g., 128, frames is small but the total motion over this number of frames will be larger
and easier to accurately estimate using block-matching. Therefore, we propose a temporary down
sampling of the frame rate in which a first Lagrangian motion estimation is performed between each k
frame, e.g., initial frame interval k = 128. The cine loop is thereafter iteratively re-sampled with shorter
frame intervals and the position of the kernel in one in-between frame can be estimated using the two
kernels of the anteroposterior frames as reference kernels. The tracking scheme is hypothesized to
reduce the size of the accumulative errors both by using two separate motion estimations for each
estimated position, thus reducing each estimation error, and by using much fewer estimations from
the start of the tracking before reaching the investigated frame.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the proposed 2D tissue motion estimation tracking scheme
in ultrafast ultrasound cine loops. In a phantom evaluation, the proposed tracking scheme was
evaluated for a range of initial down-sampling factors (k = 1–128). The motion estimation errors of the
proposed tracking scheme using ultrafast ultrasound cine loops were compared to those obtained in
low frame rate cine loops, obtained with conventional beamforming. The motion estimation errors
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of both velocity and displacement were evaluated. The tracking performance was evaluated using
a 100 μm pitch transducer and a 200 μm pitch transducer. The feasibility of using the proposed 2D
tissue motion estimation tracking scheme in vivo was evaluated in a limited in vivo study.
2. Materials and Methods
The in-house block-matching method, developed to estimate the location of the target in a given
frame, builds on works by Albinsson et al. [26,28] and will be summarized below. Here, we propose a
novel tracking scheme that is based on the re-sampling of the cine loop along the time axis. The tracking
performance of the novel 2D tissue motion estimator was evaluated on phantom and in vivo cine
loops. Furthermore, the tracking performance obtained in ultrafast cine loops was compared to that
achieved in low frame rate cine loops, obtained with conventional beamforming.
2.1. Proposed Tracking Scheme
The method denoted as the “basic method” in [28] is a sparse iterative block-matching method,
that uses the sum of absolute differences as the matching criterion and an unlimited search area. In this
work, the sub-sample method has been replaced with the method presented below. The method
denoted “basic method using an extra reference block” in [28] uses two independent kernels from two
consecutive frames. The search area of the second kernel is limited to a small area around a position
determined by the “basic method”.
The proposed motion estimation tracking scheme consists of two parts:
1. First, the frame rate is temporarily down sampled by a factor k, where k = (2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64,
or 128). The position of each kernel is estimated with a Lagrangian viewpoint between every
frame in the temporary cine loop (solid lines in Figure 1a). The position of the kernel in each
frame is estimated using a block-matching method with an extra kernel described in [28] (where
the method is denoted as the “basic method using an extra reference block”). This method was
developed to minimize estimation errors when using a Lagrangian viewpoint.
2. Iteratively: the frame rate is temporarily down sampled by a factor m = k/2i where i is the
iteration number. The unknown kernel positions in each middle frame in the temporary cine
loop are determined by the kernels from the anteroposterior frames (dashed lines in Figure 1b).
The two independently estimated positions are averaged to determine the kernel position in
the middle frame. The iterations continued until the position of the kernel is estimated in every
frame (dashed lines in Figure 2c), i.e., m = 1. The position of the kernel is estimated using the
block-matching method denoted “basic method” in [28].
The sub-sample estimation in both part 1 and 2 is first performed by parabolic interpolation; if the
estimate is y ± 0.15 pixels, where y is any natural number, the estimate is used, otherwise a modified
grid slope sub-sample estimator is used to recalculate the estimate [26]. Parabolic and grid slope
interpolation complement each other: parabolic interpolation is biased for sub-sample estimation close
to y ± 0.5 pixels, whereas grid slope interpolation gives noisy estimates close to y ± 0.0 pixels.
The size of a kernel in the phantom study was 1 mm axially and laterally. This resulted in an
axial kernel size of 41 pixels, and a lateral kernel size of 11 pixels using 100 μm line distance and
5 pixels using 200 μm line distance. The size of a kernel in the in vivo study was 0.6 mm axially and
3.8 mm laterally.
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Figure 1. The figure shows which frames to use in (a) part 1 and (b,c) part 2 (1st and 2nd iteration) of
the proposed tracking scheme for k = 4. The squares mark sampled frames and a raised frame marks a
frame used in the current iteration. Please note that all frames are raised in (c) (2nd iteration). A gray
frame marks a frame in which a position for the kernel has been estimated in a previous iteration.
The base of the arrows shows the frame in which the kernel is collected and the point of the arrows
shows in which frame the kernel is searched for. In (b,c) iteration, there are two arrows pointing at
each frame in which to estimate the position. The estimated position in these frames is calculated as
the average estimated position using two kernels from two different frames.
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Figure 2. Scheme for the set motion of the transducer and the frames used for determining displacement
and velocity. The displacement of each kernel was calculated as the difference between its position in
the start and end frames. The velocity was estimated as the difference between two consecutive frames.
2.2. Cine Loops
The phantom cine loops were collected in Japan at a pulse repetition frequency of 5208 Hz by
a 96-channel ultrasound scanner (RSYS0002, Microsonic, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with two linear
array ultrasonic transducers with a center frequency of 7.5 MHz. The transducers had a pitch of
100 μm and 200 μm, respectively, which corresponds to λ/2 and λ. The pixel densities in the cine
loops were 40.6 mm−1 axially and either 10.0 mm−1 or 5.0 mm−1 laterally depending on the pitch
of the transducer. Each transducer was moved diagonally repeatedly back and forth at constant
velocity with short stops at each turning point (Figure 2) using automatic stages (ALS-6012-G0M and
ALV-600H0M, Chuo Precision Industrial, Tokyo, Japan). A sponge was used to create realistic speckle.
Two different velocities were used: 2.0 mm/s laterally and 1.0 mm/s axially with displacements of
1.0 mm laterally and 0.5 mm axially; and 1.0 mm/s laterally and 0.5 mm/s axially with displacements
of 0.5 mm laterally and 0.25 mm axially. In the lateral direction, this corresponds to a displacement of
1.5 μm/frame and 0.77 μm/frame, respectively. The collected radio frequency data were beamformed
using delay-and-sum [13]. In the present study, one frame was obtained from four plane wave
transmissions resulting in a frame rate of 1302 Hz. A plane wave is transmitted with 96 active elements,
and echo signals were received by the same elements. Each receiving beam was created using the
echo signals obtained from 72 of 96 elements. Consequently, 24 receiving beams were created in
one transmit event. Then, the active aperture was translated laterally by 24 elements, and the same
procedure was repeated four times to obtain 96 receiving beams. In receive, a Hanning apodization
was used. Cine loops were also collected at a lower frame rate (41 Hz) with a conventional linear scan
scheme. These cine loops used the same transducers, transducer movements, and kernel size, while
the motion estimations were conducted in every frame (k = 1, see above).
To evaluate the feasibility of using the proposed 2D tissue motion estimation tracking scheme
in vivo, a limited in vivo study was conducted in Sweden. The in vivo experiment was performed
using a 64-channel ULA-OP system [29,30] equipped with a 192-element LA435 linear array transducer
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(Esaote SpA, Florence, Italy) with a 200 μm pitch. The cine loops were collected at 1500 Hz using
a single plane wave transmission; the 64-line frames were beamformed using delay-and-sum with
dynamic apodization having the f-number equal to 2. The line distance between the 64 lines was
200 μm. ECG was not available. To be able to compare with state-of-the-art estimation of the
longitudinal movement of the arterial wall, low frame rate cineloops in vivo were collected using a
Philips Epiq 7 (Philips Medical Systems, Bothell, WA, USA) equipped with a linear array transducer
(model L18-5, Philips Medical Systems, Bothell, WA, USA). The right common carotid artery was
scanned in the longitudinal direction, oriented horizontally in the image 2–3 cm proximal to the
bifurcation. The healthy volunteers gave informed consent according to the Helsinki Declaration and
the study was approved by the Ethics Committee, Lund University.
2.3. Evaluation of Motion Estimations
For each setting, two evaluation metrics for the motion estimation were calculated using 90 kernels
distributed in six columns with no overlap laterally and 15 rows with 50% overlap axially. The first
evaluation metric was the difference between the set displacement and the estimated displacement for
each kernel. The displacements were calculated as the distance moved by each kernel between the
start frame and the end frame (0.6 s after start frame) (Figure 2). The second evaluation metric was
the difference between the set velocity and the estimated velocity of each kernel. The velocities were
estimated as the motion between two consecutive frames 0.4 s after the start of tracking (Figure 2).
The statistical significance of changes in the mean estimation errors and standard deviations was
tested for the initial length of iteration using k = 1 as the reference compared to other initial lengths
of iteration and cine loops sampled at a low frame rate. The statistical significance of changes in the
mean estimation errors was also tested between high frame rate cine loops using k = 128 as the initial
length of iteration and cine loops sampled at a low frame rate. Significance testing was conducted
with p < 0.05 as the significance level utilizing the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) for changes in
mean values and the two-sample F-test for changes in standard deviations. Because the ANOVA was
balanced and the changes in the standard deviations were limited, the unequal standard deviations
were deemed to have negligible influence on the tests.
The in vivo measurements were evaluated by visual comparisons of the plotted motion
estimations. One comparison was performed between ultrafast ultrasound imaging and conventional
ultrasound imaging. The second comparison was performed in the same cine loop using four different
positions along the artery wall.
3. Results
Figure 3 shows an example of lateral tracking resulting from the proposed motion estimation
method for k = 1, 16 and 128 in a high-frame cine loop. The tracking curves show that the normal
frame-to-frame tracking (k = 1) drifted away while the proposed method tracked the movement better
and better with increasing k.
Figures 4 and 5 show the lateral and axial estimation errors when estimating velocity. In general,
the mean estimation errors and the standard deviation decreased with increased initial length of
iteration (larger k). Increased velocity of the phantom increased the standard deviations. A smaller
pitch decreased both the mean value and the standard deviation of the lateral estimation errors, while
the axial estimation errors, for the most part, were unaffected. A smaller pitch was more important
when using low frame rate imaging than when using high frame rate imaging.
Figures 6 and 7 show the lateral and axial estimation errors when estimating the displacement.
In general, the mean estimation errors and the standard deviations decreased with increasing initial
length of iteration. A smaller pitch decreased both the mean value and the standard deviation of the
lateral estimation errors, while the axial estimation errors, for the most part, were unaffected.
Tables 1–4 present the estimation errors both when estimating velocity and when estimating
the displacement. The lateral mean estimation error is often larger and the standard deviation is
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always larger in high frame rate cine loops using frame-to-frame tracking (k = 1) than in low frame
rate cineloops (p < 0.05). The lateral mean estimation error is often smaller and the standard deviation
is usually larger in high frame rate cine loops using iterative tracking (k = 128) than in low frame rate
cineloops (p < 0.05).
Figure 8 shows the estimated movement of the intima–media complex of the common carotid
artery wall of a 47-year-old healthy female using both ultrafast ultrasound imaging (k = 64) (solid
lines) and conventional ultrasound imaging (dashed lines). The estimations in both cine loops clearly
show a bi-directional longitudinal movement pattern of the same order of magnitude. The estimated
movement curve, showing approximately three heartbeats, also indicates repeatability of the movement
pattern. Figure 9 shows the estimated movement of the intima–media complex of the common carotid
arterial wall of a 35-year-old healthy female at four different lateral positions along the vessel wall
(k = 32).
Figure 3. The lateral position of a kernel estimated by the proposed iterative tracking scheme with an
initial length of iteration set to k = 128 (solid line), k = 16 (dash-dotted line), and k = 1 (dotted line).
The 100 μm pitch transducer was displaced 1 mm laterally relative to the phantom with a lateral
velocity of 2 mm/s while sampling 1302 frames per second.
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Figure 4. Lateral estimation errors of the velocity for two different velocities each using two different
pitches (100 μm and 200 μm). The crosses indicate the mean estimation error with the error bars
indicating ± one standard deviation. Significant changes (p < 0.05) were calculated compared to k = 1 in
each setting (marked with an arrow). The star indicates a change in mean estimation error and a circle
indicates a change in the standard deviation. FR signifies frame rate: low = 41 Hz, high = 1302 Hz.
Figure 5. Axial estimation errors of the velocity for two different velocities each using two different
pitches (100 μm and 200 μm). The crosses indicate the mean estimation with the error bars
indicating ± one standard deviation. Significant changes (p < 0.05) were calculated compared to
k = 1 in each setting (marked with an arrow). The star indicates a change in mean estimation error and a
circle indicates a change in the standard deviation. FR signifies frame rate: low = 41 Hz, high = 1302 Hz.
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Figure 6. Lateral estimation errors of the displacement for two different displacements each using
two different pitches (100 μm and 200 μm). The crosses indicate the mean estimation error for each
setting with the error bars indicating ± one standard deviation. Significant changes (p < 0.05) were
calculated compared to k = 1 in each setting (marked with an arrow). The star indicates a change in the
mean estimation error and a circle indicates a change in the standard deviation. FR signifies frame rate:
low = 41 Hz, high = 1302 Hz.
Figure 7. Axial estimation errors of the displacement for two different displacements each using two
different pitches (100 μm and 200 μm). The crosses indicate the mean estimation error for each setting
with the error bars indicating ± one standard deviation. Significant changes (p < 0.05) were calculated
compared to k = 1 in each setting (marked with an arrow). The star indicates a change in the mean
estimation error and a circle indicates a change in the standard deviation. FR signifies frame rate:
low = 41 Hz, high = 1302 Hz.
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Table 1. Lateral estimation errors of the velocity given as the mean estimation error ± one
standard deviation.
Pitch 100 μm 200 μm 100 μm 200 μm
Velocity 1000 μm/s 1000 μm/s 2000 μm/s 2000 μm/s
Significance - a, b - -
Low FR 117 ± 805 −852 ± 229 4 ± 520 −871 ± 1253
High FR k = 1 108 ± 1058 −598 ± 3595 −691 ± 1044 −1055 ± 3198
k = 128 32 ± 742 −51 ± 1462 225 ± 570 −572 ± 2184
All values are given in μm/s. Motion estimations were made using k = 128 for the high frame rate cine loops.
Significance was defined as p < 0.05 in each column where a: Low frame rate (FR) vs. k = 1, b: Low frame rate (FR)
vs. k = 128, and c: k = 1 vs. k = 128.
Table 2. Axial estimation errors of the velocity given as the mean estimation error ± one
standard deviation.
Pitch 100 μm 200 μm 100 μm 200 μm
Velocity 500 μm/s 500 μm/s 1000 μm/s 1000 μm/s
Significance a, c a, b - a, c
Low FR 22 ± 228 39 ± 167 9 ± 302 −90 ± 497
High FR k = 1 −333 ± 502 50 ± 674 −576 ± 415 −681 ± 643
k = 128 35 ± 504 324 ± 896 −381 ± 475 −223 ± 967
All values are given in μm/s. Motion estimations were made using k = 128 for the high frame rate cine loops.
Significance was defined as p < 0.05 in each column where a: Low frame rate (FR) vs. k = 1, b: Low frame rate (FR)
vs. k = 128, and c: k = 1 vs. k = 128.
Table 3. Lateral estimation errors of the set displacement given as the mean estimation error ± one
standard deviation.
Pitch 100 μm 200 μm 100 μm 200 μm
Displacement 500 μm 500 μm 1000 μm 1000 μm
Significance - a, b, c b, c a, b, c
Low FR −154 ± 58 −397 ± 58 −97 ± 86 −521 ± 94
High FR k = 1 −160 ± 421 −347 ± 592 −501 ± 400 −807 ± 599
k = 128 −123 ± 50 −75 ± 93 16 ± 49 −78 ± 226
All values are given in μm. Motion estimations were made using k = 128 for the high frame rate cine loops.
Significance was defined as p < 0.05 in each column where a: Low frame rate (FR) vs. k = 1, b: Low frame rate (FR)
vs. k = 128, and c: k = 1 vs. k = 128.
Table 4. Axial estimation errors of the set displacement given as the mean estimation error ± one
standard deviation.
Pitch 100 μm 200 μm 100 μm 200 μm
Displacement 250 μm 250 μm 500 μm 500 μm
Significance a, c a, c a, c a, c
Low FR −15 ± 63 17 ± 57 1 ± 47 17 ± 100
High FR k = 1 −127 ± 49 −96 ± 74 −206 ± 90 −203 ± 94
k = 128 −26 ± 18 −4 ± 43 −10 ± 28 3 ± 51
All values are given in μm. Motion estimations were made using k = 128 for the high frame rate cine loops.
Significance was defined as p < 0.05 in each column where a: Low frame rate (FR) vs. k = 1, b: Low frame rate (FR)
vs. k = 128, and c: k = 1 vs. k = 128.4.
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Figure 8. The estimated (a) radial and (b) lateral position of a kernel in vivo on the intima–media
complex of the vessel wall of the common carotid artery in a healthy 47-year-old female obtained
using ultrafast ultrasound imaging (solid line) and conventional ultrasound imaging (dashed line).
The ultrafast ultrasound imaging was sampled at 1500 Hz and the proposed iterative tracking scheme
had an initial length of iteration of k = 64 frames. The conventional ultrasound imaging was sampled
at 99 Hz and the tracking was frame-by-frame. The main features of the in vivo curve estimated using
a high frame rate cine loop agree well with our low frame rate in vivo measurements. No ECG signal
was available for synchronizing the lines and the cine loops were collected 5 minutes apart.
Figure 9. Radial movement (a) and longitudinal movement (b) of the intima–media complex of the
common carotid artery wall of a healthy 35-year-old female. The kernels for the solid, dashed, dash-dot,
and dotted lines were placed in order from left to right, respectively, in the first frame cine loop.
The head was to the left of the image and the heart to the right. The frames were sampled at 1500 Hz
and the proposed tracking scheme had an initial length of iteration of k = 32 frames.
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4. Discussion
Frame-to-frame tracking of lateral tissue motion of the arterial wall using ultrafast ultrasound
imaging is difficult as the movement per frame (<15 μm) is very small compared to the line distance
(100–200 μm). The relative motion estimation error increases with decreasing movement per frame and
the resulting movement curves become noisy and unreliable. To overcome this problem, we propose
an iterative tracking scheme, with a Lagrangian viewpoint, based on temporarily down-sampling the
frame-rate, anteroposterior tracking, and unbiased block-matching using two kernels per position
estimate. The proposed motion estimation scheme performed well in the phantom study when
estimating both velocity and displacement. The results showed increased tracking accuracy using
longer initial length of iterations (k ≥ 64). The tracking performance was better using the 100 μm pitch
transducer than the 200 μm pitch transducer. The limited in vivo study showed that the proposed 2D
tissue motion estimation tracking scheme can be used in vivo and is one step towards pulse-wave
velocity estimations of the longitudinal movement of the arterial wall.
As the relative motion estimation error increases with decreasing movement per frame [26], we
hypothesized that it would be easier to accurately estimate a large motion than a small motion.
To achieve a larger motion per frame, we used temporary down-sampling of the frame-rate.
The temporary down-sampling of the frame rate also made it possible to perform anteroposterior
tracking—tracking both forward and backward in the cine loop—and use two kernels per position
estimate in the next iteration. The benefit of anteroposterior tracking is that bias of the motion estimate
is reduced, and if the forward and the backward movements are equal, the bias is cancelled. We have
previously shown that the use of an extra kernel per position reduces the mean tracking estimation
errors [28]. The tracking scheme also uses much fewer estimations from the start of the tracking before
reaching the investigated frame compared to frame-to-frame tracking. The combined effect of these
factors is clearly shown in Figures 3, 6 and 7 as the accumulated motion estimation errors decrease
with a larger initial length of iteration (k).
In this study, both the velocity and the displacement were evaluated. The rationale is that
these parameters investigate different features of a tracking method: the velocity evaluation gives
an indication of the instantaneous uncertainty, whereas the displacement gives an indication of the
accumulated uncertainty. In this study, the standard deviations of the velocity estimates are seemingly
large. However, it should be noted that a velocity error of 1.3 mm/s corresponds to a displacement
error of 1 μm/frame (frame rate = 1302 Hz) and this is one reason why frame-to-frame tracking is
likely to fail. In the evaluation, the velocity was estimated between two consecutive frames and only
one estimate per kernel was used. Despite this, our proposed iterative tracking scheme based on
temporarily down-sampling of the frame-rate and anteroposterior tracking enables the displacement
to be accurately tracked (Figure 3, Tables 3 and 4).
Averaging of two independent sources is a common method to obtain a more robust measurement.
Time-averaging over multiple frames can be performed but acts as a low-pass filter in the time domain
and can hide vital information. The averaging in our method is fundamentally different in that it
averages the positions of the kernels and not its movement. We achieve a more robust estimate of the
position of the kernel in each frame without affecting the time resolution using an extra kernel per
position estimate [28].
The signal-to-noise ratio, speckle decorrelation, out-of-plane movement, and biasing are important
factors for the size of the estimation uncertainty. In ultrafast ultrasound imaging, the signal-to-noise
ratio is the most important factor whereas the others mainly have an effect at larger movements per
frame. We expect that the proposed tracking scheme will be affected by these factors and the size of
the kernel in the same manner as other block-matching methods [26,28,31]. It is well known that larger
kernel sizes give more robust motion estimations [31]. In the phantom study, we use a kernel size of
1 × 1 mm2, which can be regarded to be a relatively small kernel size and might explain some of the
standard deviations of the motion estimations in this study. These issues need further studies.
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The main finding of the phantom study is that a large length of iteration (large k) reduces the
mean estimation error and the standard deviation. However, the results are complex. Figures 4–7
show the following:
• Using a small initial length of iteration (k ≤ 2) gave rather small mean estimation errors but gave
large standard deviations. Each of the motion estimations in the first iteration gave a very small
error, but they accumulated to rather large errors and did so along different paths.
• Using a medium initial length of iteration (k = 4–32) gave larger mean estimation errors but
smaller standard deviations. All estimations were roughly equal, but the initial motion estimations
underestimated the motions. The later iterations gave accurate estimations for the in-between
frames, but their starting points from the first iteration were incorrect.
• Using a large initial length of iteration (k ≥ 64) gave small mean estimation errors and small
standard deviations. The distance moved between each frame in the first iteration was large
enough for the motion estimations to be accurate and for the later iterations to give accurate
estimations for the in-between frames.
It could be expected that the motion estimation errors were the same when using the initial length
of iteration k for a velocity v or when using k divided by 2 for a velocity two times v as the movement
per frame in the initial tracking is equal. One possible explanation for the different errors, shown in
Figures 6 and 7, is the fact that an estimation using k divided by two uses one iteration less than an
estimation using k. Overall, as stated above, more iterations give less estimation errors in the phantom
measurements; however, this issue needs further studies.
The motion estimations of the proposed tracking scheme were compared to state-of-the-art
low frame rate motion estimates as this is the gold standard when estimating the longitudinal wall
movement of the arterial wall [26,28,32–36]. The optimal frame rate using low frame rate imaging with
a conventional linear scan scheme depends on, e.g., the signal-to-noise ratio, speckle decorrelation,
out-of-plane movement, and biasing. Somewhat depending on the ultrasound scanner, we regard a
frame rate of 50–90 Hz to be the optimal using a conventional linear scan scheme. Considering the
large estimation errors when tracking frame-to-frame using ultrafast ultrasound imaging (k = 1 in
Tables 1–4), the motion estimation errors when using initial length of iteration k = 128 are promising as
they are of the same order of magnitude as the results using low frame rate cine loops.
The effect of using transducers with different pitch (Figures 4 and 6) was anticipated in effect if
not in amplitude, i.e., tracking using a smaller pitch (λ/2) gives more accurate motion estimations than
using the larger pitch (λ). This depends probably on both higher pixel density in the lateral direction in
the resulting B-mode image and improved beamforming because of the smaller pitch. Further studies
are needed to evaluate this.
The tracking performance using a low frame rate and the larger pitch was unexpectedly poor,
raising the question of whether low frame rate tracking using the 200-μm-pitch transducer can work
in vivo. However, the ultrasound scanner that was used on the phantom set-up is a research scanner
without, e.g., virtual scan lines, whereas the scanner we used to perform state-of-the-art tracking
in vivo is a commercial ultrasound scanner utilizing virtual scan lines and many other techniques that
improve the image quality. Several studies have shown that the tracking performance is sufficient
when using low frame rate imaging with a conventional linear scan scheme [26,28,32–36]. The frame
rate in these studies varies between 30–100 Hz.
The benefit of the implemented iterative method came not only from the use of two kernels for
each estimation but also from the length of the movement between the frames in the first iteration.
Considering that the initial length of iteration should be “long enough” for the best tracking accuracy
and that the velocities vary drastically in in vivo measurements, it is likely that the tracking performance
of the proposed tracking scheme can be optimized in vivo by using an initial length of iteration that
adapts to the tissue velocity aiming to achieve the longest possible movement without significant
speckle decorrelation. Potentially the best results could be achieved by using two estimations of the
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movement in a cine loop: the first one determining the overall shape of the movement using a fixed
frame rate, e.g., 50 Hz corresponding to k = 32, in order to maximize the initial length of iteration for
each part of the cine loop; the second estimation determining the movement in all frames.
Tracking of the longitudinal movement of the arterial wall frame-to-frame using the combination
block-matching and ultrafast ultrasound imaging does not work. Though no ground-truth exists, the
major movement patterns in vivo using our proposed iterative tracking scheme correspond well with
low frame rate motion estimates, indicating that the proposed tracking scheme could enable the study
of longitudinal movement imaging of the intima–media complex using ultrafast ultrasound imaging.
However, caution should be taken when drawing conclusions from these results as the magnitudes of
the estimation errors on the in vivo measurements are yet unknown. In the subjects investigated, we
obtained the best result using two different initial lengths of iteration (k = 32 and 64). Further studies
are needed to individually optimize the k.
The tracking scheme presented here is easy to implement and we believe that it can be used
with most motion estimation methods with a Lagrangian viewpoint. In our implementation, the
computational load is the same for any k.
There are two limitations in the phantom study. The first limitation is the chosen constant velocities
of the phantom. With a maximal velocity of 2 mm/s, we are well below fast tissue motions in vivo.
The second limitation is that the largest initial length of iterations was k = 128. Larger values of k were
not possible to test due to the combination of using a Lagrangian viewpoint, the velocity of the phantom,
and the size of the ultrasound frames. However, we do not know whether a continued increase of k
will be beneficial as speckle decorrelation and out-of-plane movement can be increasingly problematic.
Also, the results from the in vivo measurement (Figures 8 and 9), where k = 32 and 64, were optimal,
indicating that the proposed tracking scheme does not necessarily continue to improve with increased k
when used on in vivo measurements. Further studies, preferably with simulated data or a larger set of
in vivo cine loops, are needed. Undesirable fluctuations, which are considered to be caused by pitching
and yawing of the automatic stages and electrical noise in the measurement system, were contained
in the estimated lateral and axial velocities. However, displacements due to such cyclic components,
which are presumably caused by pitching and yawing of the automatic stages, were very small.
5. Conclusions
Ultrafast ultrasound imaging provides excellent time resolution of motion and enables
visualization of fast processes such as the pulse wave propagation of the arterial wall. The radial pulse
wave propagation has been visualized using ultrafast ultrasound imaging [14,15], but it has been more
challenging to visualize the longitudinal movement and hence the propagation of the longitudinal
movement of the arterial wall. A robust method for estimating 2D motions in ultrafast ultrasound
cine loops is needed for estimation of the longitudinal movement, and here we have presented a
tracking scheme that might fill that role. The phantom evaluation clearly shows that our tracking
scheme reduced the accumulated errors. In addition, the limited in vivo study shows that the major
movement patterns in vivo correspond well with low frame rate motion estimates, indicating that
the proposed tracking scheme could enable the study of longitudinal movement of the intima–media
complex using ultrafast ultrasound imaging, and is one step towards estimating the propagation
velocity of the longitudinal movement of the arterial wall.
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Featured Application: Clinical application of Shear Wave Elastography for cardiac stiffness
assessment in children.
Abstract: Plane wave imaging in Shear Wave Elastography (SWE) captures shear wave propagation in
real-time at ultrafast frame rates. To assess the capability of this technique in accurately visualizing the
underlying shear wave mechanics, this work presents a multiphysics modeling approach providing
access to the true biomechanical wave propagation behind the virtual image. This methodology was
applied to a pediatric ventricular model, a setting shown to induce complex shear wave propagation
due to geometry. Phantom experiments are conducted in support of the simulations. The model
revealed that plane wave imaging altered the visualization of the shear wave pattern in the time
(broadened front and negatively biased velocity estimates) and frequency domain (shifted and/or
decreased signal frequency content). Furthermore, coherent plane wave compounding (effective
frame rate of 2.3 kHz) altered the visual appearance of shear wave dispersion in both the experiment
and model. This mainly affected stiffness characterization based on group speed, whereas phase
velocity analysis provided a more accurate and robust stiffness estimate independent of the use of the
compounding technique. This paper thus presents a versatile and flexible simulation environment to
identify potential pitfalls in accurately capturing shear wave propagation in dispersive settings.
Keywords: ultrafast imaging; shear wave elastography; multiphysics modeling
1. Introduction
Ultrafast ultrasound imaging uses plane-wave transmissions instead of the conventional
line-by-line focused beam transmissions, increasing the frame rate by at least a factor of 100 (typically
>1000 frames per second) [1,2]. This ultrafast imaging technology was an essential breakthrough
for the field of Shear Wave Elastography (SWE), as it allowed real-time imaging of shear waves
in soft tissues with a high temporal resolution [3–5]. Because of this, the technique was almost
instantaneously applied and therefore less sensitive to respiratory and/or cardiac motion. This allowed
local quantitative estimates of wave speed and therefore of tissue stiffness [6]. Initially, shear waves
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were generated with a transient vibration originating from an external mechanical vibrator [3,4].
However, as these vibrators were challenging to integrate in daily clinical practice, the excitation
source was changed into a remote palpation induced by a radiation force of focused ultrasonic beam(s),
unifying the shear wave excitation source and ultrafast imaging modality together in the ultrasound
transducer [5,7–9]. At the beginning, the ultrafast frame rates came at the cost of reduced image
contrast and resolution compared to conventional transmissions as the transmit focusing step is
skipped in the ultrafast imaging modality. However, this limitation was overcome by introducing
coherent plane wave compounding [4,10], which consists of sending out multiple tilted and non-tilted
plane waves into the medium and coherently summing the backscattered echoes to compute the full
image. In this manner, the image quality is improved compared to single plane wave imaging while
still maintaining sufficiently high frame rates [10]. The concept of compounding has been applied to
different ultrasound modalities [11–14], and has become a key feature of ultrafast ultrasound imaging.
Ultrafast imaging in SWE to assess tissue stiffness has been clinically applied in several areas such
as breast cancer diagnosis [15] and liver fibrosis staging [16]. The ability of ultrafast imaging—with or
without plane wave compounding—in displaying and characterizing the true biomechanical shear
wave propagation has not been well studied yet, to the best of our knowledge. We are particularly
interested in the performance of ultrafast imaging in tissues with thin and layered geometries and
other intricate anisotropic material properties, as complex shear wave propagation phenomena such
as wave guiding, mode conversions and dispersion are expected to arise [17,18]. These wave features
will complicate shear wave visualization, characterization and interpretation, eventually affecting
SWE-based stiffness estimation. This may be especially true when plane wave compounding is applied,
as the compounded image fuses temporal characteristics of the propagating shear wave at different
time points. Indeed, a recent study in ex vivo thoracic aorta [19] has experimentally shown that certain
SWE settings, such as pushing length and number of compounding angles, influenced the technique’s
accuracy to estimate phase velocity-based tissue stiffness.
Therefore, the objective of this work was to establish a flexible framework that allows us to
investigate the performance of ultrafast imaging in SWE in accurately displaying and characterizing
the true biomechanical shear wave propagation. As actual SWE experiments do not provide access to
a ground truth for imaged shear wave propagation, a multiphysics modeling approach combining
computational solid mechanics (CSM) of the shear wave propagation [20–22] with ultrasound (US)
modeling of ultrafast imaging was used for this purpose. The resulting wave mechanics from CSM
provided the true mechanical shear wave propagation whereas the virtual images represented the
imaged shear wave propagation. The multiphysics model was employed in combination with SWE
experiments, for validation purposes. This combined approach was applied on an idealized left
ventricular phantom model with pediatric dimensions, as this has been demonstrated to evoke
dispersive guided wave propagation patterns due to left ventricular geometry [23]. The proposed
multiphysics model in this work thus adds an extra modeling layer to the previously presented SWE
biomechanics model in [23], expanding our scope from studying the effect of biomechanical factors
on shear wave physics to investigating the effect of imaging factors on shear wave physics. Our
objective can be translated into two main study questions: (i) study the effect of compounding through
comparison of single and compounded plane wave acquisitions from SWE experiments, for which
more in-depth insights are realized by modeling both acquisitions using the multiphysics methodology,
and (ii) study the effect of ultrafast imaging by analyzing the mechanical versus imaged shear wave
acquisitions in the simulations. The study of each effect consisted of examining the shear wave
propagation patterns in the time and frequency domain, and inspecting the accuracy of two different
shear modulus estimation techniques, based on group and phase velocity, through comparison with
the mechanically determined shear modulus.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. SWE Experiments
SWE acquisitions were performed on an ultrasound phantom (10% polyvinylalcohol (PVA),
freeze-thawed once) of the mimicking pediatric left ventricular geometry as illustrated in Figure 1.
Further details on this phantom can be found in a recent publication from our group [23]. Shear waves
were generated and imaged by a SL15-4 linear transducer with 256 elements, a pitch of 200 μm and an
elevation focus of ~30 mm, connected to the Aixplorer system (SuperSonic Imagine, Aix-en-Provence,
France). We considered two SWE acquisitions, one with single plane wave emissions (0◦) and the
second with coherent plane wave compounding (−2◦, 0◦, 2◦) [10], in which the single plane waves are
emitted at a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 6.9 kHz for both acquisitions. All other pushing and
imaging parameters for both SWE acquisitions are listed in Table 1. The Aixplorer system provided
us beamformed in-phase and quadrature-demodulated (IQ) signals with a fast time sampling rate of
32 MHz.
Figure 1. Experimental set-up (dimensions are not to scale in schematic diagram); US: ultrasound; LV:
left ventricle.
Table 1. In vitro imaging parameters.
Parameters Values
Pushing sequence
Push frequency f0 8 MHz
F-number 2.5
Apodization -
Push duration 250 μs
Imaging sequence
Number of cycles 2
Emission frequency 8 MHz
Pulse repetition frequency (PRF) 6.9 kHz
Imaging depth 40 mm
F-number on transmit -
Transmit apodization -
F-number on receive 1.2
Receive apodization Hanning
Receive bandwidth 60%
2.2. SWE Multiphysics Model
Concordant with an actual SWE measurement, the SWE model also splits the SWE acquisition
into a pushing and an imaging sequence. This multiphysics platform contains three modeling parts,
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i.e., modeling of the acoustic radiation force (ARF), the shear wave propagation and the ultrafast
imaging acquisition. The first two modeling parts compose the pushing sequence, whereas the
third modeling part represents the imaging sequence (see Figure 2). These models need to be run
consecutively as the output of the first model is used as input for the second model and likewise
for the second and third model, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 2. The first and the third
part of the multiphysics platform model the ultrasound physics through Field II [24,25], whereas
the second modeling part simulates the wave mechanics in the finite element software Abaqus
(Abaqus Inc., Providence, RI, USA). The modeling methodology for the pushing and imaging sequence
is concisely described below. The reader is referred to [23] for further details about the pushing
sequence, comprising the first two modeling parts.
 
Figure 2. Workflow of the multiphysics platform; ARF: acoustic radiation force.
2.2.1. Pushing Sequence
The pushing sequence in the numerical model consists of two steps: ARF generation and
mechanical wave propagation (Figure 2). For the first step, the ARF applied on the PVA phantom is
numerically mimicked by a volume force in combination with an interface pressure. Both types of
loading act on the PVA phantom in the focal zone of the probe, extending ~2 mm from the probe’s
center point in the lateral and elevation direction. The volume force acts throughout the complete
thickness of the PVA phantom in this focal region, whereas the interface pressure is only active on the
interfaces between phantom and water. Volume force b and interface pressure π are calculated based
on the time-averaged acoustic intensity I, of which its spatial distribution is derived by simulating
acoustic probe pressures mimicking the push sequence (see Table 1) with Field II and its magnitude is















where α is the attenuation coefficient [dB/cm/MHz], ρ the density of PVA [kg/m3], cL the longitudinal





the energetic reflection coefficient [-], Z1 and Z2 the acoustic
impedances (Zi = ρici) [Pa·s/m3], and c1 and c2 the speeds of sound in media 1 and 2 [m/s]. Material
characteristics of the modeled water and PVA can be found in Table 2. The PVA’s Young’s modulus and
viscoelastic behavior were mechanically determined on a uniaxial tensile testing machine (Instron 5944,
Norwood, MA, USA), whereas its density and speed of sound were measured using the principle
of Archimedes [28] and an oscilloscope respectively (for more details on all measurements, we refer
to [23]). The resulting spatial distribution of the volume force in the axial-lateral plane is shown in the
bottom-left panel of Figure 2. Both loads are imposed for 250 μs in the numerical model.
Table 2. Material characteristics of water and polyvinylalcohol (PVA).
Characteristics Value
Water
Density ρ 1000 kg/m3
Speed of sound cL [29] 1480 m/s
Bulk modulus K [29] 2200 MPa
PVA
Density ρ 1045.5 kg/m3
Speed of sound cL 1568 m/s
Young’s Modulus E 73.0 kPa
Attenuation coefficient α [30] 0.4 dB/cm/MHz
Coefficient of Poisson ν [20] 0.49999
Normalized shear modulus g1 4.04 × 10−3
Relaxation time τ1 99.8 × 10−6 s
Normalized shear modulus g2 7.04 × 10−2
Relaxation time τ2 77.9 s
For the actual mechanical wave simulation (step II in Figure 2), the PVA phantom was modeled
as one half of an ellipsoidal-shaped disk with a lateral and elevational length of 27.8 mm and 16.0 mm
respectively, taking the symmetry of the imaging plane into account. For reasons of computational
efficiency, we considered only half the width of the transducer in the model, and modeled structural
infinite elements at the edges of the defined domain. This PVA model was meshed with 8-noded
brick elements with reduced integration, leading to 355,680 elements in total. The water below and
above the phantom is represented by two layers of 8-noded hexahedral acoustic elements, each with a
thickness of 3.8 mm and 79,684 elements. Mechanical displacements of the PVA phantom were coupled
to acoustic pressures in the water layer through a tie-constraint. The other surfaces of the modeled
water were modeled to be infinite. The PVA was modeled as a viscoelastic material by assuming a
2-term Prony series model with normalized shear moduli gi and relaxation times τi as mentioned in
Table 2, which are derived from a uniaxial mechanical relaxation test stretching the PVA material at 5%
strain for 10 s [23]. It should be noted that the modeled viscoelasticity has a negligible influence on
shear wave propagation characteristics, indicating that the actual and modeled PVA phantom have
very low viscosity [23]. The water was defined as an acoustic medium in the model with bulk modulus
K and density ρ as tabulated in Table 2. More details about mesh geometry, boundary conditions,
material characteristics and loading can be found in [23].
The dynamic equations of motion of this numerical problem were solved by the Abaqus explicit
solver and the particle velocities were extracted at a sampling rate of 40 kHz for further analysis. The
wave propagation resulting from these simulations is called ‘mechanical shear wave propagation’
throughout this work (see Figure 2).
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2.2.2. Imaging Sequence
The imaging sequence simulation in the multiphysics approach is illustrated in step 3 (Figure 2).
The basis of the ultrasound simulation is Field II, in which tissue is represented by a collection of
random point scatterers reflecting the ultrasonic waves emitted by the modeled probe. For each emitted
beam, the scatterer’s position is updated based on the CSM extracted displacement fields, utilizing first
a temporal interpolation from the CSM timescale to US timescale and subsequently spatial interpolation
from CSM mesh grid to US scatterer grid. In order to obtain a proper random distribution of point
scatterers within our numerical phantom, we used an algorithm based on the open-source software
Visualization ToolKit (VTK) [31]. This algorithm first generates randomly distributed scatterers in
a box surrounding the phantom’s geometry and then removes the abundant scatterers outside the
actual geometry based on geometric criteria of the scatterers relative to the phantom’s surface [32].
Approximately 10 scatterers per resolution cell (with its size calculated based on receive F-number,
transmit frequency and pulse length) were considered to ensure a Gaussian-distributed RF signal [33].
To mimic our SWE experiments (see Section 2.1), two ultrafast imaging settings were simulated,
one with and one without coherent plane wave compounding, using the same probe parameters as
mentioned in Table 1. However, the virtual transducer’s size was reduced to 128 piezoelectric elements
to decrease computational time. For the same reason, the number of simulated frames was limited
to 27 and 9 for the single and compounded Plane Wave Imaging (PWI) acquisition, respectively. For
the estimation of the scatterer displacement during these simulations, the displacement information
of the same CSM simulation was used since the pushing parameters or location did not change
throughout the experiments (see Table 1). In our simulation setup, each transducer element was
divided into four rectangular mathematical elements in the elevational direction to ensure a far-field
approximation of the spatial impulse response. Channel data were acquired at a fast time sampling
rate of 100 MHz, IQ-demodulated to 32 MHz and subsequently delay-and-sum beamformed with
parameters mentioned in Table 1 using an in-house developed code from the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (NTNU). The obtained wave propagation from these simulations is termed
‘virtual imaged shear wave propagation’ throughout this work (see Figure 2).
2.3. Post-Processing
The data acquired from the SWE experiments and the SWE multiphysics model were both
processed as described below to obtain the axial particle velocities as a function of time and space and
the shear modulus estimate.
2.3.1. Axial Velocity Estimation










where ∠R̂x(1) represents the phase angle of the autocorrelation function of lag one which is estimated
from the received signal sequence, and nT the number of transmit beams to obtain one image. The axial
velocity estimate was further improved by spatial averaging the autocorrelation estimate over an area
of approximately 0.6 × 0.6 mm both in simulations and in vitro.
Note that this post-processing step is not applied on the mechanical shear wave simulations,
as these immediately provide access to all components of the particle velocities in the 3D spatial domain.
Additionally, the mechanical wave simulations have a slow time sampling rate of 40 kHz, whereas
the sampling rate of the real and virtual SWE imaging measurements depends on the acquisition,
i.e., 6.9 kHz for single plane wave emissions and 2.3 kHz for plane wave compounding.
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2.3.2. Shear Modulus Estimation
As our previous work [23] has shown that dispersive shear wave propagation patterns arose
in the studied setting due to geometry, two different shear modulus estimation techniques were
applied on the mechanical and (real and virtual) imaged wave propagation, i.e., a time-of-flight
(TOF) method—implemented in commercial SWE systems and used for non-dispersive media—and a
phase velocity analysis—used for dispersive media. The real and virtual imaging acquisitions were
pre-processed by averaging the axial velocities over 0.6 mm axial depth and temporally up-sampling
the slow time domain by a factor 10.
For the TOF method, the shear wave’s position was tracked by searching the maximal axial
velocity for every lateral spatial location as a function of time and fitting a linear model to estimate the
shear wave velocity (goodness of fit should be equal to or larger than 0.95) [23,36]. In general, to make
the most complete use of the measured data and to increase the reliability of the fit, axial velocity data
acquired from all probe elements should be taken into account during this linear fitting procedure.
This is true for large isotropic homogeneous elastic media, but usually data from the probe’s edge
elements is discarded due to low signal-to-noise ratio and/or high attenuation of the propagating shear
wave in the measurement. Even though the studied PVA setting is isotropic, homogeneous and low
viscous, the left ventricular geometry induces dispersive shear wave features in the SWE-acquisitions
which affect the tracked shear wave’s position as a function of time. To investigate the effect of this
observation on the results of the TOF method, we altered the number of data points taken into account
during the TOF fitting procedure: the shear wave speed was estimated by rejecting 5 and 20 data
points from the probe’s edge elements for each shear wave. The shear modulus μ can then be derived
from this wave speed cT by assuming an isotropic bulky elastic material with density ρ and applying
the following formula:
μ = ρc2T (4)
For the phase velocity analysis, measured or simulated dispersion characteristics were derived
by taking the 2D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the axial velocity wave propagation pattern as a
function of lateral space and slow time at a specific depth [37]. Subsequently, the wavenumber k with
the maximal Fourier energy is tracked at each frequency f in order to identify the main excited mode.
Phase velocity cϕ as a function of frequency f is found through cϕ = (2π f )/k. The shear modulus is
then estimated by fitting a theoretical model in a least squares manner to the obtained dispersion curve.
Neglecting the ventricular curvature [38] and PVA’s viscoelasticity, and assuming that the main excited
mode is the first antisymmetric mode (A0) [17], we minimized the difference between the theoretical
A0 dispersion curve of a plate in water and the extracted dispersion characteristics over a frequency
range spanning from 0.2 kHz up to maximally 2 kHz, dependent on the considered acquisition [37,39].
Only fits giving a standard deviation less than 0.6 kPa for the shear modulus estimate were considered.
Both procedures were repeated for multiple depths across the phantom’s thickness (n = 10).
For further details on both shear modulus estimation techniques, we refer to [23].
3. Results
3.1. Analyzing the Shear Wave’s Characteristics in the Time Domain
To study the shear wave’s temporal characteristics, we examined its magnitude and shape
throughout time by visualizing the axial velocities at three different time points. The resulting shear
wave propagation of the experimentally measured SWE acquisitions with and without compounding
are compared in Figure 3. Immediately, we observe a different shear wave propagation pattern: the
shear wave front, represented by the downward axial velocities, is split into two for the single plane
wave images whereas one uniform wave front is present for the compounded images. Furthermore,
the wave front is also broader along the lateral direction when including compounding. Next to
these differences in shear wave shape, we also observe a lower shear wave magnitude (maximal axial
velocity amplitude at a certain time point can be up to 3 mm/s smaller) for the compounded images.
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The imaged and biomechanical shear wave propagation for the simulations are depicted in
Figure 4. For the biomechanical simulation (first row in Figure 4), we observe again a split in shear
wave front during wave propagation, which is well captured in the virtual single plane wave images
(second row in Figure 4), but less visible in the virtual compounded images (third row in Figure 4).
Furthermore, the shear wave front is apparently broader in the imaging simulations compared to the
biomechanical simulation. Additionally, the simulated axial velocity patterns of the virtual images
show a clear decrease in tissue velocity magnitude (~23.0% for single PWI and ~69.4% for compounded
PWI at the top of the phantom compared to the biomechanics simulation).
Figure 3. Comparison of shear wave propagation measured on the ventricular phantom at time points
1.12 ms, 1.55 ms and 1.99 ms (assuming t0 = 0 s corresponds with the start of the pushing sequence and
an ultrasound system’s electronic dead time of 0 s) for single and compounded Plane Wave Imaging
(PWI). The white dotted lines represent shear wave propagation paths at 15% and 40% tissue depth
with respect to the ventricular thickness.
Figure 4. Comparison of the biomechanical shear wave propagation (upper panels) and the virtually
imaged shear wave propagation without and with compounding (middle and lower panels respectively)
at time points 1.13 ms, 1.55 ms and 2.00 ms (assuming t0 = 0 s corresponds with the start of the pushing
sequence). The white dotted lines represent shear wave propagation paths at 15% and 40% tissue depth
with respect to the ventricular thickness.
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3.2. Analyzing the Shear Wave’s Characteristics in the Frequency Domain
The shear wave’s frequency features were studied by taking the 2D FFT of the axial velocity
map in time and lateral space (see Methods section) at 15% and 40% tissue thickness, representing
two different shear wave propagation paths as indicated by the white dotted lines in Figures 3 and 4.
The Fourier energy magnitudes of both simulations and measurements are mentioned in Table 3.
Observations concerning mode(s) excitation, Fourier energy magnitude and frequency content in the
Fourier spectra are consecutively discussed below.
Table 3. Tabulation of the magnitude of the maximal Fourier energy amplitude in Figure 5 [mm/s/Hz].
Acquisition 15% Tissue Thickness 40% Tissue Thickness
Experimental
Single PWI 6.52 3.42
Compounded PWI 1.68 1.26
Numerical
Single PWI 5.13 3.45
Compounded PWI 0.64 0.33
Biomechanics 33.37 31.91
3.2.1. Mode(s) Excitation
For experimental single PWI (first column of Figure 5), we observed that mainly one mode
was excited at the shallow tissue depth, whereas two modes were excited for deeper tissue regions.
The mode excited on lower frequencies is designated with the term ‘primary mode’, whereas the
other mode is defined as ‘secondary mode’. This primary mode is the one that will be tracked and
fitted to the theoretical A0-mode in the phase velocity analysis to estimate shear stiffness. Applying
compounding in the experiment led to one visible excited mode in the spectra of both tissue depths, as
can be seen in the second column of Figure 5. For the simulations (third, fourth and fifth columns of
Figure 5), we see one excited mode for 15% tissue thickness, and two excited modes for 40% tissue
thickness, independent of the application of the compounding technique.
Figure 5. Fourier energy maps at two paths across the phantom’s thickness—15% and 40%—for
the right shear wave in the experimental (single and compounded PWI) and numerical (single PWI,
compounded PWI and biomechanics) shear wave acquisitions. Location of the two shear wave paths is
indicated in Figures 3 and 4 for experiment and simulation respectively. The primary mode is defined
as the mode excited on lower frequencies and the secondary mode is the mode excited on higher
frequencies, as indicated in the biomechanics column. Each Fourier energy map was normalized to
its maximal energy (displayed in red); amplitudes are given in Table 3. The measured temporal shear
wave data for one specific shear wave path across axial depth were cropped in lateral space (12.8 mm)
and time (4 ms) such that its spatial and temporal resolution corresponded to the simulated ones.
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3.2.2. Fourier Energy Magnitude
For the applied experiments, coherent compounding decreased the maximal Fourier energy
magnitude with a factor of 3.9 for 15% tissue depth and 2.7 for 40% tissue thickness (see Table 3).
A similar observation was made for the simulations: compounding reduced the maximal Fourier
energy magnitude by factors of 8.0 and 10.5 for 15% and 40% tissue thickness respectively. Furthermore,
when comparing the virtual single PWI to the biomechanics simulation, an additional decrease by
factors of 6.5 and 9.2 was noticed for the two considered tissue depths. Next to these dissimilarities
in maximal Fourier energy magnitude, the relative energy magnitude of secondary to primary mode
for the deeper tissue region also differed (see Figure 5). This proportion was 0.5 for the experimental
single PWI. For the simulations, this ratio shifted from 1.7 for the virtual biomechanics to 1.3 for single
PWI and 0.6 for compounded PWI.
3.2.3. Frequency Content
The bandwidth of the Fourier spectra was about 2.0 kHz for the experimental single PWI and
1.0 kHz for the compounded acquisition (Figure 5), at both tissue depths. On the other hand, the
bandwidth of the simulated Fourier spectra of the single PWI acquisition was around 2.0 kHz for
15% tissue thickness, and 3.0 kHz for 40% tissue thickness. When compounding was applied in the
simulations, the maximal excited frequency was reduced to nearly 1.0 kHz for both tissue depths.
However, the bandwidth of the biomechanical Fourier spectra of both virtual imaging acquisitions
was about 2.0 kHz and 3.5 kHz for 15% and 40% tissue thickness respectively.
The frequency content of the detected signal was further changed when compounding was used:
the frequency with maximal Fourier energy content shifted from 0.69 kHz to 0.79 kHz for 15% tissue
thickness and from 0.42 kHz to 0.47 kHz for 40% tissue thickness. For the virtual single PWI, the
maximal Fourier energy was reached at 0.98 kHz for 15% tissue thickness and 1.4 kHz for 40% tissue
thickness. Coherent compounding in the simulations downshifted these frequencies to about 0.50 kHz
for both tissue regions. The frequencies with highest Fourier energy content in the biomechanics
simulation were 0.93 kHz and 1.70 kHz for 15% and 40% tissue thickness respectively.
3.3. Shear Wave Speed Analysis
The quantitative analysis of shear wave observations consisted of shear modulus estimation based
on group and phase velocity analysis for real and virtual SWE acquisitions, as visualized in Figure 6.
For the measurements, the group velocity analysis provided median shear stiffness values of 14.6 kPa
and 17.1 kPa for single and compounded PWI respectively, when discarding data of 5 edge elements
for each shear wave during shear modulus estimation. These estimations increased to 23.8 kPa and
18.8 kPa when 15 more data points were not considered during the fitting procedure for each shear
wave. Phase velocity analysis gave median values of 24.7 kPa and 27.3 kPa for the measurements. For
single PWI, the stiffness range of TOF-estimations when taking less data points into account during
fitting (15.9 kPa) was remarkably higher than for other stiffness estimation methods (5.0 kPa and
4.6 kPa for group and phase speed analysis respectively). Actual PVA stiffness was mechanically
determined at 24.3 ± 0.6 kPa.
For the virtual imaging acquisitions, the group velocity-based method estimated median stiffness
at 14.4 kPa and 15.4 kPa for single and compounded PWI respectively. When discarding data
from 20 edge probe elements, TOF stiffness estimations increased to 18.0 kPa and 15.6 kPa. Phase
velocity analysis provided, for both imaging simulations, higher estimates of median shear stiffness,
i.e., 24.9 kPa and 25.2 kPa for single and compounded PWI respectively. As for the experiments,
the largest spread in stiffness estimation across depth (11.8 kPa) was obtained for single PWI when
applying the group velocity analysis and discarding data from 20 probe elements. For the biomechanics
simulations, median shear stiffness of 16.5 kPa, 21.8 kPa and 24.7 kPa were obtained for group velocity
(discarding 5 data points), group velocity (discarding 20 data points) and phase velocity analysis
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respectively. Again, the depth-dependency of stiffness estimations was the largest for the group speed
method taking less data points into account during fitting (10.3 kPa).
Figure 6. Comparison of estimated shear modulus via material characterization methods based on
group and phase velocity for the numerical (biomechanics and ultrasound simulations with single
and compounded plane wave imaging (PWI)) and experimental shear wave acquisitions (single and
compounded PWI). The mechanically determined shear modulus μmech of 24.3 kPa is also indicated
in this figure, corresponding to the modeled stiffness. The boxplot represents the variation in shear
modulus estimation throughout depth (n = 10), where the box displays first, second (median) and third
quartiles and the whiskers indicate minima and maxima.
4. Discussion
4.1. Multiphysics Modeling
In this work, a SWE multiphysics modeling approach incorporating the biomechanics and imaging
physics of the shear wave propagation problem was presented, providing valuable insights into how
the ultrafast US sequence and signal processing affects the true shear wave’s characteristics in the time
and frequency domain, and the subsequent shear modulus characterization. Furthermore, a modeling
approach offers the benefits of full flexibility at the level of the tissue mechanics (tissue geometry,
material properties and tissue surrounding) and ultrasound physics (ARF configuration, imaging
settings and processing techniques). This approach was applied to a low-viscous pediatric ventricular
phantom model, displaying clear shear wave dispersion as can be seen from the frequency-dependent
phase velocity in the Fourier spectra and the split shear wave front in the temporal shear wave pattern
for both experiment and biomechanics model [23]. The ventricular geometry was mainly the cause of
the observed dispersion, as incorporating the measured viscoelastic material properties in the model
did not significantly alter the shear wave characteristics (see [23] for details). A similar multiphysics
approach has already been used by Palmeri et al. [40] to study jitter errors and displacement
underestimation in unbounded media, also in combination with experiments. Another study [41] used
these same tools to investigate how parameters related to shear wave excitation and tracking affected
the quality of shear wave speed images. However, both studies mimicked a different elastography
technique, called Acoustic Radiation Force Imaging (ARFI), which employs conventional line-by-line
scanning instead of plane wave imaging to visualize the shear wave propagation.
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In general, the multiphysics model was capable of reproducing the experimental results
(see Figures 3–6), indicating that the simulated biomechanical ground truth is a good representation
of the actual shear wave physics occurring in the PVA phantom. However, there were also
some discrepancies in shear wave visualization and characterization. For the shear wave’s
characteristics in the time and frequency domain, we firstly noticed a different axial velocity magnitude
(see Figures 3 and 4) and Fourier energy amplitude (see Table 3) as a result of scaling the time-averaged
acoustic intensity to 1500 W/cm2 when calculating the numerical ARF. For the virtual compounded
acquisition, there was the additional effect of large shear wave travel in between ultrasound frames in
combination with the presence of high relaxation velocities (blue in Figure 4) in the biomechanical
simulation, indicating that compounding in the simulation reduces the downward velocities (red in
Figure 4) more than in the experiment. Secondly, there were also differences in the temporal axial
velocity pattern (e.g., larger relaxation peak at the center of the phantom for the simulations) and
frequency spectra (e.g., more secondary mode excitation at 40% tissue thickness in the simulations).
This can potentially be attributed to: (i) the manner of shear wave excitation in the model, i.e., applying
a time-averaged body force and interface pressure instead of modeling the longitudinal wave
propagation in the focused US beam, including reflection and attenuation, (ii) the difference in location
of the actual and virtual SWE acquisitions, and (iii) the unknown experimental dead time between
the pushing and imaging sequence. It should also be kept in mind that the beamforming process for
experiment and simulation was performed with different infrastructure, i.e., the Aixplorer system
and the NTNU in-house developed beamformer, respectively. Next to these dissimilarities in shear
wave pattern in time and frequency, there were also inconsistencies in shear modulus estimation
(Figure 6). These discrepancies are partly due to the same factors, as explained above, influencing
shear wave propagation patterns and thus also stiffness characterization. Additionally, the simulations
are noise-free, allowing more reliable shear stiffness estimates for every shear wave propagation
path across depth compared to the experiments. Another potential cause explaining the stiffness
discrepancy between experiment and simulation is a wrongly modeled material stiffness (based on
uniaxial mechanical testing), as the mechanical properties of the PVA phantom could alter in the time
difference between mechanical testing and SWE experiment.
4.2. Effect of Ultrafast Imaging on SWE in the Studied Left Ventricular Model
We studied the effect of ultrafast imaging on SWE by comparing shear wave visualization and
characterization obtained from US and CSM simulations of our left ventricular phantom model.
When analyzing the temporal shear wave patterns of all simulations in Figure 4, a clear broadening
of the shear wave front and underestimation of axial velocities is noticeable for both imaging
acquisitions. A similar negative velocity bias was also recently reported when using coherent plane
wave compounding for Doppler imaging [42]. Furthermore, the plane wave compounded images
revealed a shear wave pattern different than the single plane wave images: the split shear wave front,
clearly visible in the single plane wave acquisition, was less observable in the compounded images
(Figure 4). Furthermore, the experimental compounded images in Figure 3 showed a completely
merged wave front instead of the split wave front as observed in the single plane wave images. Even
though this observation was less clearly noticeable in the simulations (due to the presence of a larger
relaxation peak in between the split wave front compared to the measurements, as mentioned in
Section 4.1), the multiphysics model still demonstrated that these observed differences in temporal
characteristics of the shear wave are mainly attributed to the chosen imaging parameters, as both virtual
imaging acquisitions were derived from the same true mechanical wave propagation (see Figure 4).
We also investigated the subsequent changes in the shear wave’s frequency characteristics, which
showed that the detected excited frequencies, amplitudes and modes did not necessarily correspond
to the ones excited in the biomechanical model. Indeed, the biomechanical frequency spectra are solely
dependent on the model characteristics and the ARF properties [43], whereas the imaged spectra are
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also affected by plane wave imaging, acting as a low-pass filter, and by image processing techniques
such as pixel averaging and slow time up-sampling.
Next to this qualitative investigation, we also quantitatively studied the effect of ultrafast imaging
on the performance of SWE by comparing the SWE-derived shear modulus for both US and CSM
simulations (see Figure 6). This study showed that ultrafast imaging had mainly an effect on stiffness
characterization through the group speed method: single and compounded PWI simulations led
to median stiffness underestimations of −2.2 kPa (−4.0 kPa when discarding 20 data points) and
−1.1 kPa (−6.2 kPa when discarding 20 data points) respectively compared to the SWE-derived
stiffness estimates from the biomechanical simulations. Additionally, the results of the TOF method
when discarding 20 edge elements were very depth-dependent for the single PWI simulation. This
was also observed for the experiments in Figure 6. This large dissimilarity in depth-dependency of
the stiffness estimates is due to a difference in meaning of the fitted linear relationship in the TOF
method when discarding more or less data points for the single PWI acquisition. When 20 data points
are discarded during the fitting procedure, the fitted linear relationship represents the true non-shifted
shear wave position throughout time which varies a lot across depth, whereas it depicts an averaged
shear wave position in time when only 5 data points are discarded (Figure S1). The latter corresponds to
the TOF shear wave characterization with compounded PWI (as can be seen in Figure 6 and Figure S1),
as the compounded images already visualize the averaged shear wave behavior. Nevertheless, the
shear modulus estimates are depth-dependent for all applied material characterization methods, as
can be seen in the spread of the boxplots in Figure 6. For the group velocity analysis (discarding 5 data
points), this is mainly due to the difference in the shear wave propagation pattern at the upper and
lower boundaries of the phantom (±0–25% and ±75–100% depth) compared to the middle segment of
the phantom (±25–75% depth), as visible in Figure S1. This group speed-derived stiffness difference
between the boundaries and center of a tissue-mimicking medium was experimentally studied by
Mercado et al. [44], in which they identified the presence of Scholte surface waves at the fluid–solid
interface as the primary reason for this discrepancy. For the phase velocity analysis, the cause of
the depth-dependency of the stiffness estimates is less straightforward, as the extracted frequency
characteristics of the primary mode across depth were very similar (see Figure 5). However, as also
shown in [23], characterizing deeper shear waves via the phase velocity analysis is more challenging as
their 2D FFT energy content is smaller (fewer data points to fit) and their velocity amplitude is lower
(lower signal-to-noise ratio), leading to less reliable shear modulus estimates.
Phase velocity analysis provided a more robust and correct estimate for both the biomechanics and
imaging simulations, as spectral characteristics of the tracked primary mode (fitted to the theoretical
A0-mode) for all acquisitions are very similar, as shown in Figure 5. Furthermore, for both experiment
and simulation, the true tissue stiffness was underestimated by the TOF method, independent of the
number of considered data points, whereas phase velocity analysis provided a better estimate of the
mechanically determined stiffness. This is in accordance with our previous findings of experimental
work on the same ventricular model in which we only applied single PWI [23]. Nevertheless, if the
stiffness estimation technique is chosen based on observed shear wave physics (i.e., TOF method for
compounded images visualizing almost no dispersion and phase velocity analysis for single plane
wave images depicting dispersion), differences of minimally 5.9 kPa and 9.3 kPa are obtained for
measurements and simulations, respectively. This is about 25% of the value of the actual shear modulus,
and non-negligible. Therefore, when studying low viscous settings evoking guided wave dispersion
due to geometry, one should be cautious when selecting a tissue characterization method based on the
observed shear wave pattern as this might be affected by the applied imaging set-up. In these cases, it
might be relevant to also study phase velocity next to group velocity.
It should be noted that the primary objective of this work was not to compare the performance of
single and compounded PWI, as this requires (i) the study of multiple configurations and material
models, (ii) the use of more complex SWE-based material characterization and (iii) the inclusion of
noise in the numerical models. However, this work shows the potential of computational modeling in
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identifying potential pitfalls in shear wave visualization and characterization with SWE, demonstrated
through a case study of an idealized SWE setting with little amount of noise (as shown by the good
correspondence between experiment and simulation). Future research should focus on applying
the current modeling technique to different settings to further study the performance of single and
compounded PWI.
4.3. Recommendations and Impact for Other Applications
The dispersive shear wave propagation pattern studied here is inherently linked to the considered
setting, i.e., a left ventricular low viscous phantom with pediatric geometry. We focused on the isolated
effect of guided wave dispersion due to geometry, and therefore, the formulated conclusions cannot
simply be extrapolated to actual tissue settings as dispersion in tissues can be caused by a combination
of varying factors such as geometry, viscosity and non-homogeneous (potentially anisotropic) material
characteristics. This is among other things noticeable in the excited frequency range of the studied
shear wave (up to 2 kHz), which is much larger than the conventional 1 kHz shear wave frequency
spectra reported in real tissue settings due to tissue’s high shear viscosity [17]. Additionally, the
observed shear wave fronts were quite isotropic in all directions of the shear wave paths in 2D,
whereas these will become guided along the fiber orientation in anisotropic tissue [45,46]. These true
tissue characteristics demand more advanced tissue characterization algorithms as now (i) an isotropic
bulky elastic material is assumed in the group speed analysis in order to apply Formula (4), and (ii) a
theoretical dispersion curve of an isotropic homogeneous elastic plate in water is used as fitting ground
truth in the phase speed analysis. Therefore, complementary research is necessary to investigate how
the formulated conclusions concerning shear wave visualization and characterization are translated to
actual tissue settings in vivo, particularly when assessing the effect of compounding.
Despite these dissimilarities between shear wave physics in the phantom-model and actual
tissue, the multiphysics model of the presented case study allowed the assessment of the effect of
ultrafast imaging on shear wave visualization and characterization from a mechanical point of view, as
described in the previous section. Furthermore, this study showed that the number of compounding
angles (i.e., the factor with which the frame rate is reduced) should be chosen taking the maximal
reachable PRF (linked to imaged depth and technical capabilities of the ultrasound system), the wave
propagation speed of the investigated material (related to its mechanical properties) and the bandwidth
of the imaged phenomenon (related to different absorption mechanisms such as viscosity) into account.
The resulting compounded frame rate should be sufficiently high to obtain an accurate representation
of the mechanical shear wave physics, which was not the case for the studied left ventricular phantom
model. Additionally, a high frame rate is also desirable from the shear wave characterization point of
view, as this means a high Nyquist cut-off frequency, providing a more extensive Fourier spectrum,
and thus a more reliable stiffness estimate via the phase velocity analysis.
Similar recommendations were recently published by Widman et al. [19], who studied the optimal
ARF and imaging settings to maximize bandwidth for phase velocity analysis in SWE on ex vivo
arterial settings. In their study on arterial stiffness estimation, they claimed that a high PRF with
poorer image quality is more desirable than a lower PRF with better image quality.
5. Conclusions
In this work, we assessed the effect of ultrafast imaging on dispersive shear wave visualization
and subsequent shear stiffness characterization by means of SWE experiments in combination with
a multiphysics model of a LV phantom model with pediatric geometry. This model offers the
advantage of giving access to the true biomechanical wave propagation, which is unknown in the SWE
measurements. The multiphysics model of the idealized LV phantom revealed that the detected shear
wave features in the time and frequency domain by ultrafast imaging do not necessarily depict the
ARF-excited characteristics of the biomechanical model. Furthermore, application of the compounding
technique in ultrafast imaging even altered the dispersion features in the temporal shear wave pattern
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for both experiments and simulations, leading to a stiffness underestimation of minimally 25% when
choosing a group velocity-based algorithm instead of a phase velocity one. Additionally, the applied
group speed material characterization method was very sensitive to the applied algorithm settings
(such as the number of tracked data points) and the selected axial depth, as ultrafast imaging can alter
the shear wave front location in the shear wave visualization. Therefore, it is important to keep a high
frame rate during compounding in order to obtain an accurate representation of shear wave physics and
the subsequently derived material stiffness. Future research should focus on investigating additional
configurations with more advanced SWE-based material characterization to further generalize these
conclusions. Nevertheless, this work presents a versatile and powerful simulation environment to
evaluate the performance of ultrafast imaging in shear wave visualization and characterization with
SWE, and to identify potential pitfalls in accurately capturing shear wave propagation.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/7/8/840/s1.
Figure S1: Illustration of the effect of discarding 5 or 20 data points at the edges of each shear wave during the fitting
procedure in the Time Of Flight (TOF) method: a comparison between different depths and imaging acquisitions.
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Abstract: Fast volumetric cardiac imaging requires reducing the number of transmit events within a
single volume. One way of achieving this is by limiting the field of view (FOV) of the recording to
the myocardium when investigating cardiac mechanics. Although fully automatic solutions towards
myocardial segmentation exist, translating that information in a fast ultrasound scan sequence is
not trivial. In particular, multi-line transmit (MLT) scan sequences were investigated given their
proven capability to increase frame rate (FR) while preserving image quality. The aim of this study
was therefore to develop a methodology to automatically identify the anatomically relevant conically
shaped FOV, and to translate this to the best associated MLT sequence. This approach was tested
on 27 datasets leading to a conical scan with a mean opening angle of 19.7◦ ± 8.5◦, while the mean
“thickness” of the cone was 19◦ ± 3.4◦, resulting in a frame rate gain of about 2. Then, to subsequently
scan this conical volume, several MLT setups were tested in silico. The method of choice was a 10MLT
sequence as it resulted in the highest frame rate gain while maintaining an acceptable cross-talk level.
When combining this MLT scan sequence with at least four parallel receive beams, a total frame
rate gain with a factor of approximately 80 could be obtained. As such, anatomical scan sequences
can increase frame rate significantly while maintaining information of the relevant structures for
functional myocardial imaging.
Keywords: fast 3D cardiac imaging; anatomical imaging; multi-line transmit
1. Introduction
Over the last decades, volumetric cardiac ultrasound imaging has gained momentum as the
modality of choice to assess cardiac morphology and visualize global heart motion [1]. Recently,
3D cardiac ultrasound has also been used to quantitatively assess regional cardiac dynamics and several
commercial products for 3D speckle tracking are now readily available [2]. One of the challenges for
3D motion estimation remains the relatively low image quality of the volumetric ultrasound data
set. Particularly, its relatively low spatiotemporal resolution is of concern. Indeed, state-of-the-art
commercial systems make use of a combination of several techniques in order to improve frame rate
while maintaining image quality, such as limiting the field of view (FOV) [3], decreasing the line
density [4], using electrocardiography (ECG) gating [5], and/or applying parallel receive beamforming
(i.e., multi-line acquisition, MLA) [6]. This typically results in a frame rate of up to ~30 Hz when
scanning with a moderate line density, when using a representative wide-angle field of view (i.e.,
~60◦ × ~ 60◦) and when gating is performed over four to six cardiac cycles. ECG gating not only
lengthens the acquisition but can also induce artefacts due to arrhythmias, breathing, motion or
incorrect gating. A frame rate of 30 Hz for a 60◦ × 60◦ opening angle is adequate to evaluate
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cardiac morphology and visualize global heart motion [1]. However, when trying to visualize the
mechanical activation wave associated with the contraction of the heart, a frame rate around 500 Hz is
needed [4], while assessing the mechanical properties of the heart by measuring the speed by which
(acoustically induced) shear waves propagate through the myocardium requires even higher frame
rates [7]. Based on the desired cardiac application, the temporal resolution of the imaging system
should thus be adapted.
Recently, two other solutions have been proposed to increase the temporal resolution of the 3D
systems. On the one hand, Diverging Wave Imaging (DWI) has been introduced, which uses a sparse
virtual array located behind the probe [8]. This allows volumetric imaging at very high rates since
the line density is only restricted by the reconstruction time. However, the use of unfocused beams
implies that the energy of the beam is spread over a wider area resulting in low pressures which do
not allow for harmonic imaging. In addition, the overall signal-to-noise ratio drops, having a negative
impact on motion estimators (as illustrated by the Cramer–Rao Lower Bound [9]).
On the other hand, multi-line transmit beamforming (MLT) has been proposed to increase
temporal resolution by simultaneously transmitting multiple focused beams allowing harmonic
imaging [10]. While its frame rate gain is more limited than that of diverging wave imaging [11] and
although potential artifacts such as cross-talk might be introduced due to the interaction between
neighboring MLT beams, it preserves image quality [10] and is an attractive imaging approach.
Indeed, it has recently been demonstrated that cross-talk artifacts can be suppressed by using proper
apodization [11], by avoiding the main directions of the transducer [6], by frequency-coding the
different MLT beams [12,13], and/or by physically separating the beams in space [9]. Furthermore,
MLT can easily be combined with MLA to further increase the temporal resolution. More precisely, the
width of the transmit beams can be customized based on the desired amount of receive parallelization
for each transmit beam. Based on Expression (10) of [14], at least 4MLA (two in azimuth and two in
elevation) can be reconstructed per focused beam in 3D for a typical cardiac 2D matrix array transducer.
In order to allow a higher number of MLA, broader beams can be transmitted by reducing the transmit
aperture. It should also be noted that safety issues due to the acoustic superposition of the MLT beams
in the near field are of little concern. Indeed, we recently demonstrated that by small modifications
of the transmit beamforming (i.e., introducing small delays or phase shifts between different MLT
beams), the near-field pressure can be adjusted to remain within safety regulations [15]. Finally, in
order to test the feasibility of MLT for volumetric imaging, a qualitative [16] and a quantitative [17]
study were recently performed where the 2D findings were extrapolated to 3D. It was shown, by in
silico and in vitro experiments, that a 16MLT-4MLA with transmit and receive apodization (Tukey
α = 0.5) generates volumetric images within a single heartbeat with an appropriate image quality for
functional cardiac imaging [17].
Despite these fast imaging solutions, it is important to note that the typical volumetric ultrasound
recording remains pyramidal, implying that a significant portion of the reconstructed image lines
are not relevant to analyze 3D myocardial dynamics. Therefore, a straightforward way to reduce the
number of transmit events is by limiting the FOV to the anatomically relevant space only, i.e., to a
conically shaped volume, which captures the myocardium throughout the cardiac cycle. This reduced
FOV can then be combined with the aforementioned parallelized scan sequences in order to further
increase frame rate.
Although fully automatic solutions towards myocardial segmentation exist, translating that
information in a fast ultrasound scan sequence is not obvious. The aim of this study was therefore
to (1) develop a methodology to automatically define the characteristics of the conically shaped FOV
given a segmented myocardial volume, and (2) to set up an appropriate MLT scan sequence to scan the
associated FOV as fast as possible. Ideally, the FOV definition and its associated parallel scan sequence
would be implemented in real-time and customized per patient.
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2. Methods
2.1. Anatomical Relevant Space
The relevant FOV for functional cardiac imaging can be defined from a 3D dataset as follows:
1. Automatic real-time segmentation of myocardial boundaries
A fully automatic real-time segmentation of the left ventricular myocardium in a volumetric
ultrasound recording was performed using the B-spline Explicit Active Surfaces (BEAS)
framework [18,19]. More specifically, BEAS uses two explicit functions, one to represent the
endocardial surface and another to represent the myocardial thickness. This allows to fully
characterize the endo- and epicardial surfaces. These surfaces can then be used to define a binary
mask identifying voxels belonging to the myocardium only.
2. Coverage function
Using these binary images, a “coverage function” was defined as follows. First, based on the
ray-tracing principle, the path of a given scanline within the volumetric image volume can be
traced. The pixels belonging to that scanline are compared with the binary mask, in order to
compute the percentage of pixels of the given scanline belonging to the myocardium. Finally,
this procedure is repeated for all scan lines in the original pyramidal volume leading to a
“coverage function”.
3. Ring-shaped template matching
To find a spatially continuous FOV that covers a given percentage of the total amount of
myocardium (i.e., prospectively defined by the user as “T”), a ring-shaped template matching was
used. This shape was chosen as an approximation of the left ventricular geometry when looking
down from the apex, i.e., when the transducer is placed in an apical position. In 3D, this FOV
therefore defines a hollowed cone, Figure 1 (left). We express the amount of myocardial coverage
T as a function of the inner radius of the ring template (Ri) and its thickness (ΔR). In order to
effectively gain frame rate, a compromise has to be made between the amount of myocardial
coverage, i.e., T, and the extent of the FOV. From all Ri and ΔR combinations that provide T
myocardial coverage, the one with minimal ΔR was chosen, as this would keep the volume to
be scanned minimal. In this way, it is ensured that the desired T coverage is obtained using the
least amount of lines possible (i.e., at the highest frame rate). In turn, these radii are used to
determine the parameters (opening angle, Φ, and thickness, dΦ) for a conical scan, as represented
in Figure 1 (right). These radii give directly the inner and outer image lines that define the inner
and outer surface of the cone. Then, using the angular inter-beam spacing, the line numbers can
be converted to the respective angles.
Figure 1. Graphical representation of a conical scan for anatomical imaging in 3D (left) and 2D (right),
where Φ and ΔΦ represent the opening angle and thickness of the cone, respectively.
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2.2. Parallelized Scan Sequence
In order to find the best scan sequence for a given FOV, the cross-talk energy level of several MLT
setups can be quantified by computer simulation. In particular, a 2D square phased array transducer
(10 × 10 mm2, 32 × 32 elements, 312.5 μm pitch) transmitting a Gaussian pulse with a central
frequency of 2.5 MHz and 50% bandwidth was simulated using a graphical computer unit (GPU)
based implementation of the spatial impulse response method (Simpulse) [20]. The transmit beams
were focused at a depth of 60 mm while dynamic focusing was used during receive. Tukey apodization
(α = 0.5) was applied in both transmit and receive to suppress cross-talk artifacts. Furthermore, the
MLT beams were spread circumferentially around the conically shaped FOV in an equiangular manner,
and were staggered in the radial direction between neighboring beams to increase the inter-beam
spacing and therefore to reduce cross-talk. Such staggering was chosen to be half the thickness of the
hollow cone at the focal depth. The cross-talk energy level of the MLT systems can be determined
using the process described in [17]. As such, simulations of the two-way beam profiles were performed
on a plane parallel to the transducer surface (i.e., C-plane) at a depth of 65 mm (i.e., around halfway
the common imaging depth for cardiac applications). This depth was chosen based on our previous
in silico findings [17] while using the exact same system configuration. It was shown that the best
performing system at this depth was also the system of choice at other depths and steering angles.
In this study, we therefore focused on evaluating the systems′ performance at this depth only.
To quantify how the energy of a beam spreads in the volume and potentially interferes with other
MLT beams, the same procedure as in [17] was followed. In short, a beam was transmitted into one of
the MLT directions (θi) and subsequently received along each of the MLT beam directions (including
the same transmit direction: θ1...i...j). Next, the sum of the energy while transmitting and receiving
in the same MLT direction was considered as single-line-transmission (SLT) energy (i.e., the ideal
situation), whereas cross-talk was computed as the sum of the energy that deviates from the transmit
beam towards the other remaining MLT directions, i.e., when transmitting in a given MLT direction but
receiving in one of the other remaining MLT directions. This procedure was repeated for every MLT
beam in the setup. The final cross-talk energy level (Extalk) was quantified in decibels. Mathematically,
this can be expressed as:









where: i is a given MLT direction being assessed; j is a MLT direction different from the direction being
tested (i); #mlt is the total number of MLT beams in the system; Eθij is the energy in the C-plane when
transmitting in a given MLT direction i and receiving in one of the other directions (j) (i.e., cross-talk);
and, Eθii is the energy in the C-plane when transmitting in a given MLT direction i while receiving in
the same direction i (i.e., SLT energy).
Please note that in the present study, the FOV definition and its associated parallel scanning
sequence have been proposed considering apical view acquisitions only.
3. Experiments
To test this approach, 27 volumetric ultrasound datasets were randomly selected from the
DOPPLER-CIP database (a large multi-center clinical FP7-funded study), which targeted patients
suspected of (chronic) ischemia [21]. The mean opening angle for the volumetric scans in azimuth
and elevation was 53.5◦, resulting in approximately 7282 scanlines. The data was acquired using a GE
E9 scanner (GE Vingmed, Horten, Norway) equipped with a 4 V transducer. The segmentation was
performed at the end-diastole. A coverage threshold T of 85% was chosen.
After finding the anatomical relevant space, four systems were investigated: 8MLT, 9MLT, 10MLT
and 12MLT as illustrated in Figure 2. The cross-talk energy level of the systems was quantified using
Equation (1), and a threshold of −30 dB was defined to give acceptable B-mode signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Although this pre-defined cut-off was arbitrarily chosen from a retrospective analysis of our
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2D in silico and in vivo findings, 3D in vitro experiments have nevertheless corroborated that this is a
suitable measurement, even maybe a bit too restrictive, to ensure an adequate image quality [13].
Figure 2. View of the tested multi-line transmit (MLT) systems looked from a C-plane at 60 mm
with respect to the rectangular aperture (central blue square). The MLT beams are spread out in an
equiangular manner in the circumferential direction of the cone while steered in the radial direction.
In this way, the beams are as far apart as possible and therefore the inter-beam interference is reduced.
4. Results
An example of the workflow to determine the anatomical relevant space is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3a illustrates the segmented myocardial boundaries as overlays over the three orthogonal slices
through the middle of the ultrasonic volume. Given these binary coordinates, the myocardial coverage
per line is quantified as displayed in Figure 3b. As expected, the lines crossing the ventricular walls
have the highest percentage of coverage while the ones crossing the apex have the lowest. Finally, the
percentage of coverage can be chosen using the ring-shaped template matching. Logically, the smaller
the inner radius and the bigger the outer radius, the higher the total myocardial coverage, Figure 3c.
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Figure 3. Example of the workflow to determine the anatomical relevant space: (a) Myocardial
segmentation shown as a mask overlaid in three orthogonal slices through the middle of the ultrasound
volume (from left to right: azimuth, elevation and depth); (b) Computed coverage function expressing
the percentage of pixels along each image line that belong to the myocardium; (c) Percentage
of myocardial coverage as a function of the inner radius (Ri) and the outer radius (Ro) of the
ring-shaped template.
For all datasets tested, the mean opening angle (Φ) for the conical scan was 19.7◦ ± 8.5◦ while
the mean “thickness” of the cone (dΦ) was 19◦ ± 3.4◦. Therefore, a reduction of 48.9% in the number
of scan lines required to cover the FOV at full-line density was achieved, approximately doubling
the frame rate. Given this estimated “mean” conical FOV, the cross-talk energy level of all the MLT
setups was calculated. Figure 4 shows an example of the two-way beam profiles in a C-plane used
to calculate the inter-beam interference of a 10MLT system, where a beam was transmitted in one
direction and received in each of the MLT directions. The cross-talk energy levels of the tested systems
are presented in Figure 5. As can be noted, the 8MLT and 9MLT systems reached the pre-defined
threshold of −30 dB, while the 10MLT was only half a dB above. The 12MLT system on the other hand
was about 4 dB above the cut-off.
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Figure 4. Two-way beam profiles of a 10MLT system on a C-plane at 65 mm, when transmitting at one
direction (i.e., θi) and receiving in all other MLT directions (i.e., θ1,..θi,..θj). Tukey apodization (α = 0.5)
was used in transmit and receive. The first subplot can be seen as the single line transmit signal (i.e., the
ideal case), and the remaining ones as noise (i.e., cross-talk). This information was used to evaluate
Equation (1) which quantifies the cross-talk energy level of the system.
Figure 5. Cross-talk energy level of the different tested setups for the estimated ‘mean’ conical FOV.
The tested systems were: 8MLT, 9MLT, 10MLT and 12MLT, all with transmit/receive Tukey apodization
(α = 0.5). The cross-talk cut-off was defined as −30 dB for an acceptable B-mode image quality.
5. Discussion
In this study, a methodology to find the anatomical relevant space for functional cardiac imaging
has been described. This method was used to compute the parameters for a conical scan and to find
an optimal MLT scan sequence to further speed up the acquisition process. In particular, an average
opening angle of 19.7◦ and a mean thickness of 19◦ for the conical scan were found, resulting in
48.9% less transmit events per volume and, therefore, a gain in frame rate of about 2. In comparison,
simply reducing the pyramidal FOV of current 3D systems to the epicardium in end-diastole would
only result in a reduction of 25.6% in the number of transmit events or a gain in frame rate of about
1.3. This is expected, given the significant size of the inner cone, which would be subtracted in the
presented approach.
Clearly, these values depend on the threshold T defining the amount of myocardial coverage
that should be retained. The lower the coverage, the higher the gain in frame rate but the more
myocardium that remains outside the FOV and can therefore not be analyzed for function. Thus, this
threshold should be chosen with caution and in consideration of the specific application. Although T
was considered fixed in this study, it could also be chosen dynamic. Hereby, one would accommodate
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for the fact that the myocardial wall thickness changes during the cardiac cycle, which implies that the
FOV is expected to be dynamic as well. If T is constant, this implies that the line density would have
to be variable during the cardiac cycle in order to keep the acquisition time of a single frame constant.
Alternatively, line density is kept fixed implying that the T would dynamically need adjustments to
keep the total scan time for a given anatomic volume the same. In this study, the T value was arbitrarily
set fixed to 85% but could be modified as required. Nevertheless, this arbitrary threshold allowed
to provide initial insight into the characteristics of the conical FOV to be encountered in a clinical
setting. It should be mentioned that the ring-shape template matching used to determine the opening
angles of the conical volume might not be ideal given the left ventricular geometry. As such, an elliptic
template might be more adequate but as this also complicates the MLT setup, this extension remains to
be investigated in future work and was considered outside the scope of this initial feasibility study on
anatomical volumetric imaging.
In this proof-of-concept study, the segmentation was performed at the end-diastole phase only to
obtain the largest epicardial mask possible as an upper limit of the outer cone to limit the FOV. However,
this could imply that the inner cone, of the field of view was underestimated as the endocardial border
moves inwards during systole. Ideally, the segmentation is therefore envisioned to be dynamic
throughout the cardiac cycle in order to adjust the FOV dynamically as well.
Given the characteristics of the typical conical volumes to be encountered in a clinical setting,
the 8MLT, 9MLT and 10MLT systems seemed to be able to generate high frame rate images while
preserving an appropriate image quality as these implementations reached our predefined threshold
of −30 dB cross-talk. Even though this threshold was at first chosen from retrospectively analyzing our
MLT findings in 2D [22], our recent 3D in vitro experiments corroborated that this threshold is indeed
a reliable proxy for good image quality [13]. In fact, very recently Ramalli et al. [23] demonstrated both
in vitro and in vivo that a 12MLT system can generate 2D images of clinically diagnostic value while
this system had inter-beam cross-talk levels well above our pre-defined −30 dB threshold [11]. As such,
our −30 dB threshold was likely conservative implying that also the 12MLT system tested in the
context of anatomical imaging remains an attractive option that should be evaluated experimentally.
Overall, the combination of MLT and the definition of an anatomic FOV would thus imply a gain
in frame rate up to 24 (considering 12MLT an option). As it has previously been proposed that at least
4MLA (two in azimuth and two in elevation) can be reconstructed per focused beam for a typical 2D
cardiac matrix array transducer [14], this implies that the proposed sequences could effectively gain a
factor up to 96 in frame rate at full line density. Similarly, if an MLT-4MLA sequence is implemented
an actual frame rate gain factor of 64, 72 and 80 could be obtained when using 8 MLT, 9 MLT and
10MLT beams respectively. Finally, in order to further improve the temporal resolution of the data set,
line density and/or interpolating the received scanline data could be considered. As such, if required
for the desired cardiac application, frame rates in the order of hundreds or even thousands of Hertz
could be achieved if a sparse anatomical scan sequence is implemented. For example, according to the
current guideline for cardiac chamber quantification [1], for the assessment of regional left ventricular
(LV) function (e.g., wall motion or regional strain), the ventricle is divided into segments. One of the
segmentation models commonly used divides the apex, the basal and midventricular levels, in six
segments each. Resulting in an 18-segment model. As such, as little as six beams would be required
to scan the left ventricle with a clinically relevant spatial sampling (i.e., one sample per LV segment).
Thus, using MLT beamforming, a single transmit event could evaluate all LV segments defined this
way at a volume rate of 5 kHz (i.e., equal to the Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) typically used for
cardiac imaging). However, six beams around the left ventricular myocardium may be too few to
correctly resolve cardiac kinematics. As a consequence, a trade-off between the frame rate and the
spatial sampling of the volume has to be made. For instance, if the 12MLT-4MLA sequence is applied
to scan the FOV, 48 image lines could be reconstructed per transmit event. If five transmit events are
then performed, 240 samples around the circumference could be acquired at a frame rate of 1 kHz.
Depending on the application, the transmit events could be performed radially or circumferentially,
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while properly staggering the scanning sequence should ensure that the inter-beam distance remains
constant. Although such sequence would result in inhomogeneous spatial sampling (i.e., transmit
beams are further apart than MLA beams), the MLA beams could be used to assess local kinematics
(e.g., 3D motion) while the MLT beams allow for sampling different segments of the LV simultaneously.
Only MLT systems with 8 to 12 parallel beams were evaluated in this study, as this was the
range of number of beams that gave a significant increase in frame rate while having a moderate
cross-talk energy level. It can be expected that systems with less than eight parallel beams will have a
better image quality; however, due to their low impact on the frame rate they were not considered
in this study. Furthermore, given that the inter-beam interference of the 12MLT system was above
the predefined threshold, it can be expected that adding more MLT beams will only result in worse
image quality.
In order to translate the proposed scan sequence to the clinical setting, several approaches could
be envisioned. For example, one could consider a fixed conical volume based on a statistical analysis
of what is likely to be encountered in a clinical setting, and define an optimal MLT sequence for this
volume as described in the present study. However, given the large variability of ventricular size and
shape, a fairly large FOV would be required implying that only a relatively moderate increase in frame
rate would be achieved.
A better alternative would be to ask the user to first identify the FOV in the pyramidal volume
acquired using conventional imaging. This FOV could then be used to set up the fast MLT imaging
sequence. Nevertheless, this manually delineated FOV adapted to the patients’ anatomy would still
remain relatively large to ensure that the myocardium remains inside during the full cardiac cycle.
Evidently, as there is a time lag between finding the FOV and defining the imaging scan sequence, the
latter would not have to be done in real-time (but sufficiently fast) and different MLT setups could
prospectively be linked to characteristic dimensions of the conical volume in a look-up table (LUT).
Finally, a third—and preferred—alternative would be to use a dynamic FOV definition based
on a fully automatic 3D ultrasound myocardial segmentation. These technologies are already
available, e.g., [24,25]. This would lead to an optimal, narrow FOV, and thus an optimal frame
rate gain. Given the simplicity of defining the proposed coverage function (whose calculation
can be parallelized in a straightforward manner), and given the possibility of real-time template
matching [26], the anatomical FOV could be dynamically defined. Then, the best-fitting parallelized
scan sequence can be looked up in a LUT which could—similar to the LUT used in the manual FOV
definition—prospectively be defined for a set of predefined dynamics FOVs. Of note in this context is
that MLT beamforming has recently been demonstrated to be possible in real time [23] and does not
require off-line image reconstruction.
Thus, the ideal workflow for anatomical cardiac imaging could be envisioned as:
i A pyramidal volume is acquired at a conventional frame rate (i.e., ~30 Hz).
ii Using any existing automatic real-time segmentation framework (e.g., BEAS [24] or real-time
contour tracking library, RCTL [25]), the left ventricular myocardium is detected.
iii The coverage function and the ring-shaped template matching are applied to define an anatomical
conically shaped FOV.
iv Based on (iii), a fast scanning sequence is automatically selected using a LUT giving the best
combination of transmit and receive parallelization (i.e., MLT-MLA) to scan the detected
region-of-interest.
v The anatomical relevant space is scanned at high spatiotemporal resolution for subsequent
motion analysis.
The proposed approach offers approximately twice the frame rate of the pyramidal 3D MLT
approach previously presented by our team [17], despite the fact that it uses less parallelization
(i.e., 12MLT-4MLA vs. 16MLT-4MLA). This improvement is obviously due to the reduced FOV to
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the anatomical relevant space. However, the effective gain in frame rate can only be quantified after
choosing the scan sequence based on the desired application as pointed out above.
Please note that the presented methodology was defined for apical view acquisitions only. This is
because most of the 3D cardiac kinematic analysis, such as motion and deformation imaging, require
a volume scanned from the apex. Although, parasternal view acquisitions are mostly used to asses
aortic and pulmonary valves, they are also used for circumferential strain evaluation which is not
possible to be appraised with the current approach.
Due to mainly hardware limitations, in vitro and in vivo experiments of a MLT implementation
could not be studied and therefore the capability of MLT-MLA systems to precisely record the
motion of the heart could not be corroborated. On the one hand, transmitting into several directions
simultaneously requires the application of non-identical electric excitation pulses (EEPs) to all elements
in the phased array transducer. These pulses are defined as the sum of the EEPs that would be
applied on the individual elements when emitting the transmit beams separately. As this sum will
result in the superposition of the EEPs, to date, MLT implementations were done on systems having
arbitrary waveform generators (AWG). This is particularly relevant for 3D imaging as the superposition
of EEPs can become significant (e.g., up to 16 for a 16MLT imaging sequence). However, as most
of the available scanners are equipped with a tri-state pulse generator, the implementation of an
MLT sequence on such scanner is not straightforward. One way of overcoming this limitation is by
clipping the superposed MLT sequences to the maximum of the available pulser. It has been found in
preliminary tests that the clipped EEPs are capable of well-resembling the ideal MLT sequence, despite
the drop of the transmit energy which might reduce the capability of the acoustic wave to propagate
in depth and might decrease the acoustic pressure. On the other hand, matrix array transducers
(essential to 3D imaging) have between 2000 and 4000 individual elements which makes wiring costly
and impractical. Several methods have been proposed to limit cabling between the US probe and
the back-end of the console. Among these methods is subaperture beamforming (SAP) which is
most commonly implemented in clinical scanners. SAP divides the transducer aperture in subsets
of elements that are beamformed inside the probe and the resulting signal is transferred through a
single wire. In this way, the number of wires required to connect the transducer and the back-end of
the console are reduced to the number of “sub-apertures”. Therefore, beamforming is typically done in
two phases where part of the beamforming is done in the transducer itself while the pre-beam formed
signals are combined in the front-end in order to generate the individual image lines (i.e., two-stage
beamforming [27]). Recently, it has been shown that severe imaging artifacts are introduced while
using this technique for DWI [28]. This is due to delay errors which cause grating lobes and reduced
penetration. Thus, due to the complexity of MLT sequences, an adaptation for clinical transducers
using SAP must be implemented, which represents a challenge that needs to be investigated. Moreover,
current state-of-the-art commercial systems are fully equipped to beamform MLA beams in real time.
Therefore, the translation of the proposed method into commercial systems remains challenging, since
this would not only require changing imaging methodology but also redesigning hardware.
6. Conclusions
Anatomical scanning in combination with MLT-MLA beamforming techniques can increase
frame rate significantly while keeping information of the relevant structures for functional myocardial
imaging. When limiting the FOV to a cone, a frame rate gain factor of about 2 could be achieved.
Furthermore, when combined with parallel transmit/receive beamforming and transmit/receive
apodization (Tukey: α = 0.5), frame rate could be further increased with a 64-fold, 72-fold or 80-fold
factor in the case of an 8MLT-4MLA, 9MLT-4MLA or 10MLT-4MLA configuration, respectively, while
showing acceptable cross-talk levels. Although the tested 12MLT-4MLA configuration, with the same
apodization, did not reach the predefined cross-talk limit, its 96-fold frame rate gain might outweigh
its loss in image quality. It therefore remains a possible implementation to be investigated in future
in vivo and/or in vitro experiments.
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Featured Application: Noninvasive patient-friendly detection of vulnerable plaques in 3D
segments of superficial arteries in cardiovascular risk populations.
Abstract: Strain imaging of the carotid artery (CA) has demonstrated to be a technique capable of
identifying plaque composition. This study assesses the performance of volumetric strain imaging
derived from multi-plane acquisitions with a single transducer, with and without displacement
compounding. These methods were compared to a reference method using two orthogonally placed
transducers. A polyvinyl alcohol phantom was created resembling a stenotic CA bifurcation.
A realistic pulsatile flow was imposed on the phantom, resulting in fluid pressures inducing 10%
strains. Two orthogonally aligned linear array transducers were connected to two Verasonics systems
and fixed in a translation stage. For 120 equally spaced elevational positions, ultrasound series were
acquired for a complete cardiac cycle and synchronized using a trigger. Each series consisted of
ultrafast plane-wave acquisitions at 3 alternating angles. Inter-frame displacements were estimated
using a 3D cross-correlation-based tracking algorithm. Horizontal displacements were acquired using
the single probe lateral displacement estimate, the single probe compounded by axial displacement
estimates obtained at angles of 19.47 and −19.47 degrees, and the dual probe registered axial
displacement estimate. After 3D tracking, least squares strain estimations were performed to compare
compressive and tensile principal strains in 3D for all methods. The compounding technique clearly
outperformed the zero-degree method for the complete cardiac cycle and resulted in more accurate
3D strain estimates.
Keywords: polyvinyl alcohol phantom; bifurcation; dual probe acquisitions; plane wave ultrasound;
3D strain estimation
1. Introduction
Ultrasound (US) strain imaging [1] is used for a wide variety of biomedical applications. One of
them is functional assessment of the carotid vessel wall. Strain imaging holds the ability to quantify
the mechanical deformation of the arterial wall induced by the pulsating blood and provides insight
into the composition and morphology of the vessel wall, which is unavailable from ultrasonic imaging
alone [2–5]. Therefore, strain imaging could reveal ongoing, frequently asymptomatic, pathological
processes like plaque development. This is very important, because eventually plaque could develop
into either stable (predominantly thick fibrous tissue) or vulnerable plaque (large thrombogenic lipd
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core sealed with a thin cap). The latter type is prone to rupture [6,7]. Since rupture of these plaques
has been shown to be one of the main initiators of acute transient ischemic attack or stroke [8], it
implies that strain imaging might enable up-front risk stratification of these potentially lethal events.
With that it will also provide opportunities for early intervention and hopefully aid in the prevention
of these events.
Many arterial strain imaging techniques have already been developed and reported,
like intravascular techniques [9], which use an US transducer on the tip of a catheter to image
from within the lumen, and non-invasive techniques, which image from outside the body [10–15].
With these techniques, it has been shown that arterial strain distribution correlates with histological
composition of plaques in pigs [16] and in humans [2,17]. For intravascular imaging and non-invasive
imaging in longitudinal planes, the US beam is aligned with the principal direction of deformation of
the artery (radial for a concentric homogeneous artery), which implies a direct and accurate estimation
of the strains in the principal direction using algorithms that only estimate the (axial) displacement
component along the beam. For non-invasive strain estimation in transverse planes, accurate estimation
of the full 2D displacement vector requires more advanced methods [18–21].
Until now, all in vivo applied techniques have been primarily based on cross-sectional images of
the artery and provide a strain estimation in 2D only. However, as illustrated before, 2D estimation
can be problematic in the case of complex motion patterns as a result of longitudinal artery
wall displacement [22,23]. It has been demonstrated that strains are generally smaller in the
longitudinal direction than in the radial direction, although the displacement magnitude in the
longitudinal direction of the arterial wall equals the magnitude of the radial displacements [24].
Reduced longitudinal artery wall motion was even correlated with cardiovascular outcome [25], which
makes an estimate of the full 3D tissue motion in horizontal, vertical, and longitudinal direction even
more relevant.
Full 3D tissue motion estimation overcomes the following limitations of 2D. First, due to
longitudinal wall motion, 2D transverse US acquisitions will suffer from out of plane motion reducing
the strain estimation accuracy. A second limitation of 2D scanning is that it is more difficult to find the
optimal cross-section needed for appropriate assessment of carotid disease, i.e., the most vulnerable
spot might be missed. Also, inter- and intra-operator variability in skill and experience could hamper
a reliable judgement about the best response to the therapy of the plaques [26].
Three-dimensional B-mode-based US of the carotid artery [27,28] has been described before and
has been shown to improve the visualization of the intima-media thickness. It complements Intima
Media Thhickness (IMT), which is a typical 2D US-based biomarker [29] with a measurement of the
Total Plaque Volume (TPV) [30] and the Vessel Wall Volume (VWV) [31]. However, the implementation
of 3D ultrasound in these studies did not allow measurement of 3D tissue motion or strain. The main
aim of the present study is to develop a 3D ultrasound technique that enables 3D vascular strain
estimation of the carotid artery. As aforementioned, adding this functionality could possibly lead to
a significant improvement of the prediction of plaque vulnerability.
A few studies have investigated 3D strain imaging for vascular applications. In vitro studies
have shown a 3D representation of the 2D strain tensor derived from multi-slice 2D displacement
estimations [32,33]. In this approach, the dominant tissue motion in radial direction was aligned with
the US beam direction due to the rotational acquisition protocol using the longitudinal axis for rotation.
However, the rotation applied in this approach cannot be performed noninvasively, and therefore
translation towards clinical practice is not realistic. Furthermore, in reality, the vessel wall tends to
deform in three orthogonal directions due to the arterial pressure pulse, and the vessel wall dynamics
are affected by the heterogeneous composition and complex geometry in the presence of a stenosis
or a plaque [24]. Volumetric 2D strain tensor estimation based on 3D motion estimation showed the
capability of handling out of plane motion, i.e., the direction perpendicular to the transversal image
plane [23]. However, measurement of the complete 3D strain tensor for the entire vessel wall of the
carotid artery in 3D is desirable in the pursuit of better understanding the underlying true deformation
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encompassing the horizontal, vertical, and longitudinal directions. This requires 3D tracking of the 3D
tissue deformation and the derivation of the full 3D strain tensor.
To our knowledge, only one study reporting 3D strain tensors for arteries using intravascular
B-mode US was presented in cylindrical coordinates [34], resulting in radial, circumferential,
and longitudinal strain distributions. However, predefining the coordinate space to be cylindrical
assumes an equal cylindrical geometry of the vessel wall to relate to the dominant strain direction.
In the case of a geometry such as the bifurcation, this relation does not hold. Principal strains based
on the principles of continuum mechanics have the intrinsic characteristic of coordinate system
independence and are therefore more suitable to report the full 3D strain distribution at the bifurcation.
2D principal strains were reported for vascular applications based on 2D strain tensor in previous
studies [35,36]. In this paper we implemented the acquisition method of our previous simulation
study in an experimental setup and extended the strain estimation algorithm to full 3D. To evaluate
the performance of this implementation experimentally, we constructed a phantom of the same
patient-specific geometry as used in the simulation study of PolyVinyl Alcohol (PVA) solutions,
subjected it to a pulsating physiological flow, and evaluated the accuracy of our 3D strain estimation.
The main benefit of the simulation study was the availability of a ground truth to compare the
performance of different strategies. However, this study did not incorporate all ultrasound artifacts
that are present when using real US acquisitions, like reverberations, shadowing, or inhomogeneity of
the propagation speed of sound. To overcome these limitations and approximate in vivo situations
more closely, the Finite Element Model (FEM) geometry of the simulation study was used to construct
a PVA-based phantom using 3D printed molds. This yielded a realistic phantom of the bifurcation,
delivering realistic mechanical behavior when subjected to a fluid pressure pulse. However, due to the
re-production variability and stability of PVA-cryogel-based phantoms in terms of elastic modulus [37],
no real ground truth can be derived from it. Therefore, a multi-perspective dual probe setup was used
to derive optimal strain estimates that operate as the ground truth of this work.
Although it has been previously reported that 2D strain estimation based on displacement
compounding outperforms zero-degree based 2D strain estimation [38], to our knowledge,
the comparison has never been made for a complex geometry using a realistic phantom.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup
A patient-specific vessel wall geometry of a Carotid Artery (CA), including the common
carotid, the internal and external carotid, and the bifurcation [23], was used to build
an ultrasound-compatible (i.e., matching the acoustical properties of soft tissue) phantom made
of PVA-cryogel (Mw 85.0–124.0 99+% hydrolyzed, Sigma-Aldrich, Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands).
Two molds were created using CAD (Autodesk Inventor 2015, Student version, San Rafael, CA, USA) to
convert the CA-geometry (Figure 1a) and the surrounding body into 3D printable casts. Subsequently,
these molds were filled with a pre-heated ~85◦ homogeneous mixture of 54% by weight (wt. %) distilled
water, 36 wt. % anti-freezing agent (ethylene glycol, Sigma-Aldrich, Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands),
and 10 wt. % PVA including either 2.0 wt. % or 0.5 wt. % Silica gel particles (Merck Kieselgel 60,
0.063–0.100 mm, Boom B.V., Meppel, The Netherlands) for the CA-geometry and the surrounding
tissue, respectively. After injection and degassing for 1 h, the solutions in the molds were subjected
to 4 cycles of freezing (−25 ◦C) and thawing (21 ◦C) of 16 and 8 h, respectively. Prior to the last cycle,
the surrounding tissue was casted around the pre-fixated carotid artery bifurcation, resulting in the
final composed phantom (Figure 1b). This yielded a higher elastic modulus for the CA-geometry
compared to the surrounding tissue. The Young’s modulus of the CA embedded in surrounding tissue
was experimentally estimated to be 225 kPa, which is within range of values corresponding to intima
tissue from atherosclerotic plaques [39].
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Figure 1. (a) 3D CAD-based mold of a realistic patient-specific carotid artery and (b) Polyvinyl alcohol
phantom casted in a surrounding body.
The phantom was connected to an inlet flow tube at the common carotid artery side and to two
tubes (internal and external carotid artery) at the outlet side. The connections were supported by
a mounting bracket also allowing pressure measurements (TruWave pressure transducer, Edwards
Lifesciences Corp., Irvine, CA, USA), see Figure 2b. Fluid was circulated in a closed loop circuit by
a gear pump driven by in-house software written in LabView (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA).
The CA was pressurized using a realistic pulsatile flow waveform at 60 bpm with a mean flow of
0.62 L min−1 and a peak flow of 1.39 L/min. At both outlet tubes, adjustable flow resistors were set
such that the dynamic pressure, measured at the inlet of the CA, was 150 over 100 mmHg, mimicking
the pressures encountered in a stenotic carotid artery. With these pressure profiles, strains of up to
10% over the pressure cycle were induced. As can be observed in Figure 2a, the surrounding body
contained two orthogonal surfaces for ultrasound imaging, from which the averaged depth to the
bifurcation was ~20 mm. Two L12-5 ATL linear array probes were positioned in a probe holder, which
allowed fine-tuning to ensure orthogonal fixation and coinciding transversal fields of view. Both probes
were closely hovering above the phantom imaging surfaces, while ultrasound gel established the
acoustic coupling and simultaneously prevented physical deformation of the phantom due to direct
phantom-probe contact. The probe holder was connected to a translation stage enabling elevational
movement for 120 equally spaced (0.1 mm) positions while maintaining a constant in plane orientation
of the probes. Each transducer was connected to a Verasonics ultrasound system (a Vantage 256 and
a V1, Verasonics, Kirkland, WA, USA).
Figure 2. (a) A schematic drawing of the image acquisition setup in which two probes were fixated
orthogonally. The position of the probes was set such that the carotid bifurcation was at a realistic
depth and all steered and non-steered insonified regions by the plane wave transmissions encompassed
the carotid artery. The phantom was connected to a pressurized realistic dynamic flow circuit;
(b) The transducer fixation clamp was connected to a translation stage enabling elevational automated
movement in a step size of 0.1 mm.
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2.2. Ultrasound Data Acquisition
Both Verasonics systems and the translation stage were triggered by a common trigger generated
by the Labview program at the start of the flow waveform (i.e., the start of the systolic phase).
This enabled the time synchronization of the ultrasound data acquired for one cardiac cycle.
At each elevational position ultrasound element data series were acquired at a repetition frequency
of 50 Hz for 1 s, i.e., one pressure cycle. Figure 3 depicts the temporal acquisition scheme showing
subsequent acquisition series. Each series consists of plane wave acquisitions at alternating angles [23]
of −19.47◦, 19.47◦, and 0◦ for probe A and 0◦ and −19.47◦ and 19.47◦ for probe B. The order in which
these acquisitions took place was chosen such that the time between combined acquisitions in post
processing was minimized.
Figure 3. Schematic of the temporal acquisition protocol applied using an interleaved dual probe setup.
The steered transmissions were acquired by applying a linear time delay in transmission.
The Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) of these series was set to 10 kHz, and the tissue was assumed
to be in a quasi-static state of deformation, i.e., intra-acquisition series displacements were assumed
to be zero, which seems reasonable given the high PRF and the relatively slow motion of the arterial
wall. After completing all acquisitions series for the full cardiac cycle, the probes were translated to
the next elevational position and the whole sequence was repeated. In this way, a complete volume
over the full cardiac cycle was obtained. Finally, frame-skipping was applied at the diastolic phase,
yielding an effective PRF of 25 Hz to increase strain estimation signal to noise ratio [40] and to reduce
computation time for this phase of the pressure cycle.
2.3. Post Processing RF Element Data
Plane wave imaging allows for the conversion of unfocused element data into beamformed RF
data at any given location within the region insonified. In this way, not only the axial and lateral grid
ratio can be tailored to optimize the displacement estimation accuracy [41], but also the spacing of the
beamforming grid can be adjusted to facilitate a fast combination of the steered acquisitions used in the
process of displacement compounding as described before in [23]. This beam-forming approach was
also used in this study for a steering angle α equal to 19.47◦. An additional orthogonally steered grid
(90◦) was added to enable a match with the 0◦ grid of the other probe. For all four beamforming grid
orientations, a single displacement grid was defined. Figure 4 shows the grid layout for both probes,
indicating the displacement grid defined by the coinciding points of all grid definitions. The spacing
of the beamforming grids and the displacement grid (coinciding points) is listed in Table 1. Element
data were beamformed using Delay And Sum (DAS) beamforming assuming a speed of sound of
1540 m/s, a dynamic focus F = 0.875, and Hamming apodization window in receive. Please note that
the resolution is specified in terms of dx, dy, and dz in Table 1, in which x is oriented in the lateral
direction, y is oriented in the axial direction, and z is oriented in the elevational direction.
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Figure 4. The first column depicts the grid configurations for both probes in which the overlay of all
steered and non-steered grids results in a displacement grid consisting of coinciding sample-locations.
Columns 2, 3, and 4 show the B-mode representations of the actual transmissions performed
subsequently overlaid with a displacement grid and a single line indicating the direction of the
reconstructed ultrasound beam in receive. The schematic drawing of the aperture indicates the +45◦
and −45◦ angles of insonification relative to the phantom for probe A and B, respectively. The last
column shows the RF data registration in which the axial direction of the probes serves as a native
lateral ultrasound transmission of the opposite probe.
Table 1. Resolution of interlocked steered and non-steered grids.
Beamforming Grid (μm)
Displacement Grid (μm)
Zero-Degree −α, +α, Orthogonal
dx 64.2 30.2 64.2
dy 10.1 10.7 9.1
dz 100 100 100
B-mode representations of the beamformed RF-data of the external and internal carotid artery
are shown in Figure 4 for both probes and for steered (α = ±19.47◦) and non-steered (α = 0.0◦)
transmissions. The orthogonal positions of both probes relative to each other allows one to utilize
the axial zero-degree estimated displacements of probe A as lateral displacement estimates for probe
B and vice versa as depicted in the last column of Figure 4. In this way, highly accurate estimates
of the lateral displacments can be obtained, because native RF-phase information can be used in the
estimation process, which is normally absent when using a single probe. Finally, the 2D beamformed
RF data were stacked according to their elevational position to create a volume matrix of RF data over
time. Please regard video S1 (Multi-perspective_3D_Bmode.mp4) for a dynamic B-mode presentation
of the carotid artery phantom for both probes.
2.4. 3D Interframe Displacement Estimation
Displacement estimations were performed for the RF data beamformed on each of the four grids
for each elevational position and time point for both probes. The resulting displacement estimates were
labeled using an A or a B and a subscript. The A and B refer to the probe being used. The subscript refers
to the acquisition angle and beamforming grid being used. Thus, A−α, refers to the displacements
estimated using probe A and a beamforming grid and acquisition at steering angle −α.
Displacement estimation was performed using a 2-step, normalized Cross-Correlation (CC) based
method using 3D kernels defined in Table 2. In the first step, envelope (demodulated RF) data were
used to find a global displacement estimate at sample accuracy (i.e., full samples). Subsequently,
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subsample displacements were determined by 3D spline interpolation of the auto and cross-correlation
function based on RF [42]. Median filtering was applied for all three directions using 3D kernels
(see Table 2). For the elevational direction, additional regularization was applied by allowing only
sub-plane displacement estimations.
Table 2. 2-step cross-correlation-based displacement and strain estimation settings.
Axis Direction
3D Interframe Displacement Estimation 3D Strain Estimation




Least Square Window Sizes (Ax, Lat, Ele)
Sample Iteration Sub-Sample Iteration
Median Filtering
(Kernel Sample Size Ax, Lat, Ele)
Inter–Frame Tracked Ax Lat Ele
Axial 81 ± 15 33 ± 5 7, 11, 3 7, 11, 3 17, 7, 3 5, 25,3 5, 7, 15
Lateral 13 ± 4 7 ± 4 7, 11, 3 7, 11, 3 17, 7, 3 5, 25, 3 5, 7, 15
Elevational 3 ± 0 3 ± 2 28, 20, 5 7, 11, 3 33, 11, 7 9, 49, 7 9, 11, 61
Since probe A and B are positioned orthogonally, and the axial and lateral displacement directions
of probe A are equal to the lateral and axial displacement directions of probe B, respectively, and vice
versa. The orientation of Probe A is chosen to be the primary orientation throughout the rest of this
manuscript. The axial and lateral direction of probe A equals the vertical and horizontal direction of
the accumulated displacement estimates as depicted in Figure 5.
Figure 5. The axis definition and nomenclature for the probe related directions: axial, lateral,
and elevational. Vertical, horizontal, and longitudinal directions are related to the phantom orientation.
The displacement estimates from both probes for different directions are combined in three
different ways used to derive strain estimates. These methods are described below and named:
single-probe zero-degree, single-probe compounding, and Dual-probe reference.
2.4.1. Single-Probe Zero-Degree
In the single-probe zero-degree method, the axial (d0ax), lateral (d0lat), and elevational (d0el)
inter-frame displacements estimates (d) based on either A0 or B0 were used as basis for strain
estimation. Please note that the superscript denotes the displacement estimation direction relative to
the corresponding probe.
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2.4.2. Single-Probe Compounding
For the single-probe compounding method, the axial displacement (d0ax), together with the
lateral inter-frame displacement estimated by displacement compounding, served as basis for strain
estimation. In displacement compounding, both angular axial displacement components (dαax, d−αax)
obtained using the angled transmissions for each probe (A−α, Aα for probe A and B−α, Bα for probe B)





Combining the two axial displacements into a single lateral displacement has shown to be
beneficial, since a lateral displacement estimate based on the phase information of two angled
acquisitions yields a more accurate estimate than the lateral displacement estimation originating
from zero-degree acquisitions [18]. To determine the elevational displacement component for the
single-probe compounding approach, the displacements d0ele, dαele, and d−αele were combined to
a single estimate by means of the median displacement. Please note that these displacements are
perpendicular to the elevational direction.
2.4.3. Dual-Probe Reference
The axial (d0ax) displacement estimate used for this method equals the displacement estimate used
for the single-probe zero-degree and single-probe compounding method. For the lateral displacement
component (d0lat), the axials A0 & B0 were registered such that they could be used as RF data
originating from A90 & B90, (see Figure 4 last column) preserving phase information in the lateral
direction. This method combines 0◦ axial displacement estimates (d0ax & d90ax) from both A & B probes,
respectively. Since this method uses solely zero-degree axial displacement results, it is expected to
provide the most accurate displacement estimates in the transverse plane, and therefore it will serve as
reference in this work. For the elevational displacement, d0el was used.
2.5. Regularization Tracking and Segmentation
To accumulate the filtered inter-frame 3D displacements over the complete pressure cycle,
displacement tracking was performed, with the end-diastolic frame as reference frame. Hereto axial,
lateral, and elevational displacement estimates were accumulated spatially over time using 3D linear
interpolation. Additional 3D median filtering was performed on the accumulated displacements,
with kernel sizes listed in Table 2.
Finally, a Region of Interest (ROI) at the end diastolic frame was defined by manually contouring
the lumen and wall using a composition of all 6 registered B-mode images for all 120 slices in elevational
direction. Tracking and strain estimation was only performed for this ROI, representing the vessel
wall and its direct surrounding to minimize the computational load.
2.6. Strain Estimation
For all three methods, strain estimation was performed using 3D least-squares strain
estimation [43] in the axial, lateral, and elevational direction. The applied kernel sizes are listed
in Table 2 and were empirically optimized for the reference method, after which they were kept
constant for the other two methods. For the calculation of the 3D principal components, an eigenvalue
decomposition was performed of the 3 × 3 strain tensor consisting of the normal strains and the shear
strain components. At last, the 3 principal components were arranged from maximum to minimum
values with corresponding eigenvectors. The maximum and minimum principal strains represent the
maximum tensile strain component and the minimum compressive strain component, respectively.
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2.7. Evaluation
In summary, Figure 6 shows a flowchart indicating the processing steps described in the previous
sections from raw ultrasound acquisition, up to principal strain estimation for the zero-degree method,
the compounding method, and the reference method.
Figure 6. Flowchart indicating the in-line processes performed from the acquisitions to strain estimation
to compare the single-probe compounding versus the single-probe zero-degree performance in terms
of minimal (compressive) and maximum (tensile) 3D principal strains. Please note that this flowchart
describes the situation with respect to probe A. A similar flowchart with respect to probe B was also
applied and can be obtained by interchanging A and B.
For performance evaluation, the vertical, horizontal, and longitudinal strain results for both
probes were quantitatively and qualitatively reported. The final performance evaluation was done
by Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) analysis of the minimum (compressive) and maximum (tensile)
principal strains over time.
3. Results
Figure 7 shows the vertical and horizontal strain results at peak systolic phase (t = 0.3 s) for six
distinct elevational slices for the three different methods. The reference results based on the axial
strain as obtained with probe A and the axial strain obtained with probe B are presented in the left
column. The compounding results and zero-degree single probe results are shown in the center and
right column, respectively.
As indicated by the axial probe direction arrows and described in the methods section,
the reference results originate from displacement estimations using solely information along the
ultrasound beam direction for both probes. Clear resemblance is shown between the reference
strains and the compounded strains, although the strains obtained by the compounding method
appear noisier in some regions. This in contrast to the zero-degree lateral component, which depicts
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a highly non-uniform strain distribution with many strain clipping regions delivering unreliable lateral
strain distributions.
Figure 8 depicts the elevational strain distributions at peak systolic pressure, for the reference,
compounding, and zero-degree method for both probes. All strain distributions show compressive
and tensile strains along the longitudinal direction of the vessel wall at the same longitudinal positions.
Strains of up to 10% are observed at the external carotid artery for both probe orientations. Intra-probe
strain distributions indicate a high similarity between the different methods. Inter-probe comparison,
however, reveals a rotation in the strain distribution orientation at the inlet side (communis) and the
outlet side (external CA).
Figure 7. Vertical and horizontal strain estimates of the bifurcation in 3D at maximum systolic pressure.
Please note that for visualization purposes, only 6 distinctive transverse slices are depicted at a 3 times
larger elevational scale.
Figure 8. Longitudinal strain estimates originating from both probes at peak systolic pressure.
Figure 9 shows the strain distribution over time for one cardiac cycle for the vertical, horizontal,
and longitudinal direction for the reference, compounding and zero degree methods for probe A and
B. For the vertical strains of probe A and the horizontal strain of probe B, all lines almost perfectly
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coincide. The 5th and 95th percentile horizontal strain of the zero-degree method show extreme strain
values of <−15% and >20% at peak systolic pressure compared to the reference (~−5%, ~8%) strain,
respectively. The compounding method outperforms the zero-degree method, which shows a high
resemblance to the reference strain distribution for the complete cardiac cycle. For the longitudinal
strain distribution, all three methods perform almost equally. Similar trends can be observed for probe
B with respect to the reference of probe A.
Figure 9. The vertical, horizontal, and longitudinal strain range (median and 5th–95th percentile) for
the complete cardiac cycle for the reference, compounding, and zero-degree method for probe A and B.
Table 3 lists the absolute median strain and the 5th and 95th percentile strain values for both
probes to indicate the strain range at two different time points in the cardiac cycle. For the vertical
component of probe A and the horizontal component of probe B, the percentile strains shows almost
no difference at maximum systolic pressure for all methods. Please note that these strains originate
from axial (Figure 5) displacement estimations for both probes. Also, small residual median strains
were measured for these corresponding orientations.
Table 3. Vertical, horizontal, and longitudinal 5th–95th percentile strain values for both probes and
all methods.
Strain (%) at Max. Systolic Pressure t = 0.30 s Residual Strain (%) t = 0.96 s
Probe Reference Compounding Zero-Degree Reference Compounding Zero-Degree
Vertical
A −4.2–9.7 −4.3–9.8 −4.9–9.7 −1.1–2.3 −1.1–2.3 −1.2–2.3
B −5.3–11.8 −7.6–14.6 −16.0–23.0 −0.7–3.2 −2.2–5.1 −10.5–9.1
Horizontal
A −3.9–7.5 −7.0–13.0 −19.7–23.6 −0.5–2.8 −3.1–3.5 −13.1–0.4
B −3.2–6.8 −3.2–6.7 −3.2–6.7 −0.6–1.8 −0.6–1.9 −0.6–1.8
Longitudinal A −3.8–4.7 −4.3–5.0 −3.9–4.7 −5.6–10.7 −6.0–11.0 −5.6–10.7
B −3.4–5.5 −2.9–6.0 −3.4–5.5 −6.1–9.9 −5.2–9.8 −6.1–9.9
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For the vertical strain of probe B and horizontal strain of probe A (i.e., lateral direction for
each probe, percentile strain values are formatted in bold in Table 3), an increased strain range
was found for the compounding technique. However, this range was much more increased for the
zero-degree technique. Both strain graphs (Figure 9) show a divergence at t > 0.8 s of the strain
range. This divergence is observed also for the longitudinal strain range for the complete pressure
cycle leading to almost equal residual strain ranges in between ~−6% and ~11% for all methods and
both probes.
Eigenvector decomposition of a 3 × 3 strain tensor provides 3 independent eigenvalues and
eigenvectors that are perpendicular to each other. Figure 10 shows the minimum (bottom row) and
maximum (top row) principal components, representing the most dominant compressive and tensile
deformations as estimated by probe A at peak systolic pressure. For a dynamic development of these
components for the complete cardiac cycle, please see video S2 (3D_Principal_MinMax_Strains.mp4).
For visualization purposes, principal strains (color) and the corresponding eigenvectors (white arrows)
are plotted for three distinct longitudinal positions. The top slice is situated in the common carotid
artery. The middle slice is at the bifurcation, and the bottom slice shows the internal and external
carotid arteries.
Figure 10. Maximum (tensile) and minimum (compressive) principal strain distributions for probe A for
the reference, compounding, and zero-degree method in the bifurcation carotid artery region. Principal
strains are visualized at the level of the COmmon carotid artery (CO), bifurcation, and distal from
the bifurcation, in which the Internal Carotid Artery (ICA) and the External Carotid Artery (ECA) are
present. Please note that the lengths of the eigenvectors were scaled to their corresponding eigenvalue.
In general, the tensile strain distribution is clearly oriented in the circumferential direction of
the vessel wall with exception of a region in the bifurcation slice and one in the internal carotid
artery slice, in which the orientation of the eigenvectors indicates a strong longitudinal preference.
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The compressive strain distribution is mostly oriented in the radial direction and is less dominant than
the tensile strain distribution. High tensile strains are observed consistently for all methods at the flow
divider of the bifurcation and at ten and two o’clock of the common carotid artery.
Smooth values and eigenvectors can be appreciated for the reference method, indicating high
tensile strains at the flow divider. Many outliers of the strain values and a chaotic distribution
of eigenvectors can be observed for the zero-degree method, clearly indicating the disability in
providing consistent and trustworthy results. Especially in the regions in which the reference principal
components point in the horizontal direction, erroneous values manifest for the zero-degree method.
For the compounding method, the errors in these regions are far less destructive. Although the
compounding technique is not perfect, it does yield strain results with less noise compared with the
zero-degree method for the complete cardiac cycle, which shows erroneous results primarily in the
regions in which the direction of the eigenvectors coincides with the lateral direction for each probe,
which for probe A corresponds to the horizontal direction depicted in Figure 10. For the compounding
method, the errors in these regions are far less destructive.
Figure 11 shows the RMSE of the minimal (left) and maximum (right) principal strain over time
for a single cardiac cycle. The 5th–95th percentile strain ranges for both probes were depicted in
the background to relate the RMSE to the overall strain development. In general, the RMSE for the
compounding methods is smaller for the complete cycle in comparison with the zero-degree method.
However, an up rise of the RMSE and the reference strain range occurs at t > ~0.8 s, which indicates a
progressive strain error in the process of strain accumulation for all methods.
Figure 11. The RMSE of the compressive and tensile strain components for the complete cardiac cycle
for the zero-degree and compounding method for both probes. Please note the double axis for the
RMSE minimal principal strain, in which the RMSE is always positive; the 5th–95th percentiles strain
range is negative.
The compressive strain RMSE values for probe A and B using only the zero-degree angle at peak
systole are 6.6% and 5.9% versus 2.7% and 3.1% for the compounding method. Also, the tensile strain
RMSE shows elevated values for the zero-degree method of 14.3% and 12.6%, in comparison to 9.3%
and 6.2% for the compounding method.
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Looking at the residual compressive strain RMSE, values of 5.4% and 4.1% versus 1.5% and 1.5%
were found for the zero-degree method and the compounding method, respectively. The same trend
holds for the residual tensile strain RMSE, which was 5.8% and 6.4% versus 1.8% and 2.0%.
The mean RMSE values of the compressive principal strain over the complete cardiac cycle for
the zero-degree method are 4.4% and 3.8%, respectively, versus 1.7% and 1.9% for the compounding
method. For the tensile principal strain, 6.9% and 6.8% versus 3.3% and 4.0% were found. Therefore,
the compounding method clearly outperforms the zero-degree method in terms of overall tensile and
compressive principal strain over time.
4. Discussion
In this study, compressive and tensile 3D principal strain estimation in a pulsating carotid
artery bifurcation phantom was performed using a compounding and zero-degree displacement
estimation method in a dual probe setup. Previous experimental studies have been performed using
straight-forward phantoms (i.e., single tube shaped phantoms) and simulations based on 2D and
3D compound strain imaging [19,23] showing a significant improvement compared to a single angle
based strain estimation. Multiple 3D phantoms of the carotid artery have been developed lately [44,45].
However, to our knowledge, no other paper has reported 3D principal strain estimation in a complex
geometry like the CA bifurcation. The principal finding of this study is that 3D compound strain
estimation outperforms single angle zero degree 3D strain estimation, even in a complex geometry,
when embedded in surrounding tissue. Compared to other methods, this method is the first showing
volumetric 3D strain tensor information for vascular applications retrieved in a non-invasive manner.
The developed dual probe setup approach, which provided a reference for the estimated
deformations, is, to our knowledge, also novel and circumvents requiring exact knowledge of
mechanical properties and geometry of the tissue and of boundary conditions, which is normally
needed when deriving a finite element, model-based ground truth. Therefore, this setup might also be
used in future studies to provide reference deformations for in vitro studies using excised tissue in
which the mechanical properties are also not known.
To derive the reference strains from the RF data obtained with the dual-probe setup, the RF
data acquired with both probes needs to be spatially registered. Since the angle of the probes is set
to 90 degrees, only the translation should be resolved, which was performed using a feature-based
registration using coherently compounded B-mode images. Although this might seem to be a simple
registration, the quality of the registration depends on the choice of registration metric and also on the
speed of sound and the assumption of a homogenous speed of sound throughout the phantom. In our
case, setting the sound speed to 1540 m/s provided the most optimal registration, which is in line with
reported speed of sound values for PVA [37].
In this work, a patient-specific model of the carotid artery at the bifurcation was used to construct
a PVA-based phantom. Since the surrounding tissue affects the mechanical behavior of the carotid
artery wall [46], the CA was embedded in surrounding PVA instead of water. The addition of
surrounding tissue is not only important for obtaining realistic motion and deformation of the
carotid artery segment but also resembles realistic in vivo acquisitions, since deterioration of the
strain estimates due to side and grating lobes will be present. What was not accounted for in the
current phantoms were heterogeneities within the vessel wall and plaque. Especially, the presence of
calcifications and induced shadowing is expected to affect strain estimation accuracy.
In the experiment, the cardiac pressure cycle was enforced with 60 bpm. This resulted in a cyclic
reproducible deformation of the vessel phantom. In the process of accumulation of inter-frame
displacements, inaccuracies and interpolation errors led to an overall progressive displacement error
over time, which explains the observed residual strain for all methods at the end of the pressure
cycle (Figure 9). The longitudinal progression of the strain distribution (5th–95th percentile strain)
over time shows a divergent trend for the full cardiac cycle. Since a ground truth strain distribution
in the longitudinal direction is absent, this indicates the lack of a cyclic strain progression for each
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cardiac cycle. The elevational ultrasound beam width is one order of magnitude larger than the
step-size in elevational direction. This results in redundant ultrasound RF data in the elevational
direction. In a previous study, we showed the ability to resolve sub-plane elevational displacement
estimation [23], but still it remains the direction with the relatively lowest displacement estimation
resolution. Furthermore, the geometrical shape of the lumen in combination with this elevational
beam overlap between slices might also lead to displacement estimation errors. Inter-slice geometrical
lumen changes might dominate the normalized cross-correlation-process, which is supposed to detect
inter-frame displacement changes.
Three methods for each probe should yield similar results for the strain estimation in the
elevational direction. Figure 8 confirms that, in general, this is the case, since equal strain distributions
between the zero-degree and compounding based methods are observed. Nevertheless, local strain
differences were found between probe A and B. These were found especially at the inlet side and outlet
side, and might be due to different displacement estimation kernel orientations and filter effects.
To calculate the 3D strain components, a 3D Least Square (LSQ) strain estimator was applied. The
kernel size determines the tradeoff between outlier suppression and true value detection. Large kernels
sizes result in smooth global strain estimates but also in underestimation of the local strain differences.
Especially at the edges, underestimation might occur, since the displacement gradient of the true
deformation in the vessel wall is the highest at the vessel wall-lumen transition. To compare the
performance across the methods, the LSQ kernel size for the single probe compounding and zero
degree method was kept equal to that of the reference method. Application of larger kernel sizes for
these methods might be favorable to smoothen results without losing essential strain map features.
This will be investigated in future studies.
Further research needs to be carried out to fully translate the single probe compounding technique
into the clinic. The practical setup needs to be supportive to actually acquire multi-slice US data from
the CA in vivo. Due to the curved neck and jaw skin surface, maintaining acoustic contact will be
challenging during the complete acquisition range in the elevational direction. A possible solution to
this might be to create a thick, pre-shaped layer of ultrasound transparent material, ensuring constant
acoustic contact between the transducer and skin surface.
Another challenge for in vivo acquisition is related to the data acquisition. The trigger originating
from the pump driver at the start of each systolic phase initiated data acquisition for the complete
cardiac cycle. Since the acquisition took 1 second at each position, thus several minutes for the entire
acquisition, the phantom motion had to be very reproducible. In vivo, this multi-slice technique
might become more difficult to achieve due to heart rate and blood pressure variability and motion
artifacts due to, for example, breathing. However, it is already known that heart rate variability in
general only affects the diastolic phase and not the systolic phase of the pressure cycle [47], and only
one phase of the pressure cycle is required to obtain maximum strain contrast. Thus, for in vivo
application we recommend to apply this technique on the systolic phase while the subject is in resting
position to minimize blood pressure variations. ECG-triggering will then need to be incorporated to
enable synchronization in vivo, and probably the head and neck region should be fixated to minimize
motion artefact.
Finally, for in vivo application a reduction in overall acquisition time is favored. The acquisition
time can already be halved compared to the acquisition sequence used in this paper, because,
as aforementioned, it is not necessary to acquire data for the diastolic phase. With the development of
matrix probes with a sufficient footprint, pitch, and number of elements, it might even become possible
to acquire volumetric ultrasound and strain data within one cardiac cycle. These probes will also
enable displacement compounding in the elevational direction to increase the elevational displacement
estimation accuracy. Inherent to the multi-slice acquisition protocol, no beam steering could be applied
in the current implementation.
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Overall, we expect the availability of the non-invasive volumetric ultrasound data and 3D strain
values to open up new possibilities for the anatomical and functional classification of the CA and its
pathological, but frequently asymptomatic, processes.
5. Conclusions
A triggered, multi-slice, ultrafast ultrasound acquisition protocol enabled the acquisition of
spatially and temporally coherent volumetric ultrasound RF data in a pulsating, patient-specific carotid
bifurcation phantom embedded in surrounding material at a frame rate of 50 Hz. The compounding of
axial displacements acquired at angles of 0◦, 19.5◦, and −19.5◦ enabled the estimation of more accurate
3D compressive and tensile principal strains over a pressure cycle than could be obtained from axial
and lateral displacements estimates obtained from zero degree acquisitions.
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Abstract: A novel ultrasound (US) high-channels platform is a pre-requisite to open new frontiers in
diagnostic and/or therapy by experimental implementation of innovative advanced US techniques.
To date, a few systems with more than 1000 transducers permit full and simultaneous control in both
transmission and receiving of all single elements of arrays. A powerful US platform for implementing
4-D (real-time 3-D) advanced US strategies, offering full research access, is presented in this paper.
It includes a 1024-elements array prototype designed for 4-D cardiac dual-mode US imaging/therapy
and 4 synchronized Vantage systems. The physical addressing of each element was properly chosen
for allowing various array downsampled combinations while minimizing the number of driving
systems. Numerical simulations of US imaging were performed, and corresponding experimental
data were acquired to compare full and downsampled array strategies, testing 4-D imaging sequences
and reconstruction processes. The results indicate the degree of degradation of image quality when
using full array or downsampled combinations, and the contrast ratio and the contrast to noise ratio
vary from 7.71 dB to 2.02 dB and from 2.99 dB to −7.31 dB, respectively. Moreover, the feasibility of
the 4-D US platform implementation was tested on a blood vessel mimicking phantom for preliminary
Doppler applications. The acquired data with fast volumetric imaging with up to 2000 fps allowed
assessing the validity of common 3-D power Doppler, opening in this way a large field of applications.
Keywords: ultrasound; 4-D; cardiac; fast volumetric imaging; platform; advanced imaging; power doppler
1. Introduction
In the last 15 years, open research US machines [1] have been developed for therapy and imaging
in order to offer different solutions to the ultrasound (US) community. Although the US imaging
modality is considered a versatile, well-established and widely used diagnostic tool in medicine,
novel approaches based on modern signal and image processing methods are required in order to
improve the image quality and diagnostic accuracy. But the lack of flexibility offered by standard
commercial systems, especially the limited access of RF raw data information and limited number
of elements, does not always fit the requirements for data access and extensive control over imaging
and systems parameters [2] and prevents a complete evaluation of new investigation methods [3].
Moreover, 3-D imaging systems provide a detailed view of tissue structures that make diagnosis
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easier for physicians. Therefore, volumetric US scanners with open access, that enable real time
3-D visualization of dynamic structures, including the heart, are required by the community.
A novel US open platform with high-channels density with optimal design constraints such as
flexibility, precision, hardware efficiency, optimal acquisition architecture and wide access to RF data is
a pre-requisite to open new frontiers in diagnostic and/or therapy by experimental implementation of
innovative advanced US techniques: dual-mode US imaging/therapies in the heart, new approaches
to study the myocardial tissue (structure/characterization), fast sparse array strategies [4,5], multi-line
transmit (MLT) [6], adaptive beamforming, and powerful motion correction strategies, etc. [7–10].
This flexibility is not available in commercial equipment designed for clinical use.
Few experimental high research systems in the world [11,12] today permit full control both in
transmission and receiving of all single elements simultaneously of arrays with more than 1000 transducers,
requiring as many channels as the number of active elements. One of them, the SARUS scanner [12],
is designed to allow full exploitation of 2-D ultrasound transducers, but heavy hardware is required,
and therefore its portability is a weak point. In vivo 3-D results, including Doppler applications and cardiac
fiber orientation, have already been published by using the parallelized Aixplorer systems [13,14]. For this
setup, in order to synthetize a total of 1024 receiving channels, each emission must be repeated twice,
with the receiving channels being multiplexed to 1 of 2 transducer elements. Therefore, this platform is not
completely open and it has limited flexibility.
Other approaches have been investigated to allow addressing a large amount of active elements
with a reduced number of channels: multiplexing [15] by using capacitive micromachined ultrasonic
transducer (CMUT) technology [16], micro-beamforming [17] and row-column addressing [18].
But in this case, the flexibility of the sequence acquisition is reduced while the elements coupled
in sub-arrays are not continuously connected to the US scanner, limiting the modularity of the system.
Furthermore, 2-D optimized sparse arrays strategies were also proposed and evaluated, a continuous
one-element-to-one-channel connectivity being provided [5].
The quantitative applications like tissue Doppler imaging or strain imaging when using conventional
echocardiography used in clinical routine are limited due to the low frame-rate acquisitions. High frame-rate
ultrasound imaging (also called ultrafast) represents a modality developed in the last fifteen years due to its
great interest and numerous possible applications [9]. Around 150 frames per second are available when
using conventional imaging techniques, while a frame-rate of more than 1000 frames per second is available
with plane wave imaging [19]. The interest of achieving a high frame-rate in 3-D echography is highly
important for clinical diagnosis, especially for moving organs like the heart. By improving the temporal
resolution of the acquired images, the different phases of the cardiac cycle can be visualized and quantitative
structural and functional information analyzed. Different methods based on focused or unfocused transmit
beams were developed for ultrafast echocardiography, including plane waves (PW) [20], diverging waves
(DW) [21] or MLT [6,22] approaches. For increased contrast and spatial resolution, the combination of
several images is used for these techniques. Therefore, in this case, motion compensation algorithms [23,24]
are required to increase the image quality affected by large tissue displacements. Moreover, complex
blood flow quantification [25] or artery elasticity assessment [26] could also be analyzed with ultrafast
methods. When using 3-D field of view at a high frame-rate, full quantitative Doppler flow analysis can be
performed on a large region of interest, leading to much more information and improved functionality for
the clinician [27]. In addition, the accuracy of 3-D power Doppler can also be analyzed.
This paper presents a new powerful fully programmable US platform developed with specific
performance for implementing 4-D (real-time 3-D) advanced US strategies with custom data processing.
It includes 4 US systems with 256 channels each synchronized together and a US probe with
a matrix array of 32 × 32 elements. The main features of this imaging system include its capability
of simultaneous arbitrary waveform generation, full access to the RF data and the possibility of
performing 4-D dual-mode US imaging and/or therapy. In addition, the platform is fully modular
up to 1024 elements in full or downsampled regular or sparse array, portable and appropriate for
diagnostic and/or therapy purposes. The technical implementation and validation of this platform
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is described here. Moreover, the feasibility of the fast volumetric US B-mode and Power Doppler
imaging approach is also described, opening a large field of vascular and cardiac applications.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. US Experimental Platform
The new ultrasound platform includes a 1024-element US probe with a specific wiring of the elements
and a high-channels density US scanner driven by 4 individual Vantage 256 systems (Verasonics, Kirkland, WA,
USA), synchronized together. The development of this US platform was possible thanks to a close collaboration
between two laboratories, by sharing together the required materials (the US probe and four US systems) and
their competences. The materials were used together for all the experiments presented in this work.
US probe. The customized US probe (Vermon, Tours, France) (Figure 1d) for cardiac applications is
a 32 × 35 matrix array with a 0.3 mm pitch in both x and y directions and a square footprint with sides of
about 10 mm. In the y direction, the 9th, 17th and 25th lines are not connected, resulting in a total number
of 1024 active elements.
 
Figure 1. (a) Block diagram of the entre setup including the Master, the 3 Slaves, the synchronization
box and the US probe; (b) Diagram of the 1024-element distribution across 8 connectors. Each color
corresponds to a connector (C); (c) Picture of the 4 synchronized Vantage systems and the 3-D US probe
connected; (d) the customized 3-D US cardiac probe.
The 1024 elements of the probe were carefully spread out across the 4 systems, with 2 connectors
per system, each element being physically connected to the same single channel both in transmission
and reception (one-element-to-one-channel design). The physical addressing of each US element was
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specifically chosen for allowing various array sparsity combinations while minimizing the number
of required driving systems. A detailed diagram illustrating the element distribution is shown in
Figure 1b). Indeed, each connector of 128 channels controls 4 entire rows (of 32 elements each)
distributed across every 4 rows in the matrix. In this way, for a full active array, 4 systems are required,
but regular or irregular sparsity of the US array can be activated using a lower number of US systems.
All active channels can be used simultaneously in transmission and reception. Moreover, the connectors
incorporate impedance matching circuits for power transmission, if required. The central frequency
was chosen as 3 MHz with a 70.9% bandwidth of −6 dB.
Therefore, the physical addressing of the US prototype was determined as a compromise between
the simplicity of internal connection, flexibility for testing various downsampled configurations and
the reduction of the number of systems needed. The interest of several simple sparsity configurations to
generate exploiTable 4-D US images was investigated in simulation and then validated experimentally.
Ultrasound systems. The Vantage 256 scanners US systems (Verasonics, Kirkland, WA, USA) drive
256 elements each (2 connectors of 128 elements per board in each system) and are a research system
entirely programmable (data acquisition and processing platform), designed to allow the development
of new advanced US imaging strategies. They have per-channel arbitrary waveform transmit/receive
generation capability with full access to RF data from every channel. The systems can be controlled by
using Matlab through open user interface, allowing access to RF data of all channels and in particular,
to display reconstructed data for ultrasound guidance in real time and offering extreme flexibility and
precision. Standard or customized US transducers arrays can be connected to the systems, after declaration
of the specifications of the US probe.
Synchronization box. A special Multi-System Synchronization Module capable of distributing
the Master system clock to up to 8 Vantage systems via common HDMI cables designed and commercialized
by Verasonics was used. One of the 4 systems is the “Master”, providing the 250 MHz clock, trigger and
other signals for accurate temporal synchronization. Therefore, the module triggers in transmission and
reception all the connected systems (considered as “Slaves”) to co-start the acquisitions, with a less
than 10 ns delay. Parallel acquisition can then be performed, each system collecting the data from
the 256 elements of the connected sub-probe. This method allows control of up to 1024 elements at
once. A block-diagram of the entire setup is illustrated in Figure 1a, while a picture of the experimental
setup is presented in Figure 1c.
2.2. Numerical Simulations
Numerical simulations (in Field II simulation Program [28,29]) of US imaging were performed
first in order to test various configurations and appropriately choose the best ones for the final US probe
design. The possible configurations of the US matrix probe, including full and regular downsampled
arrays, were tested and the image quality analyzed. The media whose images have been simulated
included (i) equidistant point markers, (ii) a cyst or (iii) a numerical phantom with 500,000 scatters
having uniform spatial distribution and amplitudes determined from an MR image of the human heart.
2.3. Initial Experimental Acquisitions for Validation of the Platform
The 4 Vantage systems were synchronized together for data acquisitions in 6 different array
configurations allowed by the US probe. The validation of the setup was performed on a standard
phantom (Figure 2) by using PW and DW. The used US acquisition parameters are described in Table 1.
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Table 1. US acquisition parameters.
Parameters Value
Probe parameters
Matrix probe number of elements 32 × 32
Pitch 0.3 mm
Center frequency 3 MHz
Imaging parameters
Transmit center frequency 3 MHz
Sampling frequency 12 MHz
Max imaging depth 60 mm
Transmit full aperture
Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF)




Figure 2. (a) Validation setup on a standard cyst phantom; (b) The diagram of the standard phantom
used for experiments. 1 and 2 indicates 2 possible positions of the probe.
Table 2 presents all tested matrix configurations of the US probe for data acquired both with
transmissions of plane waves (PW) and diverging waves (DW). The numbers of the connectors (C)
are from 1 to 8, while the Verasonics (V) systems are numbered from 1 to 4. For symmetry reasons
regarding the center of the probe along the y direction, for the presented examples, the connectors are
plugged as follows: C4 and C5 on V1, C3 and C6 on V2, C2 and C7 on V3, while C1 and C8 on V4.
Table 2. US probe matrix configurations and Verasonics combinations.
Array Configuration
Matrix





No. of Verasonics (V)
Systems
Full array 32 × 32 1024 C1:C8 V1:V4
1 line ON/1 line OFF 32 × 16 512 C2,C4,C5,C7 V1, V3
2 lines ON/2 lines OFF 32 × 16 512 C2,C4,C5,C7 V1, V2
4 lines ON/4 lines OFF 32 × 16 512 C1:C8 V1:V4
Middle ON 32 × 16 512 C1:C8 V1:V4
1 line ON/3 lines OFF 32 × 8 256 C2,C7 V2
For the validation of the US platform, serial experiments were performed with PW and DW with
9 transmission waves (9 in the x and y direction, resulting in a total of 81 transmissions) by using the matrix
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configurations described before. An excitation of 30 V was applied in all cases. The US probe was
maintained in a fixed position in order to strictly image the same volume of the phantom for a correct
comparison of the image quality obtained with the different configurations. Further image quality analysis
and the presence of secondary lobes were carried out to compare the results obtained with all configurations.
For a qualitative evaluation of the results, the axial and lateral resolution was measured in (x, z) and (y, z)
central slices of the phantoms. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) for 3 different wires positioned
at 10, 20 and 30 mm was computed and the obtained values analyzed. Moreover, the contrast ratio (CR)
and the contrast to noise ratio (CNR) were also analyzed, transformed to decibel (dB) scale. The CNR
is a measure of the signal level in the presence of noise, expressing the fact that detectability increases
with increasing object contrast and decreasing acoustic noise. An inside region was defined in a (y, z)
plane as a circle of radius 6.6 mm edge inside the cyst (8 mm diameter cyst), while an outside region of
the same dimensions was chosen above the cyst. The same inside and outside regions were preserved for
all the measurements. The CR and CNR were computed according to:





CNR = 20 log10
⎛
⎝ |μin − μout|√
0.5 × (σ2in + σ2out)
⎞
⎠
where μin/μout and σin/σout correspond to the respective mean and standard deviation of the beamformed
signals (of the B-mode image module) values inside/outside the cyst.
2.4. Experimental Data Acquisitions for Doppler Application
The feasibility of the 4-D platform implementation was tested on a blood vessel mimicking
phantom [30] for 3-D Doppler applications. The phantom is made in polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), silica and
distilled water (10%, 1% and 89% in weight, respectively), ensuring elasticity (from the PVA) and a good
visualization (from the silica) in US images, with 5 cycles of freeze-thaw. The length of the phantom was
around 8 cm, while the phantom thickness and internal diameter were 2 mm and 8 mm, respectively.
A circulating liquid (water and corn flour) obtained by using a setup with an external pump mimicked
the blood flow inside the vessel. The role of the corn flour dispersed in the water increased the blood
backscattering in order to quantify the flow. The resulting phantom is close to biological tissues in
terms of acoustic and mechanical characteristics [31] and the fluid is in accordance with the standard
physical and acoustic properties of blood [32].
The phantom was immersed in static water for acoustic coupling, and the US cardiac probe described in
Section 2.1 was placed a few centimeters above. Different set-ups between the vessel mimicking phantom and
the US probe were investigated: US probe parallel to the tube phantom (θ = 0) and tilted at an angle of 12◦.
The acquisitions for 3-D Power Doppler evaluation were performed using the full active
1024 matrix array of the US probe, with a single PW transmitted. The volumes were acquired at
a high frame-rate with 2000 Hz for each configuration.
2.5. Data Processing
The RF data were acquired individually for each of the 4 US systems from the active elements
to which it was connected to. After the acquisition, the data were collected and merged together,
carefully taking into account the inactive line distribution of the US probe in each system. One large
matrix containing the information of all the active elements (up to 1024 elements) was obtained
and the beamformed RF data were post-processed offline [33]. A dataset for an entire volume was
further provided.
For Power Doppler visualisation of the images, 3D slicer software [34] was used, allowing 3-D
view rendering, and the animations are shown in supplementary material.
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3. Results
3.1. Preliminary Numerical Simulations
Preliminary numerical simulations allowed estimating the degradation of the images induced
by several levels of sparsity (or matrix covering) implemented in 1-D. Figure 3 illustrates 5 different
configurations of the active elements, including the full active array and downsampled array with
512 or 256 elements, in the (y, z) plane. The central slice of the simulated volume is illustrated here.
As expected, the full array (a) leads to the best visual image quality, while for the configuration with
only 256 active elements (only 1 US system required), the image quality is very poor (e) with large
secondary lobes and poor contrast. This result is also confirmed by axial resolution measurements in
the (x, z) and (y, z) planes, displayed in Table 3. This step allowed us to define the best configuration
of the final US probe design. It can be noticed that, when the 512 elements are positioned with
an important pitch between the active lines (configuration 4 lines ON/4 lines OFF), the overall slice
quality is decreased in the (y, z) plane compared to the two other 512 arrays.
Table 3. Axial resolution (the mean value) measured in (x, z) and (y, z) planes for the equidistant
scatters when using different configurations of the matrix array.









(y, z) plane 40 dB 1.2 2 4.6 2.6 2.2−6 dB 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.6 0.6
(x, z) plane 40 dB 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2−6 dB 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.5
Figure 3. Numerical simulations results from Field II on equidistant scatters (2nd row) and based on
an MR image of the heart (3rd row) corresponding to different configurations of the US array (1st row)
in (y, z) plane.
3.2. Experimental Validation of the 4-D US Platform Developped
An example of two different 3-D volumes obtained experimentally with 1024-channels US
platform is illustrated in Figure 4). Data were obtained on a standard phantom (Gammex Sono410 SCG,
schema illustrated Figure 2b) with a cyst and a “grappe” and the orthogonal (x, z) (a) and (y, z) (b)
planes are shown. The planes are taken in the center of the transducer’s array, at x = 0 mm or y = 0 mm,
respectively. 9 PW were used for the acquisition illustrated in the first row, while 9 DW were used for
the acquisition shown in the lower row.
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Figure 4. Experimental data obtained for the Gammex phantom with 1024 active elements in (x, z) (a,c)
and (y, z) (b,d) planes on a cyst (a,b) by using 9 PW and “grappe” wires (c,d) by using 9 DW. A dynamic
of 50 dB has been used in all images.
Different configurations of the US matrix array, by using 256, 512 or 1024 elements, were also
investigated using the 4-D US platfom described above. Figure 5 illustrates an example of volumetric
acquisition on a standard phantom with several wires positioned at different depths. Nine DW were
transmitted in each of the x and y dirrections for this example. The (x, z) and (y, z) planes are shown
here, the planes being taken at the center of the active array. As we expected, after visual inspection,
the experimental results obtained here clearly indicate the full active array of the US probe as the best
configuration. At a rapid inspection, the (x, z) plane indicates similar results, but at a closer view,
some differences are identified. The wire positioned in the near field (depth = 10 mm) is very accurate
with this configuration, while the configurations with 512 active elements still illustrate good accuracy.
The 256-elements configuration (the last column) presents the worst case, as expected, taking into account
the low number of active elements. The same observations are done if we inspect the wire situated in
the far-field (depth = 50 mm), where the best accuracy is visible in the full active array configuration.
At the same time, the (y, z) plane illustrates the degradation of the image quality with lower numbers
of active elements. The step in the y direction is modified according to the configuration used, this leading
to apparition of important artefacts for some cases, in the near and far-field. Not all the lengths of the wires
are visible in this plane, due to small misalignment between the US probe and the wires.
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Figure 5. Experimental data acquired with 9 DW on a standard phantom. The (x, z) plane (first row)
and the (y, z) plane (second row) are shown in the center of the US device. Different configurations of
the array were used: full array, 1 line ON-1 line OFF, 2 lines ON-2 lines OFF, 4 lines ON-4 lines OFF,
middle ON and 1 line ON-3 lines OFF. A dynamic of 50 dB has been used in all the images.
Further quantitative results of FWHM are measured and displayed in Table 4, for the (x, z) plane,
in axial and lateral direction. These results confirm the previous observations, indicating the degree of
degradation of the image quality when downsampled configurations are used.
Table 4. FWHM calculated in the (x, z) plane over three scatters located at depths 10, 20, 30 mm and
the CR and CNR evaluated on the (y, z) central slices of the acquired volumes.
Resolution (mm) Full Array










axial 10 mm 1.8 2.5 2.4 2.8 2.9 4
axial 20 mm 1.7 2.5 3.1 2.2 2.3 3.3
axial 30 mm 1.9 2.5 2 1.7 2.5 2.5
Average 1.8 2.5 2.5 2.2 2.5 3.3
lateral 10 mm 0.9 1.6 1.7 0.9 1 2.3
lateral 20 mm 3 2.9 2.8 1.9 2.9 3.1
lateral 30 mm 2 2.9 3 3.1 3 3.4
Average 2 2.4 2.5 2 2.3 2.9
CR (dB) Full Array 1 line ON/1 line OFF 2 lines ON/2 lines OFF 4 lines ON/4 lines OFF Middle ON 1 line ON/3 lines OFF
(y, z) plane 7.71 2.84 2.30 4.20 3.50 2.02
CNR (dB) Full array 1 line ON/1 line OFF 2 lines ON/2 lines OFF 4 lines ON/4 lines OFF Middle ON 1 line ON/3 lines OFF
(y, z) plane 2.99 −5.36 −6.54 −2.61 −4.25 −7.31
Another example of the 9 DW acquisition with the same configurations of the US transducer
is shown in Figure 6. A “grappe” wire was imaged in this standard phantom. The same general
observations can be done as in the previous example. Additionally, in the (x, z) plane, the separation
of 2 different wires positioned very close to each-other (at depth = 28 mm) is very hard to identify,
except for the case of the full active array (first column). Moreover, the contour of the wires positioned at
the border of the image, not directly in front of the US probe, are very hard to identify for configurations
with a lower number of elements. Important secondary lobes and image degradation is visible
in the (y, z) planes illustrated here. The two parallel lines are clearly distinguished when using
1024 elements, but for 256 elements and even for some cases with 512 elements, it is hard to define them.
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Figure 6. Experimental data acquired with 9 DW on a “grape” wire phantom. Different configurations
of the US array were used: full array, 1 line ON-1 line OFF, 2 lines ON-2 lines OFF, 4 lines ON-4 lines
OFF, middle ON and 1 line ON-3 lines OFF. The shown planes (x, z) (first row) and (y, z) (second row)
are taken in the center of the US device. A dynamic of 50 dB has been used in all the images.
An example of 9 PW acquisition on a cyst phantom and wires placed at different depths is illustrated
in Figure 7. In the (x, z) plane, in the near field, we can identify the presented scatters (at depth = 7 mm
and 19 mm) for all the cases, but in the far-field, the contour of the cyst is affected by lower number of
elements compared with the full-matrix array. The anechoic cyst at 40 mm depth is clearly detectable with
all the configurations tested, in both (x, z) and (y, z) planes but its borders are less visible in (y, z) planes
(second row) with downsampled configurations, the degradation of the obtained images being clearly
visible for cases with 512 or 256 elements. The measured values for CR and CNR obtained for each of these
acquisitions in (x, z) central planes are quite close for all the configurations due to the presence of the same
number of active elements in the x direction, while the values obtained in the (y, z) plane are displayed
in Table 4, the last 2 rows. Both measurements indicate the best results for the full active configuration
array, followed by the configuration 4 lines ON/4 lines OFF. The worst case when considering only
the configurations with 512 active elements is represented by 2 lines ON/2 lines OFF, both for CR (a value
of 2.3 dB versus 4.2 dB for 4 lines ON/4 lines OFF) and CNR (a value of −6.54 dB versus 2.61 dB for
4 lines ON/4 lines OFF). As expected, the worst results are obtained when using only 256 elements, due to
the limited number of elements and important pitch between the active lines.
Figure 7. Experimental data acquired with 9 PW on a standard cyst phantom. Different configurations
of the US array were used: full array, 1 line ON-1 line OFF, 2 lines ON-2 lines OFF, 4 lines ON-4 lines OFF,
middle ON and 1 line ON-3 lines OFF. The shown planes, (x, z) (first row) and (y, z) (second row) are
taken in the center of the US device. A dynamic of 50 dB has been used in all the images.
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3.3. Fast Volumetric Imaging for Doppler Application
The feasibility of the 4-D platform implementation is shown here on a blood vessel mimicking
phantom (described in Section 2.4) for 3-D Doppler applications. The results indicate the capability
to extract the Power Doppler information when fast volumetric imaging is performed. Two different
cases are presented in Figure 8 the US probe parallel (first row) and tilted by an angle of 12◦ from
the vessel phantom (second row). One PW was transmitted for each acquisition. In B-mode, the walls
of the phantom are easily detected in all the planes without any distortion. The frame-rate available for
volumetric acquisitions is sufficient to detect the blood mimicking fluid for power Doppler evaluation.
Some artifacts are visible in the presented cases, on the distant wall of the imaged phantom.
 
Figure 8. Examples of Power Doppler illustrations of two US acquisitions on a blood vessel mimicking
phantom. The US probe is parallel (θ = 0) to the phantom-tube for the first example (first row) while the
probe was tilted at an angle of 12◦ from the phantom-tube. Axial (a), lateral (b) and 3-D view rendering
(c) is illustrated here. A dynamic of 50 dB has been used for the B-mode grayscale image.
4. Discussion
This study illustrates the development and feasibility of a real-time 4-D US imaging platform in
full array mode by synchronizing emission and reception of up to 1024 elements independently.
The initial experiments conducted in this study demonstrate the flexibility of the modular US
platform, having the possibility to reconfigure it according to the number of available Vantage
systems (between 1 and 4). This allows us to use full array, dense/halves/quarters of the array
or to downsample (regular or sparse) the full array, as needed. Different imaging strategies were
investigated using this US platform, including plane, diverging or focused waves and also high
frame-rate imaging techniques. Moreover, a Doppler detection strategy was implemented as a first
application by using volumetric fast imaging.
Preliminary numerical simulations indicated the image quality for some cases with full and with
regular downsampled array when using the 32 × 32 US matrix. This allowed us to understand how
the image quality will change for different configurations and to determine the best physical addressing
of the US probe final design. The experimental data obtained when using the same configurations
of the transducer showed the feasibility of real-time 4D US acquisitions in simultaneous mode in
different systems.
As expected, the best configuration in terms of image quality was obtained experimentally when
the full matrix array was active while using 4 Vantage systems. The worst configuration included only
256 elements, with only one US system was required. At the same time, this is the only configuration
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allowing processing of the data and displaying the image in real time, this issue being very important
for positioning and guidance. Future work will be focused on developing strategies for increasing
the image quality when using one single system, in order to be able to provide images of clinical use,
especially for moving organs. The implementation in synchronous mode will follow an increase in
the number of active elements, but the data must be reprocessed offline. Knowing that 3-D volume
images are acquired, the data offer great utility for offline analyses even after the examination is done,
reducing repeat examination and making it more cost-effective for the patient.
The integration of the four 256-channels systems into a single 1024-channels system is theoretically
possible, but requires further technical developments of the constructor. Such an evolution could
facilitate the transition to clinical applications, opening the possibility to collect and process the data
acquired by all 1024 channels in near real-time, improving the image quality.
Overall, when inspecting the (x, z) plane positioned in the center of the transducer array, no
major differences were detected due to the same number of active elements (32) in the x direction
with all the tested configurations. When using a larger pitch (in y direction) for a reduced number
of elements, more important secondary lobes are visible in the (y, z) plane and therefore, we have
lower image contrast. Depending on the pitch value, the secondary lobes appear more or less visible,
illustrating the degradation of the images. The same result is obtained when using PW and DW.
Among the compared configurations with 512 elements, in the near-field, no visual difference
is observed when using the same number of elements, while in the far-field and on the lateral parts
of the images, the contours are seriously affected when using only the central part of the US probe
(see Figures 5 and 7). In addition, when evaluating the FWHM, the configuration with 2 lines ON/2
lines OFF and 1 line ON/1 line OFF seems to be the closer to the 1024 elements, but the measured
values for all these configurations remain quite close.
Moreover, a lower transmit energy compromises the image quality by diminishing the CR and
CNR, from 7.71 dB (CR) and 2.99 dB (CNR), when using full active array, to 2.02 dB (CR) and −7.31 dB
(CNR), respectively, for the configuration with 256 active elements. The results obtained experimentally
are in good agreement with preliminary numerical simulations, and the image degradation is explained
by the different values of the pitch in the y direction.
By using the presented 4-D US platform, the power Doppler technique was exploited to detect
moving particles. Here, only the full configuration array was used to prove the feasibility of the method,
the experiments with lower number of elements being beyond the scope of this article. This method is
particularly useful when examining superficial structures. The capability of obtaining entire volumes at
a high frame-rate (used PRF acquisitions on blood vessel mimicking phantom was 2000 Hz) opens a wide
field of vascular and cardiac applications. The feasibility of the ultrafast imaging is very important in
the context of cardiac imaging. Here, the difficulty is the heart beating. Therefore, the high frame-rate allows
performing the acquisition in less time in order to not be disurbed by heart movement [23].
The combination of hardware and software-based technologies provides full flexibility of
the developed platform, its reconfgurability being one of its major advantages. This makes it
suitable for different US applications requiring 1024 channels or less in regular or optimized sparse
arrays. As the US scanners are completely open systems, our platform can be programmed to
support different strategies which typically cannot be implemented in conventional data flow
architectures. Different methods can be investigated: novel transmission and/or reception methods
and sequences, apodization windowing [35], non-conventional beamforming techniques, excitation
amplitude and aperture control, etc., but also custom-data processing. Such a platform will indeed
be crucial to objectivize the real adjunct and efficiency of advanced reconstruction strategy, aiming at
providing similar image quality as from highly undersampled acquisition since they can be compared
against ground truth available for a full configuration. Indeed, over-performing methods are often
published without a true reference implementation of the acquisition, and data are generally virtually
undersampled, lacking realism.
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The connectors of the US probe were chosen in order to allow adapting the impedance while for all
4 systems we have the possibility to have the HIFU (High Intensity Focused Ultrasound) option. Different
studies have already illustrated the possibility to use HIFU for pre-clinical and clinical cardiac applications
such as: treatment of arrhythmias [36,37], atrial septostomy [38] or atrio-ventricular nodal-ablation in
dogs [39]. Therefore, the developed 4-D US platform can be considered as dual-mode, imaging and therapy.
This aspect can be exploited, even using low intensity therapies (the US probe presented in this manuscript
is not developed for HIFU mode), for theragnostic applications in the heart, for example. Here, the major
interest is represented by the use of the same system for imaging and therapy.
One of the technical limitations of this platform when using the described US probe involves
the physical addressing of the elements. When using 512 active elements in configurations “middle
ON” and “4 lines OFF/4 lines ON”, we still need 4 synchronized US systems even if not all the channels
are used. This issue could be improved by using US probes with a different addressing connectivity.
The next technical step includes technical improvements for near real-time visualization
of data received by several systems: high computational power and storage capability will be
required. Therefore, the large acquired data flow will be rapidly transferred, stored and processed,
the complementary information provided by the 4 systems being visualized immediately.
By using this powerful US platform, the advantages offered by a 2-D probe with a high number
of channels can be easily investigated. Moreover, the flexibility of the system allows for implementing
a large class of US applications, in therapy or monitoring. The technical feasibility of real-time 4-D low
energy US for imaging and potentially for therapeutic purposes was confirmed with this 1024-channels
high-density US system, offering full research access for developing advanced US strategies for
different applications.
5. Conclusions
A new powerful high-channels US platform for implementing 4-D (real-time 3-D) advanced US
strategies, offering full research access, was developed and presented here. The conducted experiments
demonstrate its technical feasibility and flexibility, allowing us to use a full or downsampled array,
as needed, illustrating the degree of degradation of image quality for each combination. Different imaging
strategies were investigated using this US platform, and a Doppler detection strategy was implemented
as a first application by using volumetric fast imaging, opening a large field of cardiac and vascular
applications, in therapy or monitoring.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/8/2/200/s1. The
following Supplementary Materials are available online: Animation of the 3-D rendering of Power Doppler
obtained when the US probe is parallel to the vessel phantom, corresponding to the example illustrated in Figure 8,
first row. Animation of the 3-D rendering of Power Doppler obtained when the US probe is tilted from the vessel
phantom corresponding to the example illustrated in Figure 8, second row.
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Abstract: The study of ultrasound contrast agent imaging (USCAI) based on plane waves has
recently attracted increasing attention. A series of USCAI techniques have been developed to
improve the imaging quality. Most of the existing methods enhance the contrast-to-tissue ratio (CTR)
using the time-frequency spectrum differences between the tissue and ultrasound contrast agent
(UCA) region. In this paper, a new USCAI method based on bubble region detection was proposed,
in which the frequency difference as well as the dissimilarity of tissue and UCA in the spatial domain
was taken into account. A bubble wavelet based on the Doinikov model was firstly constructed.
Bubble wavelet transformation (BWT) was then applied to strengthen the UCA region and weaken
the tissue region. The bubble region was thereafter detected by using the combination of eigenvalue
and eigenspace-based coherence factor (ESBCF). The phantom and rabbit in vivo experiment results
suggested that our method was capable of suppressing the background interference and strengthening
the information of UCA. For the phantom experiment, the imaging CTR was improved by 10.1 dB
compared with plane wave imaging based on delay-and-sum (DAS) and by 4.2 dB over imaging based
on BWT on average. Furthermore, for the rabbit kidney experiment, the corresponding improvements
were 18.0 dB and 3.4 dB, respectively.
Keywords: ultrasound contrast agent imaging; bubble wavelet transform; eigenspace;
coherence factor
1. Introduction
Ultrasound contrast agents (UCAs) [1,2] are a type of diagnostic reagents that typically consist of
gas-filled microbubbles with a diameter ranging from 1 to 10 μm. The microbubbles are filled with
low solubility gas and are coated with a shell to prevent the microbubble from dissolving. UCAs are
injected intravenously into the body and are considered safe for use in humans.
UCAs have been used clinically since the 1980s [1]. Ultrasound contrast agent imaging (USCAI) [3]
has generated increased attention in recent years. As a result of the compressibility of microbubbles
and the large acoustic impedance difference between them and the surrounding tissue, USCAI can
greatly improve the contrast (CR) and contrast-to-tissue ratio (CTR) of a clinical ultrasound image.
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The detection rate, sensitivity, and specificity with which small lesions can be detected can therefore be
greatly increased [4,5].
Plane wave imaging (PWI) [6] has a great advantage over traditional B-mode imaging for USCAI.
First, PWI can significantly reduce the destruction of microbubbles due to its low mechanical index.
Second, PWI can track fast-moving microbubbles due to its high frame rate. However, poor imaging
quality limits the clinical application of PWI.
A large proportion of novel USCAI technologies [7,8] appears to focus on the improvement of
PWI imaging quality. Most of these existing methods enhance the image CTR by utilizing the abundant
harmonic signals produced by UCAs. Generally speaking, the mainstream USCAI technologies can be
classified into two categories: pulse coding [9] and bubble wavelet transformation (BWT) [10,11].
Pulse coding focuses on the transmitting end as it either changes the number of the transmit
pulse, transmit phase, transmit frequency, or transmit amplitude. Pulse inversion (PI) [12], amplitude
modulation (AM) [13], chirp encoded excitation [14], and Golay\encoded excitation [15] are typical
representatives of such methods. Since the response of UCA is represented as harmonic signals while
that of tissue represents predominantly fundamental signals, the tissue signal can be removed by PI
and AM technology. Chirp-encoded excitation emits a long sequence with the frequency variation
over time. Studies have shown that chirp excitation has the ability to strengthen the harmonic signals
and lower the sub-harmonic generation threshold [16]. However, the matched filter is needed in the
receiving end to decode the signal, which adds complexity.
Bubble wavelet transformation (BWT) is a novel type of USCAI technology proposed by
Wan et al. [10,11]. BWT is utilized to analyze the correlation between the mother bubble wavelet
and the received radio frequency (RF) signals. The constructed bubble wavelet obtained by simulating
the microbubble model was highly correlated with the signals of microbubbles and has few similarities
with the signals from surrounding tissues. The ability of BWT to enhance the imaging CTR has
been validated by in vivo experiments. A mother wavelet was constructed by microbubble model
simulation. The RF signals were then processed by the continuous wavelet transformation and a series
of coefficient matrices was obtained. A better image quality and an enhancement of 6.0 dB in CTR can
be obtained with BWT [11] while ensuring the high frame rate of PWI.
Both the pulse coding and BWT improved the CTR in the time-frequency domain. Under a
low mechanical index, tissue produces a predominantly linear response and, thus, it is feasible to
distinguish tissue and UCA according to their frequency components. The non-linear distortion of
waveforms and the spectrum overlap between the tissue and UCA is an unfavorable factor.
In this paper, we take the tissue and UCA differences in both the frequency and spatial domains
into consideration. PWI was used to improve the imaging frame rate and ensure the stability of UCA.
A bubble wavelet based on the Doinikov model was firstly constructed. BWT was then applied to
strengthen the UCA region and weaken the tissue region. Following this, the bubble region was
subsequently detected by utilizing the combination of eigenvalues and eigenspace-based coherence
factor (ESBCF). The residual tissue signal could be further suppressed, and a higher CTR was obtained.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Frequency Domain
2.1.1. Bubble Wavelet Transformation (BWT)
With the rapid development of ultrasound molecular imaging, about a dozen of microbubble
models [17] have been proposed. The dynamic behavior of a single microbubble under different
ultrasound fields can be predicted with the help of these models. BWT applied the microbubble model
to USCAI, where a novel mother wavelet named as a bubble wavelet was constructed based on the
simulation results of the microbubble model.
The expression of BWT in the time domain can be described as:
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where x(t) is the signal to be processed; φ(t) is the bubble wavelet; φ( t−ba ) is the function of the bubble
wavelet after translation and scaling; a is the scale factor; b is the time-shifting factor; and superscript *
denotes the conjugation operation.
In fact, BWT is the convolution operation of the bubble wavelet under different scale factors with
the signal to be processed. The result of BWT is a series of wavelet coefficients. These coefficients,
namely the function of the mother wavelet and the scale factor, illustrate the correlation between the
bubble wavelet under a certain scale and the received signal. Due to the similarity of the frequency
spectrum of the bubble wavelet and the UCA echoes, as well as the dissimilarity between this and the
tissue echoes, the tissue signal can be weakened and the UCA signal can be strengthened after BWT.
In the application of BWT, the choice of the bubble wavelet and the scale factor are two key
elements [18,19] that determine the image quality to a large extent. A more significant effect of CTR
improvement can be achieved if the spectrum of the bubble wavelet is highly matched with that of
UCA. The scale factor is another key issue. The scale resulting in the highest CTR is selected as the
optimal factor.
2.1.2. Construction of Bubble Wavelet
Among the existing models, the Doinikov model [20] focuses on microbubbles with phospholipid
shells. The Doinikov model has been proven to predict the ‘compression-only’ behavior [21] of Sonovue
very well. It is commonly accepted that its spectrum is closer to that of the Sonovue microbubble and
is the optimal choice for the bubble wavelet [17,22].
The Doinikov model can be described as:
ρl(RR′′ + 32 R
′2) = (p0 + 2σ(R0)R0 )(
R0
R )
3γ − 2σ(R0)R − 4χ( 1R0 − 1R )− P0 − Pdrive(t)− 4ηl R
′
R − 4( k01+α∣∣∣ R′R





where ρl = 1000 kg/m3 denotes the density of the surrounding liquid; P0 = 101,000 Pa as the
atmospheric pressure; γ = 1.07 as the gas thermal insulation coefficient; R0 = 1.7 μm as the initial radius
of microbubble; R is the instantaneous radius of microbubble; R′ is the first-order time derivative of R,
with essentially R′ = dR/dt and R” = d2R/dt2; σ(R0) = 0.072 N/m as the initial surface tension; χ = 0.25
N/m as the shell elasticity modulus; ηl = 0.002 PaS as the liquid viscosity coefficient; k0 = 4 × 10−8 kg
and k1 = 7 × 10−15 kg/s as the shell viscosity components; α = 4 μs as a characteristic time constant;
and Pdrive(t) is the driving ultrasound.




(2R′2 + RR′′ ) (3)
where d denotes the distance from the center of the microbubble to the transducer.
Following this, the bubble wavelet can be obtained by solving Equations (2) and (3) with the
initial condition of R(t = 0) = R0, R′(t = 0) = 0.
2.2. Spatial Domain
Beamforming is an important part of the medical imaging system, and plays an important role in
the imaging performance. Delay and sum (DAS) is the basic beamformer with a fixed weight. Its poor
image quality promotes the development of adaptive beamformer. The minimum variance (MV)
algorithm [23] is the originator of the adaptive beamformer. Eigenspace-based minimum variance
(ESBMV) [24] was proposed since the improvement of MV in CR is not obvious.
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Based on the observation of the differences between the UCA and the tissue region on the
maximum eigenvalues and eigenspace-based coherence factor (ESBCF) index, we proposed a bubble
region detection scheme based on the combination of eigenvalue and ESBCF index.
2.2.1. Eigenvalue
In the bubble region detection algorithm, the signal intensity is the most important characteristic.
In the theory of ESBMV, the maximum eigenvalue belongs to the mainlobe signals [24]. The signal
subspace is comprised of eigenvectors corresponding to the largest few eigenvalues, and the noise
subspace is constructed by eigenvectors according to lower eigenvalues. The small eigenvalues tend
to represent the noise field and the large eigenvalues represent the signal field [25]. Furthermore,
the maximum eigenvalue gives an estimation of the signal power. Zeng et al. proposed a method to
detect the signal based on the eigenvalues [26–28], which proves that it is practicable to distinguish the
UCA and tissue region according to their eigenvalues from the side. Based on the observation of the
experiment, we found that the amplitude of the maximum eigenvalue in the UCA region is obviously
higher than that in the tissue region.
The eigenvalues are calculated as follows:
The RF signals were divided into several overlapping subarrays. The covariance matrix was
computed after spatial smoothing and diagonal loading as follows:
R(k) =
1






where R is the covariance matrix; k is the time index; M is the transducer elements; M − L + 1 denotes
the overlapping subarray number; L is the length of subarray; p is the subarray number; xdp(k ) is the
signal after delay; and (·)H is the transposition.
The eigen-decomposition of the covariance matrix was required:
R = UΛUH (5)
where Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, . . . λL) is the square matrix of eigenvalues in the descending order and U is
the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue.
By taking a phantom study as an example, the bubble detection ability of the eigenvalue is
explained. The scheme of the phantom experiment is shown in Figure 1. The experiment system
includes an ultrasonic research platform Verasonics Vantage 128 (Verasonics, Inc., Kirkland, WA, USA),
a linear array transducer (L11-4v), a homemade gelatin phantom, a medical syringe, a tube, a beaker,
a computer, Sonovue microbubble (Bracco Suisse SA, Switzerland), and fresh pork.
The phantom is 11 cm in length, 11 cm in width, 6 cm in height, and is made of gelatin. The process
of making the phantom is as follows: (1) mix 50 g gelatin granules with 700 mL purified water; (2) heat
the mixture for about 10 min until the gelatin particles are completely dissolved in water; (3) glue a
plastic tube (whose diameter is 0.5 mm) to the sides of the plastic mold; (4) pour the mixture into the
mold; (5) refrigerate the mixture in the freezer for about 3 h; (5) remove the mixture from the mold
after the mixture is solidified; (6) draw the plastic pipe out of the phantom. A phantom with a wall-less
tube is completed.
The fresh pork (the belly of a pig, 15 mm in thickness, 40 mm in length, and 25 mm in width)
was bought from a local meat market on the day of the experiment. Verasonics was used to excite the
ultrasound wave and record the RF data. Matlab was used to analyze the RF signal offline. The flowing
Sonovue solution (diluted by 1000 times with 0.9% physiological saline) was injected into the pipe by a
medical syringe, and the used solution flowed into the beaker. We placed a piece of fresh pork over
the phantom. The ultrasonic coupling agent was applied between the pork and the phantom to ensure
the signal transmission.
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Figure 1. The phantom experiment setup (with pork).
The phantom image beamformed with DAS is shown in Figure 2, where the depth ranging from
0–15 mm is the pork area and that ranging from 30.5–35.5 mm is the bubble area. Taking the area
at the width of 15 mm as an example, the maximum eigenvalue curve under different depths is
shown in Figure 3. The area enclosed with the red rectangle represents the UCA region. Its maximum
eigenvalue is quite large due to the existence of strong scattering signals produced by the UCA. The two
purple ellipse areas are the interference region from tissue. For the artefact region, its eigenvalues
are partially overlapped with the UCA due to the interference of the strong scattering signals from
the UCA. On the other hand, in the pork part, its maximum eigenvalue is much smaller. Hence,
we are able to eliminate the pork section preliminarily by setting an eigenvalue threshold. However,
the disturbance of the artefact still exists. Thus, we further consider the application of ESBCF to remove
the residual disturbance.
Figure 2. The image of the phantom (with pork) under delay-and-sum (DAS).
Figure 3. The maximum eigenvalue curve of different depths.
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2.2.2. ESBCF
Coherence factor (CF) [29] is a type of adaptive weighting method based on the spatial spectrum of
array data. In the last several years, a series of improved methods based on CF has been proposed [30].
ESBCF, proposed by Guo et al. [31], combined CF with a covariance matrix. The ability of ESBCF to
detect point targets was verified by phantom and simulation experiments.

















M · ∑ (diag(Rvi))ele
(6)
where Rvi = Vi*ViH is the covariance matrix of eigenvector Vi; i is the eigenvector index; and n is the
element index.
The maximum ESBCF value index curve of each imaging point is shown in Figure 4. For the UCA
region, its maximum ESBCF value appears in the first few eigenvectors. In contrast, for the residual
upper disturbing section, its maximum ESBCF value appears later. In this present study, the remaining
upper interference can be removed by setting a maximum ESBCF index threshold.
Figure 4. The maximum eigenspace-based coherence factor (ESBCF) value index curve of
different depths.
2.2.3. Implementation of Bubble Region Detection
The calculation procedure of the bubble region detection method can be summarized as follows:
(1) BWT was first conducted to enhance the UCA signal, and the received RF signal was replaced by
the wavelet coefficients under the optimal scale factor.
(2) The covariance matrix was computed according to Equation (4).






where d is the direction vector; and w is the weight vector.
(4) The eigen-decomposition of the covariance matrix was required:
R = UΛUH = USΛSUHS + UPΛPU
H
P = RS + RP (8)
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where subscript S denotes the signal and subscript P is the noise subspace. The signal subspace is
comprised of eigenvectors corresponding to the largest few eigenvalues (α times greater than λ1
or β times greater than λL).
(5) Based on the last step, the maximum eigenvalue and ESBCF for each imaging point was obtained.
Following that, we found the maximum ESBCF index.
(6) We set the maximum eigenvalue and ESBCF index threshold to determine whether it is the UCA
region or not.




where USU is the eigenvectors of the signal subspace of the detected UCA region.
(8) The region detection output is given by:
S(k) =
1







(9) The final image can be formed after the signals are enveloped and the logarithmic transformation
is applied.
2.2.4. Selection of Optimal Index
Scale Factor
By extending the time-domain expression of BWT to the frequency domain, Equation (1)
changes into:
F{cwt[x(t)]} = F{ 1√a
+∞∫
−∞
x(t)φ∗( t−ba )dt} = 1√a F[x(t)] · F[φ( t−ba )] =
√
aF(ω)ψ(aω) · e−jωb (11)
where F denotes the Fourier transform.
In essence, BWT is a set of multi-scale filters that can control the passband by changing the scale





where F(a) is the central frequency corresponding to the scale factor a and Fc is the initial center
frequency of the mother wavelet.
Theoretically, the optimal scale factor should be selected where the corresponding center frequency
falls at the second harmonic of the UCA. We verified this hypothesis by traversing each scale factor.
The optimal scale factor with different bubble wavelets under different transmit frequencies is shown
in Table 1.








Central Frequency after Bubble Wavelet
Transformation (BWT) (F(a); in MHz)
3 0.9394 0.16 5.87
4 0.6133 0.07 8.76
5 0.7869 0.08 9.83
6.25 0.8750 0.07 12.5
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Eigenvalue
As is shown in Figure 3, the maximum eigenvalue curve of the UCA region is similar to a Gaussian
function. The expression of the maximum eigenvalue curve can be represented as:





where x is the depth parameter; μ is the mean value; σ is the variance; and c is the amplitude.
The eigenvalue of the UCA region can be set as [μ + e*σ, μ − e*σ], where e is an adjustable parameter.
Taking the area at the width of 10 mm as an example, the eigenvalue curve and the fitted curve is
shown in Figure 5, where c = 5.4e35, μ = 32.3, σ = 4.2, and e is chosen as 1.
Figure 5. The fitted eigenvalue curve.
The ESBCF
Similarly, we fit the ESBCF curve by a Gaussian function. The ESBCF threshold can be set as
[μ + e*σ, μ − e*σ], where e is an adjustable parameter. Taking the area at the width of 10 mm as an
example, the eigenvalue curve and the fitted curve is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6. The fitted maximum ESBCF index curve.
3. Experiment and Results
3.1. Phantom Results
Two types of phantom experiments were designed. In the first, there were two wall-less pipes
with different thicknesses in the phantom experiment (0.3 mm and 0.5 mm). In the other experiment,
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we placed a piece of fresh pork over the phantom, which only had one single pipe (about 0.5 mm). The
detailed parameters for the phantom experiment are illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2. Parameters for the experiment.
Experiment Parameters Value
Transducer element number 128
Transducer element kerf 0.05 mm
Transducer element width 0.27 mm
Transducer element pitch 0.3 mm
Transducer spacing between elements 0. 295 mm
Transmit frequency 3 MHz, 4 MHz, 5 MHz, 6.25 MHz
Transmit voltage 1.6 V, 2.5 V, 5 V, 7.5 V, 10 V, 12.5 V, 15 V, 17.5 V, 20 V
Transmit pulse Sine wave with two cycles
Figure 7 provides the first phantom result (transmit frequency: 3 MHz, transmit voltage: 10 V).
Figure 7a–c show the imaging using traditional DAS, MV, and ESBMV beamformer without BWT,
respectively. Figure 7d is the image using BWT based on ESBMV beamformer and Figure 7e is the
image with bubble region detection by setting the maximum eigenvalue and ESBCF index threshold
based on Figure 7d. Some impurities in the phantom are removed and the two tubes filled with
microbubbles are well-preserved using the proposed method.
Figure 8 provides the pork experiment results. As shown in Figure 8, DAS suffers from severe
artefact interference, althouth the artefact interference was weakened with MV. The image CR can be
further improved with ESBMV, although an obvious black region distortion appears inside the tube.
The brightness of the UCA inside the tube became more uniform and UCA information loss could be
solved with the help of BWT, although the interference of tissues still exists. In comparison, for bubble
region detection, the region except for the microbubble was able to be fully eliminated.
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7. Cont.
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(d) (e)
Figure 7. The image results of the phantom experiment (without pork): (a) DAS; (b) minimum variance
(MV); (c) Eigenspace-based minimum variance (ESBMV); (d) BWT; (e) bubble region detection (dynamic





Figure 8. The image results of phantom experiment (with pork): (a) DAS; (b) MV; (c) ESBMV; (d) BWT;
(e) bubble region detection.
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CTR was calculated to describe the performance of different beamformers:




where IUCA is the average intensity of the UCA region and Itissue is that of the tissue region. The two
regions were enclosed in a rectangular area (the upper white one is the tissue region and the lower red
one is the UCA region).
Figure 9 shows the CTR curve between different beamformers under different transmit conditions.
The performance of bubble region detection was remarkable. Figure 10 explains that, with bubble
region detection, the CTR has an enhancement of 7.5 dB on average compared with ESBMV, and an
enhancement of 4.2 dB compared with BWT.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 9. The image contrast-to-tissue ratio (CTR) curve between different beamformers: (a) 3 MHz;
(b) 4 MHz; (c) 5 MHz; and (d) 6.25 MHz.
Figure 10. Increase in CTR with bubble region detection: (a) Increase in CTR between region detection
and ESBMV; and (b) increase in CTR between region detection and BWT.
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In the bubble region detection, the choice of eigenvalue and ESBCF index are two critical factors.
Taking the pork experiment as an experiment, the pork and artifact disturbance remain under a low
threshold while part of the UCA information is also removed with a high threshold, as shown in
Figure 11.
Figure 11. The image result of bubble region detection under different thresholds: (a) Higher threshold
and (b) lower threshold.
3.2. In Vivo Results
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we also performed in vivo rabbit
experiments. The ear vein and kidney of rabbit were studied, respectively. Figure 12 shows a scene
from the rabbit experiment targeting the kidney.
 
Figure 12. The in vivo rabbit experiment targeting the kidney.
The rabbit (2 kg, 4 months old) was first anesthetized and then placed on an autopsy table where
the four limbs were fixed by ropes. Before imaging, the region of interest was epilated to remove the
influence of cony hair. Medical ultrasonic coupling agent was applied to the region of interest. A total
of 500 μL Sonovue microbubbles (no dilution) were injected through the right ear vein, which was
followed by 500 μL of physiological saline.
The image results after microbubble injection are shown below (3 MHz, 10 V), and we added
the detected UCA region to the DAS image. Figure 13 is the image targeting the ear vein (c = 1) and
Figure 14 is the kidney (c = 1).
Bubble region detection can remove the noise around the kidney edge effectively, and makes the
image clearer. However, the upper part of the muscle and part of the speckle noise in the image cannot
be eradicated. This indicates that the tissue signal and the UCA signal still have partial overlap in
terms of eigenvalues and ESBCF.
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Figure 13. The image result of ear vein: (a) DAS; (b) MV; (c) ESBMV; (d) BWT; (e) bubble region





Figure 14. The image result of kidney: (a) DAS; (b) MV; (c) ESBMV; (d) BWT; (e) bubble region
detection; and (f) UCA -enhanced image.
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Taking the intensity in the red rectangle as the UCA and the white rectangles as the tissue region
(CTR1 is calculated for the tissue and UCA regions with the same depth, while CTR2 is calculated with
the same width, see Figure 14a), the CTR of different beamformers is shown in Table 3. CTR1 and CTR2
are improved by 18.0 dB and 18.0 dB compared with PWI based on DAS, while this improvement is
3.4 dB and 7.3 dB compared to imaging based on BWT.
Table 3. The image CTR of different beamformers.





Bubble region detection −28.1 −22.9
4. Conclusions
The major purpose of USCAI is to enhance the contrast between microbubble perfusion regions
and surrounding regions. In this paper, a new USCAI method based on bubble region detection was
proposed. This method is used to maximize the role of USCAI by taking the dissimilarity of tissue and
UCA in both frequency and spatial domains into account. BWT is used to highlight UCA information
from the time-frequency domain. The UCA and tissue region is further detected by utilizing their
differences with the combination of maximum eigenvalue and ESBCF index. Both phantom and
in vivo rabbit experiments were designed to evaluate the performance of our proposed method. It is
demonstrated that the bubble edge detection we proposed provides a significant enhancement in CTR,
outperforming ESBMV and BWT. The phantom and in vivo experimental results show the potential of
our method for filtering out the interfering components and retaining the information of microbubbles.
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Abstract: Advancements in diagnostic ultrasound have allowed for a rapid expansion of the quantity
and quality of non-invasive information that clinical researchers can acquire from cardiovascular
physiology. The recent emergence of high frame rate ultrasound (HiFRUS) is the next step in the
quantification of complex blood flow behavior, offering angle-independent, high temporal resolution
data in normal physiology and clinical cases. While there are various HiFRUS methods that have been
tested and validated in simulations and in complex flow phantoms, there is a need to expand the field
into more rigorous in vivo testing for clinical relevance. In this tutorial, we briefly outline the major
advances in HiFRUS, and discuss practical considerations of participant preparation, experimental
design, and human measurement, while also providing an example of how these frameworks can
be immediately applied to in vivo research questions. The considerations put forward in this paper
aim to set a realistic framework for research labs which use HiFRUS to commence the collection of
human data for basic science, as well as for preliminary clinical research questions.
Keywords: high frame rate ultrasound; ultrafast ultrasound; human studies; neurovascular control
1. Introduction
Advancements in diagnostic ultrasound have allowed for a rapid expansion of the quantity
and quality of non-invasive information that clinical researchers can acquire from cardiovascular
physiology. As a primary application, quantification of blood flow through Doppler ultrasound is
useful for the identification of early disease states or diagnosis of pathological conditions either as
consequence, or root cause, of altered hemodynamics [1,2]. These applications range across multiple
organ systems, for instance, grading conduit artery stenoses by flow jet velocity [3,4], estimating
mitral valve inflow for left ventricular diastolic dysfunction [5], or identifying locations at risk for
atherosclerotic plaque development by low/oscillatory wall shear stress [6]. However, much of the
current technology is limited by assumptions of laminar flow and slow-moving blood flow in a small
acoustic window, which restrict most applications to imaging with fixed insonation angles and simple
flow patterns.
In recent years, high frame rate ultrasound (HiFRUS; also termed ‘ultrafast’ ultrasound)
imaging techniques have been developed to address the above limitations by insonating a large
area with unfocused beams through either spherical or plane wave emissions [7]. Rather than
being limited by line-by-line pulse-echo imaging, HiFRUS techniques acquire full-field data at very
high frame rates (e.g., 1000–10,000 frames per second) for excellent temporal resolution, and allow
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beamforming in any direction for angle-independent blood velocity estimations. These advancements
enable accurate quantification of high-velocity non-laminar flows, demonstrated both in vivo and in
geometrically-realistic phantoms at vessel bifurcations [8–10], aneurysms [11], and even 3D structures
such as the left ventricle [12,13]. However, the ability for basic science or clinical researchers to access
the vast amount of biological information has so far been limited, with recent HiFRUS reviews touting
only the perceived potential of these advances in imaging [7,14–16].
The major challenges for mainstream adoption of HiFRUS technology stem from the lack of large
sample human data, as well as descriptive studies of normal and pathological physiology. In this
review, we provide a practical framework for basic science researchers conducting preliminary in vivo
studies with the long-term objective of clinical relevance. Here, we propose a guideline for standards
in technical reporting, and provide considerations for investigations in humans, data management,
and storage, as well as a narrative example of how studies could be designed for in vivo observations
in basic science questions. Although this review focuses on relevant cardiovascular applications, we
encourage the readers to extend these principles to other areas of research which may benefit from
HiFRUS imaging.
2. A Synopsis of High Frame Rate Ultrasound Technology
Before we proceed to discuss how in vivo investigation protocols for HiFRUS can be designed, let
us first briefly review the current state-of-the-art in HiFRUS technology. While the notion of HiFRUS
imaging with sub-millisecond time resolution has been in conception since the 1980s [17], the technology
has garnered significant attention since the turn of this decade [18]. Such a rapid surge of interest is
technically attributed to two engineering innovation trends. First, in the past decade, reconfigurable
ultrasound scanners have become more prevalent [19–24], as opposed to non-programmable clinical
systems that are designed via an embedded system approach [25]. These open-architecture systems
have enabled researchers to readily implement different variants of unfocused pulsing sequences
that are essential for realizing HiFRUS [26]. Second, high-throughput computing hardware such
as graphical processing units have greatly matured [27]. These parallel processing devices have
served well to achieve real-time execution of HiFRUS-related computation tasks, such as pixel-by-pixel
beamforming [28–30], Doppler processing [31–33], and post hoc filtering [34].
At present, a number of academic labs have developed in-house research scanners with HiFRUS
capabilities. Worth particular mention are the in-house systems built at the Technical University
of Denmark [19,23], the University of Florence [21,24], the Langevin Institute in Paris [35], and the
Polish Academy of Sciences [36]. A few commercially available research platforms also allow similar
HiFRUS implementations, such as Analogic Ultrasound (Peabody, MA, USA) [37], Verasonics (Kirkland,
WA, USA) [22], US4US (Warsaw, Poland), and Cephasonics (Santa Clara, CA, USA). Note that most
conventional ultrasound scanners cannot be readily reconfigured to implement HiFRUS because
their architecture is typically developed through an embedded system design approach that only
specializes in performing beamline-based imaging [25]; this is why research scanners have become
essential for advances in diagnostic ultrasound. Another point worth noting is that one clinical scanner
developer (Supersonic Imagine, Aux-du-Province, France) is currently dedicated to the development
of the HiFRUS market [38]. Also, specialized HiFRUS flow vector imaging modes are available
on clinical scanners developed by Analogic Ultrasound (Peabody, MA, USA) [39] and Mindray
(Shenzhen, China) [40].
In terms of its technical principles, HiFRUS imaging is fundamentally instituted upon the
pulse-echo sensing paradigm, similar to conventional ultrasound imaging. However, instead of
using focused beams for transmission, HiFRUS instead uses unfocused pulsing strategies in the
forms of spherical waves [41] or plane waves [18,38], as shown in Figure 1. On reception, the pulse
echoes returned from the imaging plane of interest are recorded on every array transducer channel.
Pixel-by-pixel beamforming is then performed using the channel-domain pulse-echo data, in which
each image pixel value is derived through a “delay and sum” approach [28]. One salient point to
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be noted is that the lateral spatial resolution of HiFRUS is inherently not as fine as conventional
ultrasound because unfocused transmit firings are used. Nonetheless, the temporal resolution is
significantly improved because, from each transmit event’s channel-domain data set, it is possible
to form one image frame based on pulse-echoes returned from the entire imaging view. To improve
the lateral resolution of HiFRUS images, one strategy that can be leveraged is to perform coherent
compounding of low-resolution image frames derived from different spherical firing positions [41]
or different plane wave steering angles [42]. While this compounding operation would unavoidably
reduce the frame rate, it may be carried out recursively to limit the loss in frame rate [43].
 
Figure 1. Overview of high frame rate ultrasound (HiFRUS) data acquisition principles and the signal
processing chain. Two sample HiFRUS images in the form of flow vector imaging with dynamic
visualization [8] are shown in the context of a carotid bifurcation model.
From an application standpoint, the key diagnostic value offered by HiFRUS is the full-field,
high-resolution spatiotemporal imaging that can yield functional insight into physiological events
taking place inside the human body. For instance, by integrating HiFRUS with Doppler estimation
principles, it is possible to achieve time-resolved visualization of complex flow dynamics through the
rendering of flow speckles [9] and the derivation of flow vectors at different pixel positions [44]
as illustrated in the sample images in Figure 1. Not only is this useful in examining carotid
hemodynamics [8,40], it is also applicable to the evaluation of arterial strain [45–47], the visualization
of pulse wave propagation through the artery wall [48], and the tracking of shear waves propagating
in tissues [35,49]. HiFRUS may also be used in urology applications to gain time-resolved insight
into turbulent urinary flow behavior [50]. This technology may be used in cardiac applications
to study myocardial contraction [51,52] and intraventricular flow patterns [53,54], although these
techniques need further refinement. Emerging developments in HiFRUS methodologies, including the
incorporation of contrast agents [55] and state-of-the-art 4D imaging [56], will undoubtedly lead to
further physiological discoveries to enhance application prospects in this field.
3. Framework for In Vivo Cardiovascular Studies
The refinement of HiFRUS and blood flow vector quantification has led to a large number of
technical descriptions and validation studies, but very few in vivo clinical studies in which the potential
for advanced imaging methods can be highlighted. In these limited human studies, the focus has
been on proof-of-concept study designs, with small sample sizes, limited a priori hypotheses, and
case studies, rather than group comparisons or interventional designs [10,12,13,39,57–59]. Focused
studies on basic science or clinical research questions are the natural next step for the field, in which
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HiFRUS can be used as a specialized research tool for both simple and complex system cardiovascular
measurement. However, in order to build in a level of consistency between the varied methods,
HiFRUS research groups should be aware of the technical, physiological, and ethical considerations
required for larger scale human studies. Below, we outline such considerations, of which we encourage
for high-quality reporting and study design.
3.1. Validation of Methods Prior to In Vivo Data Collection
The range in both hardware and software solutions for HiFRUS platforms introduces a degree of
uncertainty in the accuracy and validity of methods during the early stages of system development.
As measurement error is an important component of interventional in vivo studies, the accuracy
in flow imaging should be determined through validation studies, using either criterion standard
methodology (e.g., magnetic resonance imaging [60]), or validated models with known hemodynamic
properties (e.g., computational fluid dynamics simulations [61] and flow phantoms [62]). The specific
decisions for constructing and validating flow phantoms have been previously reviewed [63], and
should be considered prior to diverting resources to human studies.
3.2. Standards in Technical Reporting
While few clinical ultrasound systems have the capability for HiFRUS imaging, certain research
systems allow for customization of the transmit firing sequence of every array channel and the
acquisition of channel-domain data for customized algorithmic processing [19–24,35–37]. In general,
HiFRUS imaging studies rigorously report the technical specifics of the experimental methods, such as
the array pitch, probe frequency, transmit pulse duration, pulse repetition frequency, steering angles,
and spherical source positioning. As HiFRUS technology is adopted into basic science and clinical
research, such details should be preserved and summarized in study reports for easy comparison
between methods. Table 1 lists the essential technical reporting that should be ideally described in
such studies. In addition to the technical reporting, scanning locations should be rigorously reported,
including the organ of interest, relevant landmarks for reproducibility, details on insonation angles
(e.g., anterior or lateral plane on the neck), and target organ orientations (e.g., visualization of both the
internal and external carotid arteries in the same plane).
Table 1. Technical reporting in high frame rate ultrasound (HiFRUS) investigations and proposed
details for the research example presented in Section 4.
HiFRUS Parameter Value
Scanning system SonixTouch
Array pitch 0.3048 mm
Probe frequency 5 MHz
Emission method Plane wave excitation
Transmit pulse duration 2 cycles
Pulse repetition frequency 10 kHz
Steering angles −10◦, 0◦, +10◦
Slow-time window size (or ensemble length) 128 samples (12.8 ms)
Slow-time window step size 4 samples (0.4 ms)
Effective frame rate 833 fps
Scanning location Left of image aligned 1 cm proximal to the carotid bifurcation
Collection duration 3 s (16 GB on-board memory)
The majority of clinical ultrasound studies are performed by highly trained sonographers, often
hired by clinical research teams. Although research sonographers are highly trained, considerations
should be given to any motion artefact caused by human error that may influence data quality
during HiFRUS acquisitions. Considering the limited data that can be acquired during study sessions
(potentially within a few heart cycles due to data storage and processing as discussed below), it is
important to eliminate sources of variability beyond that of the biological system being investigated.
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For this reason, probe holders should be considered as part of the experimental set-up when possible,
and reported in the study methodology. Stereotactic probe holders have previously been shown to
reduce the typical error of the flow-mediated dilation technique, which is based on diameter changes
in the brachial artery after a brief period of distal limb ischemia [64].
3.3. Human Considerations
A shift in focus from flow phantoms to human participants brings about certain considerations for
in vivo testing that may introduce unwanted variability into data quality. The human cardiovascular
system is tightly regulated by the autonomic nervous system, involving beat-to-beat neurovascular
regulation through the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems [65,66]. However, this
regulation may offer unwanted sources of variability during HiFRUS studies, as only a few cardiac
cycles can realistically be acquired per participant due to the high frame rate. Decisions on participant
pre-visit instructions and study methodology should be made with consideration on how to minimize
these confounders. For example, technical guidelines for evaluations of carotid–femoral pulse
wave velocity and flow-mediated dilation have recommended that: participants refrain from food
(~2–6 h), caffeine, smoking, and alcohol (~12 h) prior to measurement; testing should occur in a
quiet, temperature-controlled room after 10 min of supine rest; and measurements be taken at the
same time of day for longitudinal studies to account for circadian rhythm [67–74]. While Table 2 lists
recommendations for the average participant, any perturbations from the ‘ambulatory’ state of an
individual should be considered; for example, asking an individual who habitually smokes to refrain
from smoking may cause an equal amount of distress and undue sympathetic activation. As the
novelty of HiFRUS data limits the available literature on the confounders of measurement variability,
we suggest that the above basic study controls be considered for studies involving human participants,
with the aim of reducing unwanted variability in the high-quality data.
Table 2. Methodological considerations in cardiovascular human testing.
Recommendation Reason
Pre-visit instructions
2 h fasted Altered sympathetic activation
6 h refrain from caffeine Altered sympathetic activation
12 h refrain from smoking Acute effects on vascular structure and function
12 h refrain from moderate-to-vigorous physical activity Acute effects on vascular structure and function
12 h refrain from alcohol Acute effects on vascular structure and function
Record of current medications Various acute and chronic effects on the vasculature
Participant preparation
Assign unlinked participant ID Ethical considerations for sensitive health information
10 min rest period Altered sympathetic activation upon arrival to the lab
Resting heart rate recording Detail of the hemodynamic environment
Resting blood pressure recording Detail of the hemodynamic environment
Probe holder placement Reduction of motion artifacts
Breath hold during acquisition Reduction of motion artifacts
Medications are an important consideration when preparing to interpret the potentially
clinically relevant information provided in HiFRUS examinations. As it is unethical and unsafe
to ask participants to withhold all medication for certain studies, it is important to record and
consider possible confounders when interpreting findings. Particular care should be taken with
commonly prescribed medications for hypertension and heart disease, such as statins, beta-blockers,
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, and diuretics, all of which result in measurable effects on
cardiovascular function including reductions in heart rate, blood volume and arterial stiffness [67].
Further to the issue of beat-to-beat variability, additional considerations should be given to factors
that may affect the ability of individual heart cycles to reflect ‘steady state’ conditions of an individual or
physiological state. Respiratory sinus arrhythmia is a known phenomenon in physiological monitoring,
eliciting predictable fluctuations in heart rate and blood pressure [75]. Given that typical respiratory
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and heart rates in healthy adults are ~20 breaths/min and ~70 beats/min, respectively, an average
of at least six heart cycles is necessary to accurately reflect steady state physiology, which may not
be feasible for all HiFRUS acquisition systems. Borrowing from echocardiography guidelines, an
alternative solution to averaging is implementing brief breath holds to limit both the sympathetic
and mechanical effects of breathing [76,77]. Other arrhythmias such as ectopic beats, premature
atrial/ventricular contractions, or flutters may cause difficulty in recording steady state data, although
arrhythmia physiology may be an interesting study area in itself for HiFRUS examination.
Variable acoustic windows and poor image quality are potential barriers for high quality HiFRUS
investigations, which may limit the available participant pool in human studies. While flow phantoms
offer complete control of model orientation, depth, and acoustic medium, human studies will certainly
produce sub-optimal data quality, which will vary between methods. An additional concern for data
quality is the potential waste of time and resources that would accompany data dropout, especially for
repeated-measures study designs. To address this concern, we recommend including image quality
as an exclusion criterion in ethics applications, whereby individuals are first consented under the
local ethics board and are then screened for image quality before the start of the study protocol.
If participants are being remunerated for their time, they would have to be provided a pro-rated
amount as they have been officially enrolled in the protocol upon giving consent. Regardless of the
participant flow, reporting quality metrics, such as the number of unusable images or number and
reason for data loss, will provide valuable transparency on HiFRUS methodology. Although designed
for randomized control trial use, the CONSORT guidelines provide excellent descriptions of high
quality participant reporting, which includes number of participants excluded, participants lost to
follow up in repeated measures designs, and participants excluded from analysis [78].
4. Research Example: Neurovascular Control and Complex Blood Flow
The above general recommendations for in vivo investigations provide a general framework
under which the acquisition and management of human data should be optimally performed in
cardiovascular research. In order to supplement these considerations, below we present an example of
a simple and realistic study design for a basic science research question, describing each step in the
design process from research question to data acquisition.
The most attractive element of HiFRUS for a cardiovascular physiologist is the unprecedented
quantity and quality of information that can non-invasively be assessed from the conduit arteries.
High temporal and spatial sensitivity of complex blood flow patterns may offer a unique view of
traditional cardiovascular techniques that have otherwise been well established in the field. For example,
the cold pressor test (CPT) is a well-documented assessment of neurovascular reactivity [79,80], which
has a history of central and peripheral responder sub-types [81], and documented effects on intra-
and extra-cranial blood flow [82,83]. The CPT is highlighted by its simple protocol: submersion of
either the hand or foot into an ice bath (~2–4 ◦C) for a duration of ~2 min. This stimulus elicits a
rapid neurovascular response, characterized by α-adrenergic peripheral vasoconstriction causing slight
increases in heart rate (i.e., +5 to +10 beats per minute) and moderate increases in mean arterial pressure
(i.e., +15 to +25 mmHg). While recent studies have reported increases in common carotid, internal
carotid, and middle cerebral artery blood velocity with the CPT [82,83], it may be of value to characterize
the complex flow patterns at the carotid bifurcation to further detail the known hemodynamics of
the CPT, as well as to perhaps develop an easily accessible reactivity test for carotid bifurcation jets
and recirculation zones under challenge conditions. From this knowledge gap in a well-established
cardiovascular technique, we can design an acute interventional within-subject human research question
that directly uses the novel capabilities of HiFRUS with a priori hypotheses: does the CPT elicit changes
in carotid bifurcation flow jet velocity or recirculation zones as measured by HiFRUS?
Figure 2 and Table 1 detail the methodological and technical design elements that we would
employ for such a study. Young healthy adults are the ideal participants for this design, as we would
like to test a basic science question in a controlled system, ideally by manipulating only the variables
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of interest without considering confounding pathology. After institutional safety and ethics approval,
participants would be recruited and consented for testing in the lab. To ensure quality data, we suggest
that potential participants be screened for appropriate scanning windows for appropriate orientation of
the carotid bifurcation (i.e., at minimum, in-plane visualization of the carotid bulb and internal carotid
artery). This exclusion criteria limits the generalizability of the experimental findings, but we must
acknowledge the variability in carotid geometry in the general population using 2D ultrasound [84,85].
To limit confounding factors for measurement variability, we would ask participants to arrive at the
lab having fasted for two hours, and having refrained from moderate-to-vigorous physical activity,
smoking, and alcohol in the 12 h prior to assessments (Table 2).
 
Figure 2. An example of a study timeline and protocol for the experiment outlined in the Research
Example. ECG: electrocardiogram.
During the testing protocol, participants would rest supine for at least ten minutes prior to
data collection to standardize the hemodynamic environment (i.e., heart rate and blood pressure).
For this particular research question, it would be valuable to gate analysis to the electrocardiogram
(ECG) trace, in order to account for some beat-to-beat variability in blood flow, as well as to assist
with aligning secondary data acquisition such as beat-to-beat blood pressure finger plethysmography
or transcranial Doppler signals. A simple single-lead ECG can be used to align the data either
on the ultrasound unit, or through simultaneous capture with an external data acquisition system.
If possible, participants would be instrumented with a stereotactic probe holder to standardize the
anterior–posterior orientation of the ultrasound probe to assist with repeated assessments in the same
plane. During acquisition itself, participants would be asked to briefly hold their breath while six heart
cycles (~6–8 s; ~16 GB on our system) are recorded. The specific details of the HiFRUS acquisition
and analysis would vary between research groups, although we recommend the technical reporting
suggested in Table 1 for a fully detailed methods sections to be included for publication.
The above research example is just one of many avenues that HiFRUS methodology may take in
cardiovascular science (for other clinical examples, see [7,14–16]). Diagnostic testing in clinical studies
presents a unique set of challenges (e.g., power calculations for novel outcomes [86], specificity and
sensitivity to detect abnormal hemodynamics [87]), the discussion of which is beyond the scope of this
review. Although individual research questions, experimental protocols, and outcome measures may
vary, we hope this general description of a research outline may prove useful to researchers beginning
to explore the potential for HiFRUS investigations in human participants.
5. Summary
HiFRUS techniques for complex blood flow quantification are being rapidly developed, but have
yet to be implemented in larger scale human studies investigating either basic science or clinical
research questions. In this paper, we have put forward methodological and technical reporting
aspects that should be considered as part of future study designs in the area. Participant preparation,
variability controls in experimental protocols, and ethical considerations are just a few of the points
that will elevate the research standards in HiFRUS investigations, which we highlight in a practical
example in neurovascular control of blood flow. As these techniques are eventually adopted into
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larger scale studies, we encourage ultrasound researchers to reach out to partner with physiologists
and clinical researchers and extend the possibilities for HiFRUS as an invaluable research tool in
cardiovascular science.
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